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ABSTRACT

The emerging field of World Art is an appropriate place to ask the research
question, “what does it mean to be human in the 21st century?” The urgent need for a pan
human narrative and its subsequent common goals derives from our shared habitat
degradation, growing population and rapid technologic changes in a global era of instant
communications. Art is a hallmark of humans on planet earth: Our pan human
neurological framework includes symbolizing capacity; this serves as our individual and
collective memory-heritage, the birthright of every human being, and a great hope for our
future. This research uses a heuristic hermeneutic theoretical framework and art based
research methods. Thus, subjective interpretation unites art history and art making.
Together the theories and methods relate the subjective interpretive quality of individual
art making experiences with the collective art making histories of the species. World Art
has the capacity to become the educational K-12 axis mundi because it capitalizes on
brain research about how humans learn, leverages multiple intelligence, supports
thematic teacher collaborations and addresses legislative mandates. Part One explores
context as a field in which meaning is situated. Here time-space figures establish points
of view, including through interspecies and machine communications and Chinese feng
shui. Part Two emphasizes visual art symbolization while acknowledging other
modalities. Art objects of paper, clay, and available stream (recyclables and the natural
world) represent each of the four quarters of the earth: Africa 100,000BCE; Oceania
50,000BCE; Eurasia, 25,000BCE; the Americas, 12,500BCE – present. In the end, to be
human in the 21st century is to be a figure individually resonating aesthetic consciousness
in the ground of intentional collective empathy.
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Introduction
The following illustrated text contextualizes and reports my art based research
into the question “What does it mean to be human in the twenty-first century?” in two
parts. Part One, Contextualizing World Art in Time and Space, details concentric
analytic time-space layers from the current state of the world to World Art studies to
human consciousness itself. Here I emphasis the powerful impact of the idea of time.
Part Two, Heuristic-Hermeneutic Research in World Art, describes a World Art research
chronology of human art history based on feng shui, which is an ancient Chinese timespace theory and practice. Here I emphasize space via four geographic world segments.
Working methods establish correspondences for each of the four parts of the
earth: Africa, Oceania, Eurasia, and the Americas. The multi-sensory process for
studying World Art was look at images, listen to music; read and write, and make art
work. Aligning this process with feng shui and time produced an approach to World Art
which begins with Africa as the site for the emergence of the species, the sense of sight,
the compass point of south, and the time period of 100,000bce. Next comes Oceania as
hearing, north and 50,000bce. Then comes Eurasia as growth, east and 25,000bce.
Finally I arrive at the Americas, where invisibility, the compass point of the west and the
time period of 12,500 – present are featured. Uniting art making with reading, writing
and studying art synergized a cohesive and personal epistemology appropriate to both the
richness of the universal human World Art heritage and my personal experiences as an
artist-scholar.
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Part 1. Contextualizing World Art in Time and Space
“There’s so much room for art in the practice of living, in how we organize our lives and how we improve
them, that the idea of confining art to what we hang on walls is a pathetic failure of theoretical as well as
artistic imagination.” ~~ Richard Shusterman in Conversations before the End of Time, S. Gablik

Figure 1 – Twin Towers through Graveyard, Horizon (6)
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The idea of context as defining meaning is central to my entire program. One
reason meanings vary with time and space is the human capacity to contextualize.1 We
create categories of meaning, and then shift the context of the established meaning to
create new meanings (Lewis-Williams, Mind) Perhaps humans recontextualized symbols
to evolve meaning into language and self emerged in society.
Our neurological processing system, which is at the root of human thinking,
operates via the symbolic, i.e., the metaphoric (Lakoff, Valle & Eckardsberg, and
Stafford). Cognition in linguistics theory is through what I call 'metaphoric' thinking.
Technically, metaphor is comparing two different things, analogy is finding similarities
between two items, a simile is comparing two unlikes. No wonder in the medieval
period, when the church specified ‘how’ and ‘what’ one was to think, rhetoric was the
study of hundreds of ‘figures and tropes.’ Barbara Stafford, in Visual Analogy, argues
that seeking similarities is initially a visual experience seeking harmony. Lakoff uses still
other words to talk about metaphoric thinking. For simplicity sake, I am using the
language, ‘metaphoric thinking’ to refer to the human symbolizing ability.
For example, when you hear the English word ‘red’ you do not know whether it
means a color or a political ideology; if you ‘see’ the word, then you know the person did
not mean ‘read’ as in ‘I read that book yesterday.’ Meaning on one level may appear to
be isomorphic, such as in the context of an entire sentence, ‘red is the color of the book.’
But on another level it exists sentence free and multivalent. To use symbol systems to
contextually create meaning, modern linguistics posits information embedded processing
hierarchies of feature marking. The specific categories are chosen by a culture. The fact

1

As an approach to investigating humanity, multiple perspectives, scales of analysis and considerations of
time and space are central to my investigation. See Maschner & Maschner.
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that we DO have categories is pan human. For example, in the sentence, ‘the pig tore up
the street’ we might have the feature marking of plus (+) or minus (-) human on the word
pig. If it is (+) human, it might be a policeman. If it is (–) human, it might be a four
legged mammal that some humans eat. If we were making a picture, we might draw the
four legged mammal in a policeman’s uniform and link these two possibilities. If by
some chance we could imagine people in the 1860’s coming across this image, they
would not, absent knowledge of American Rhetoric circa 1960’s, interpret the image in
quite the way you or I could. But that does not mean that they are unable to use
categories, or that they could not invent a meaning. They simply would not have our
context for the image, i.e., they would not have OUR meaning. My research explores the
relationship between individual meaning (ideolect) and the shared cultural meaning
(consensual understanding), i.e., the boundary between the private and public meanings
via art, between inside and outside, especially as they relate to feng shui.2
Charles Peirce’s semiotic analysis and three fields of study extend beyond
understanding using the word red and into my research overall. His language was icons
(i.e., representation like the thing signified, e.g., naturalistic painting); natural signs (e.g.,
clouds signifying rain) and conventional symbols (words). His three semiotic fields of
semantics (meaning) syntactics (structure) and pragmatics (purposes and effects) also
relate to my work. In Peircean terms I: investigate meaning (‘what does it mean to be a
human being in the 21st century?”); structure my inquiry (through the field of World Art,
heuristic and hermeneutic theories and methods of art based research); have the purposes

2

Feng shui (pronounced fung shway) literally translates from Chinese as ‘wind over water.’ It is the art of
energy (called chi) in time and space. As a philosophy and practice feng shui applies to spaces & times in
general and to event planning, house lots, remodeling, subdivision design, gardening, etc. in particular.
4
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of: gaining a balanced and more complete version of the human story and; experiencing
the effect of transforming my consciousness.
Spanning time from pre-literate/pre-history to my contemporary era
contextualized my own individual life and its long term consequences within a larger
frame. In other words, the path outlined here is of lengthened time frames in World Art
which compensate for my relatively short life span. This is particularly helpful since our
present global habitat degradation accelerates with every moment. Our ‘rate of
experience’ is the perceived speed at which the present is experienced. In this era, it is
difficult to think of what the world might be like in a thousand years and I operate on a
calendar that is no further out than five years. Right now this rapid rate of change
challenges me to keep remain mindful of long term impacts, i.e., fifty years from now. It
seems to me that my species is both endangered and existing in a flood of instantaneous
communications, information and competing demands. Just keeping ‘up’ is often
daunting. Habitat degradation, rapid rate of experience, and need to remember the long
term all suggest that global, or World Art, is increasingly necessary and relevant at this
time.
The cultural lens of my time could be called ‘cyberspace.’ My ability to
communicate by clicking keys on a machine which magically (I do not understand really
HOW it works) sends my words to other humans who also have a similar or compatible
machine (Auge). It also references the global and instantaneous nature of these
communications. The rate and volume of information which streams continuously
toward me via the mass media is accelerated by the use of the computer, internet and
World Wide Web. An effect of immediate, world wide information increase is the
feeling that distances are collapsing. These distances are between me and other people,
5
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between me and my culture (popular collective consciousness, current events, etc.),
between me/my culture and the rest of the world. Perhaps this same sensation is repeated
in other people. In any case, the awareness pressure thus generated operates on many
levels, from ex post facto knowledge of environmental disasters to political
demonstrations to prevent war. Therefore, at this particular time I am acutely conscious
of contextual escalations which, in my view, threaten the entire species. The Supreme
Court long ago ruled that it is illegal to holler ‘fire!’ in a crowded theatre if there is NO
fire. I believe if there IS a fire, I am obliged to speak.
Communicating my results (including methods and experiences) in the
dissertation translates my interiority into sharable exteriority. Those who read the work
slow down long enough to consider its materiality, sounds, and ideas have the
opportunity to transform their own consciousness and to use these methods to create their
own understanding. Using words and pictures, sounds and sights, my dissertation
demonstrates my own experience of transformation, shares these discoveries, and makes
these methods available to others.
I use the language and media conventions of my time and place to describe how
context generally defines meaning and specifically defines the situated meaning of my
dissertation. The text for this descriptive communication is a symbol system most
generally called language and specifically known as contemporary standard American
English. Within this I also use a sub-cultural symbol system called scholarly writing
conventions, circa 2004. This means the essay draws upon contemporary meanings of
words and the academic canons for citing sources for information via footnotes and
bibliographies. In addition, my dissertation contains illustrations. The text and
illustrations are available as a visual and audio CD as well as a ‘hard copy’ book.
6
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Language, like the consciousness that gave rise to it, is an early achievement and
hallmark of Homo sapiens that leaves no visible trace in prehistory. But with the study of
prehistoric art, we have a concretized visual echo of the consciousness that created it.
We know several things: First the ‘content’ of the human mind is varying and culture
specific; Second this content exists within pan human neurological hardware of modern
Homo sapiens (Lewis-Williams, Mind); Third all human cultures use multiple symbol
systems to communicate a variety of states of consciousness (e.g., all use both oral-aural
language and visual symbol systems). A study of the art history of humanity indicates
that people experience a consciousness continuum, and there are those who, like David
Lewis Williams, hold this to be one of the defining characteristics of humanity. He
observed in The Mind in the Cave that our ancestors would have experienced the full
spectrum of states of consciousness, including dreams and altered states, and would have
needed to account for them within their social structure.
Today we, too, experience a variety of states of consciousness. However, our
dominant western paradigm: values decisions made while in the waking state using
ostensibly objective left brain linear thinking; and tends to distrust ideas and images
received while a trance or dream state.3 Drawing on the spectrum of interiority called
human consciousness, my research employs the history and practice of symbol systems in
waking, trance and dream states. Acknowledging and using consciousness as interiority,
a ‘spaceless space,’ is entirely appropriate to my cyber-era.
This dissertation divides the world into four parts and so is presented in four
media: illustrations, sound, text and CD. This means the use of more than one sense and

3

There are exceptions, such as religious leaders believing a deity speaks to them or insights, such as the
DNA helix, may be seen in a dream, but these prove the rule of the dominant western epistemology.
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a machine are required to fully comprehend the ideas presented and each medium may
alter perceived meanings. By weaving aspects of human consciousness into a narrative
of human World Art I correlate media with other variables, such as time (e.g., seasons of
the year, times of the day), space (parts of the globe, points of the compass), elements and
much more, as is shown in Chart 12. The short story of Homo at the moment might be:
we emerge as a species, we spread across the globe, our culture flowers and we
disappear.
Beginning with illustrations, we have the idea of first coming into awareness of,
i.e., reflecting upon, our own existence. The enduring record of early human visual
experience in permanent materials relates to our sense of sight. Hence, images and the
fullness of southern skies are associated with bright light (fire, noon and summer solstice)
and the place of our emergence, Africa.
Sound is next, for ancient human forms of memory were also held by oral
traditions, which presume both speakers and listeners. This auditory remembrance of our
human journey is associated with Oceania and quiet depths (water, midnight and winter
solstice and north). This is represented by the audio portion of the dissertation.
The development of text (literacy) and tower (architecture) are a return to vision4
but with many other skills that suggest both two and three dimensional World Art. Here
the emphasis is the flowering of human culture as represented by text and tower in
Eurasia (wood, morning, east, vernal equinox) are the dissertation text itself.
Finally, the Americas are appropriately represented by the art making processes
and the capturing of the entire dissertation as a C.D. Here invisible cyber connections lie

4
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I am speaking generally here and so not addressing the interesting subject of Braille.
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hidden. West and the element metal are associated with the Americas.5 The times are
sunset and autumn equinox. These four media and their associations create a context for
my understanding of World Art.
An example of the power of context is shown in Figure 1 – Twin Towers Through
Graveyard. Graveyards are filled with efforts at remembrance. When this image was
taken in the summer of 1976, during the two hundred year anniversary of the United
States of America, no one foresaw that twenty five years later the towers and many
people in them would be gone in a terrorist attack. When I see this image now, I (re-)
contextualize, that is (re-) interpret the image with what I know has happened. Perhaps
Figure 3, Monument to Styrofoam Packing, belongs in a packaging graveyard, for
through it I remember the widespread presence of packaging materials in my time and
space. This eight feet high black and gold sculpture is made entirely from styrofoam
packing materials that came to my home as the protection for the latest edition of
cyberworld (my computer). The packing was hot-glued and painted to look as if it were
made of cast iron and weighed hundreds of pounds. In reality, it is easy to lift with just
one finger.

5

In feng shui metal is the (later heaven) element of the west. Examples of metal in the west include gold
in the new world (colonizer’s lust or indigenous use of), the fact that the United States is the world’s largest
weapons manufacturer, and the important role of currency in western power.
9
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The human ability to shift ideas
from one context to another and thereby
create new meanings is at the heart of the
symbolic process, so the use of
audiotape, illustrations, text and C.D. are
appropriate to my purposes. It is
axiomatic in both information and
communication theory that redundancy
can increase comprehension and reduce
communication breakdowns. Hence, I
am hoping that by putting the
information into multiple channels, I am
increasing the likelihood that it will be
received. This process sometimes
repeats, sometimes restates, sometimes
transforms. It demonstrates the process
which has been my entire program, i.e.,
combining art history and art making
Figure 3 Monument to Styrofoam Packing

facilitates the transformation of

consciousness. These results are experiment and summary, process and experiential
product.
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1.1 The Importance and Ubiquity of Time-Space
Time-Space is an important concern for me as it ubiquitously contextualizes
everything in general and my work in particular. It is even how I calculate wealth.6
Specifically western time-space conceptions are pervasive, from world wide observance
of the seven day week to our ‘school bell as factory bell.’ Enmeshed in my own timespace I am often unaware of my tendency to presentism, i.e., to apply current values to
historical figures, events, etc. Since I consider time-space perceptions the
interpenetrations that establish being in general and art in particular, it is perhaps
predictable that I feel “caught in time and space.”
Although time-space is often a diffuse subset of other discourses and the number
of studies of socio-cultural space-time are constantly increasing, framing and
remembering space-time remains located within me, the artist scholar. It is “I” who
experience being ‘caught’ in time and space.7 But this condition gives rise to its
opposite, i.e., transcending or operating without awareness of time-space, which I often
experience when making art. Reflecting on time and space I realized that three focal
points of interest in this essay, (language, consciousness and time-space) all share a
property of self presentation. By this I mean that discussions about time take place
within time; conversations about language use language; my consciousness uses
6

In the increasingly populated world of the twenty first century, my presentism includes my personal
definition of wealth via time-space. For time this means control of one’s own clock. Freedom to decide
when to do what, whether it is make a speech or have a cup of tea, is to be truly rich. For space, one needs
enough of it so as to experience quiet. While I cannot afford a million acres of Montana (such that I can
avoid the endless noise and clamor of other humans and their machines) I feel truly wealthy in that I have
opportunity to study and create art and to help others do the same. I schedule feng shui clients on a weekly
basis according to my own compass-clock.
7

Gell (151) borrowed from Mellor and McTaggert to simplify ‘time’ into two types: A, which refers to
events moving from future to present and then becoming past and B, which is items always in the same
relation to one another, e.g., if y happened after x, then y is always in the future relative to x.
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consciousness to consider itself. In each of these examples there is a common thread of
self reference, where the inside and outside, like time and space, reflect and are versions
of one another, pushing upon each other in a kind of infinite self regress which brings
itself (each other) into awareness of being ‘all the time.’

This led me to chart time and

space as a complimentary distribution of attributes, versions of one another if you will,
shown below.
Chart 1 Time-Space Comparison

TIME

SPACE

Rate

Scale

Male

Female

Yang
Vertical/
horizontal
Sequential
Heavenly
Exterior
Manifest
Energy of
Later
Heaven (e.g.,
Oak Tree)

Yin
Horizontal/
vertical
Simultaneous
Earthly
Interior
Latent
Energy of
Early Heaven
(e.g., as
Acorn)

Chart 1 shows how my decades as a geomancer practicing the Chinese art of feng
shui have influenced my understanding of time and space. In Chinese feng shui there are
two compass maps, which taken together show how energy moves in time and space. In
my practice they are used together.
The first such map is called the Early Heaven and it locates, i.e., refers to, latent
energy. (See Figures 9-11.) An example of this latent energy is an acorn, which is a
potential oak tree not yet manifested. I use this map to describe the simultaneity of space.

12
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As one looks at the horizon, one simultaneously is able to see sky, tree, and grass. A
book on the table existing at the same time as the pencil next to it is considered
simultaneous energy and is yin, female, earthly, receptive, interior. This is the energy of
space, the energy of the Early Heaven.
Figure 4 Inside – Outside. This
paper sculpture shows inside
(yin) and outside (yang). When
the object is closed, you would
not suspect the interior
structural connection.
Figure 5 Peace is made from
Figure 4 Inside-Outside

dryer lint and uses shape to
communicate the idea of peace.

Heaven (yang) is shown as the circle on the bottom
and earth (yin) as the square on the top. The
energy of heaven rises up, the energy of the earth
sinks below. When pictured this way, the natural
flow of energy is for heaven and earth to approach
one another. In the I Ching this is hexagram
number 11, ‘Peace’ (48-52).

The energies of heaven and earth exist and
Figure 5 Peace

13
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vary their meanings depending upon syntax, or the
sequence in which they are encountered. For
example, Figure 6, Earth Mosaic and Figure 7,
Heaven Mosaic, use color to communicate (dark
blue as heaven and yellow ochre as earth.) This is
a variant (represented through color instead of
shape) of the same idea of the peaceful union of
heaven and earth shown in Figure 5, but done with
color instead of shape. In both cases (Figure 5 and

Figures 6-7) if the figures were reversed, and earth

Figure 6 Earth Mosaic

were below and heaven above, the energies would
be moving away from one another rather than
toward each other. In this case the idea
communicated would be hexagram #12,
Standstill, instead of hexagram #11, Peace.

Figure 7 Heaven Mosaic

14
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Figure 8 Mosaic Map Early & Later Heavens

Figure 8 Mosaic Map Early & Later Heavens shows the inside set of trigram tiles
as the Early Heaven Arrangement of Energy and the outside perimeter set of trigram tiles
shows the Later Heaven Arrangement of energy. Each of these eight trigram tiles occurs
15
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in a different spot in the early and
later heavens, thus creating an
energy circuit for each of the
trigrams. These shifts are described
in Figures 10 –11, where Govinda
presents widely accepted trigram
correlations for Early and Later
Heaven placements.8

Figure 9 Early Heaven

8

As an example, consider the north. In Figure 9 the early heaven the north is home to the trigram Kun, the
earth, the mother, and the most yin of all the trigrams, pictured as three sets of broken lines. In Figure 10
the later heaven the north is home to Kan, the middle son, the deep and dangerous water, pictured as a
central solid yang line flanked above and below by broken yin lines. Thus, to describe the north, we could
say, the ‘mother gives way to the son’ or ‘the earth swallows water’ or ‘in the north yang finds the center.’
In trigrams the bottom line stands for earth energy, the top line for heavenly energy and the middle line for
human energy which navigates between heaven and earth. Thus, we could also say, ‘in the north, humans
move from yin to yang.’
Another way to approach this same question of trigrams and the meaning of the placements is to
look at the energy path of each trigram. For example, Kun is in the north in the early heaven but in the
southwest in the later heaven. Thus, the energy circuit for Kun is north to southwest to north to southwest,
etc. There is only one set of trigrams which do NOT change their relationship of correspondence to one
another when they shift from early to later heaven and that is the relationship between fire, which is the
middle daughter and water, which is the middle son. In the early heaven they are the north-south axis and
in the later heaven they are the east west axis.
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The other map is called the Later Heaven and it locates, i.e., refers to, manifested
energy. An example of this manifested energy is an oak tree, which is visible and has
realized its potential. I use this map to describe sequential time. Thinking of the
verticality of the oak tree or watching the course of the sun during the day are ways to
look up to heaven for changes over
time. This sequential energy is
yang, male, heavenly, creative,
exterior.
In addition to looking at
time-space through my geomantic
practice, I also use western
mathematical conventions. We all
know the formula d=rt (distance
equals rate multiplied by time). Just
as time invokes rate (length and
duration), space invokes scale.
Figure 10 Later Heaven

But what is rate? The rate
at which time ‘passes’ is the

difference between evolution and revolution or between rust and fire. Human
perception, unaided by machines, has a limited range. If the rate is too fast or too slow, it
is difficult for humans to perceive. For example, my dog hears very high pitched sounds
that I cannot hear and insects perceive ultraviolet light. But with the aid of machines we
extend our biological sensory apparatus.
17
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Perceivable rates establish boundaries and give rise to theories. Each person is a
whole entity, so it is not easy to separate our digestive system from our breathing, our
heart beat from our veins, our smelling from our hearing. Yet, we easily speak about
these processes separately. This abstraction of embodied experience into language leads
to theories about processes in, about, and over time, such as geologic time, evolutionary
theory (adaptation vs. extinction), individual senses vs. synasthesia, cymatics and
morphic resonance, nature vs. nurture, to name but a few. These and other theories about
process over time intersect one another for complexity bordering on chaos. For example,
in nature vs. nurture my personal combination of genetic endowments and individual
experiences color the patina of all my perceptions at varying rates. Explicating this
notion alone could fill a lifetime of volumes. Or to take another example, though
theoretically any website is available to any other website, with possible connections in
the billions, information overload in cyberspace ‘brings down’ any given site should it
receive too many simultaneous ‘hits.’ The rate at which the ‘hits’ are experienced is the
determining factor.
Scale may be thought of as macro-micro relations, such as cell: human or human:
society. Recently I saw the video Powers of Ten, (Eames)9 which gave examples of
scale in directing our perceptions and establishing a ‘point of view.’ Long before I saw
this video I observed from an airplane window as we prepared to land that the San
Francisco skyscrapers looked like mother boards in my computer. At the ‘time’ I was en
route to see my dying mother who lay in ‘space’ somewhere below me. ‘Shortly
thereafter’ I processed my grief at her death by making a quilt of dead computer mother
boards framed by a map of San Francisco and the East Bay taken from my plane window.
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Whether one considers a personal example such as this, or an experience anyone may
duplicate at will, such as looking at a picture of the Milky Way and recalling a swirling
eddy of water in the bathtub, these macro-micro relations come to us through our abilities
to perceive relationships via scale.

9

For insights into scale beyond this famous 1978 video, see http://www.wordwizz.com/pwrsof10.htm.
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Figure 11 Heavenly Flight Over Mother Below

Figure 11 Heavenly Flight Over Mother Below is one quilt square from dead
mother board quilt, framed in photographs taken from the plane flying over San
Francisco and Alameda, California.
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Humans use their own bodies as the chief reference point for understanding scale
and measurement in space. Even though we no longer use body parts as reference points
in expressions such as ‘that horse is five hands high,’ we still experience space and time
through our bodies and call twelve inches ‘a foot.’ We feel the ceiling is ‘high or low’
the ‘walls are closing in’ or the field next door is a ‘wide open space’ because of our own
size. Munn observed that space invokes the body (93-123), so perhaps our relationship to
space, e.g., walking upright, influenced our early connection with landscape as space, the
subsequent endurance of place names, the non-western human habit of conflating
landscape with ancestors no longer in a human body, the early human interest in caves, or
even the subsequent widespread practice of placing dead bodies into the earth. This in
turn echoes the ancient Sanskrit gharba griha (womb=tomb), which is the place name for
the ‘dead’ center of the temple in which bones/relics were placed (See Section 2.4.4.2).
David Harvey, Professor of Geography at Oxford University noted, “attachment
to a certain conception of space and time is a political decision” (432). Today, although
technology creates class distinctions between those who are and are not ‘wired’ via the
internet, let us say that the average human lives less than one hundred years. This typical
life span seems long compared to the summer-season life of a moth, but short compared
to the thousand year life of a coral reef. At least for the early twenty first century
America from which I now experience cyber time-space, I see my life is short, my culture
shortsighted, the demands on my time-space increasing. The accelerating rate and
volume of electronic information does not help me slow down and consider
consequences. Thus, even as they indicate class distinctions, personal computers bring
forth questions about the time-space politics of increased demands for productivity. For
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example, I now receive about seventy emails a day. Nothing else in my work life has
been removed, but even accounting for the ‘spam’ (junk mail) that I merely ‘spend time’
deleting, there are many more questions to be answered and communications to be
handled via the computer. The telephone did not stop ringing, I did not stop visiting
clients, making and exhibiting art, teaching, giving lectures and volunteering in my town.
I simply added another layer of demand for more and more instant communications. This
constant accessibility of one’s time is amplified for those with cell phones.
Amid these demands for ‘instant’ response and lack of reflection, I take it as a
given that though often unarticulated, time-space beliefs are the collective ground
through which individual awareness ‘figures’ via culturally specific consciousness.
Time-space is a pan human experience which, though it may be all the more powerful for
being less than fully conscious or related to a particular media, nevertheless threads
through and contextualizes our consciousness. Contemporary cyber time-spaces, which
lack ‘real’ space, may dissolve, fail to invoke, or, by its ‘actual absence,’ emphasize the
body. The cyber-world is filled with pornography and images of the human body;
people establish cyber-romances and engage in cyber-sex without their ‘real’ bodies ever
meeting.
Time is THE important issue in OUR times, as the bromide about the ‘more
words there are for something, the greater its cultural significance,’ proves. A glance in
any dictionary yields many, many definitions of time and courses are taught to managers,
teachers, and the general public, in ‘time management.’ I myself wrote and taught such
training for bankers back in the nineteen eighties. Furthermore, our western view OF
time has changed OVER time, and this cannot be completely ignored since my research
produced a chronology of Homo sapiens which references the art of the species IN time.
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However, we should note that at the moment, western material culture has a
particular focus and flavor, e.g., we generally value ‘scientific’ time reckoning and
consider time a dwindling commodity (Vuckovic 51). Scientific notions of time suggest
that continuous time is an approximation and philosophic ideas of time as discreet units
have been discarded (Helge Kragh and Bruno Carazza 437). Today our science posits
that time-space is a continuum, so any discussion of time includes a consideration of
space. The time-space continuum suggests that the spaces we inhabit impact our sense of
the ‘times’ wherein we dwell. Perhaps given our obsession with time, it is no surprise
that today there is renewed interest in environmental arts, i.e., space aesthetics, and ‘sense
of place.’ The Union Institute October Symposium in 2003 had two panels on ‘sense of
place’ and conferences entirely devoted to the subject are not unusual.
In our era of extensibility and collapse (globalization and cyberspace) we struggle
with our diminished sense of how to draw boundaries of ‘our’ space for purposes of
loyalty and mutual support (Adams 280). Simultaneously, the turnover time of ideas in
academia has accelerated, paralleling speed up in the culture at large and the epidemic of
‘flavor of the month ~isms’ (Harvey 431). Likely it is this sort of compression that
contributed to Union Institute’s requirement that bibliographies be dominated by entries
less than five years old from peer reviewed journals.
One way that I am navigating these accumulating challenges in the racing present
without forgetting our receding past is to argue for the teaching of World Art. My
methods combine art history and art making to synergize the transformative power of art.
Given that in this particular time cultural diversity and the presence of various learning
styles, such as those described by Howard Gardner, are recognized as important
educational components, there is some interest in the academy for teaching World Art as
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a subject on its own to meet diversity requirements, as a supporting field to other subjects
such as World History, and as an alternative assessment system where art making
accommodates multiple intelligences.10
My research dilates our present as the future is widening and accelerating toward
us. This dilation expands art history from largely contemporary and Eurasian dominance
to all four quarters of the earth and lengthens time lines. Pre-literate (prehistoric) arts are
more than Eurasia and perhaps one day my need for this ‘wider view’ will be seen as an
obvious and commonplace reaction to the conditions of early twenty first century in
which I am living. Meanwhile, how I manage within these accelerating times and
immediate world spaces IS my sense of time and space (Munn). Seen from this
perspective, my dissertation research question: “What does it mean to be human in the
21st century?” mandated this descriptive context about time-space.
Since Einstein, some western scientists have found that time is relative rather than
absolute. Einstein’s view of time as relational (his own example was it seems short when
you are in good company and long when you are sitting on a hot stove) need not be
posited against notions of universality or absolutism. Juxtaposed against the ‘sense of
place’ issue in OUR times is the fact that ‘relativity’ theory has its correlates, for
example, in the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis of linguistic relativity,11 which holds that
10

Gardner’s extensive writing on multiple intelligences and varied learning styles suggests different
students learn better in different modalities. This has been used to support arguments for centralizing art in
many curricula, offering degrees in Integrated Arts, such as that offered by Plymouth State University in
New Hampshire, and the implementation of the Very Special Arts (VSA) model in New Hampshire
schools.
11
“Whorf is back” (Palmer 151). Even Sapir-Whorf, or any semi or completely discarded theory/idea/etc.,
is a counterpoint to what IS the momentary coin of the realm. Like night and day the perceptions proceed
via difference, which presumes a comparison. Whatever we do NOT accept provides the foundation for
what we DO accept. Perhaps we build on current ideas; perhaps we counterpoint them. In either case, both
are part of the story. We have not really thrown Newton away, just modified him via Einstein; Not really
thrown away Einstein, just modified him via String Theory. We have not thrown away Sapir-Whorf,
Jaynes or Rank. We have just modified/recontextualized them. Even Goffman is still a foundation thinker
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language shapes ones thoughts, and particular languages thus generate particular
thoughts. Despite the temptation to discuss imperialism, colonialism, specism,
capitalism, determinism, consumerism, or any of the other ‘-ims’ which prevail in twenty
first century linguistics, I will here limit myself to presentism.
The image which is Figure 2 on page 6 was first printed in Horizon in Autumn of
1976, during the American Bicentennial. It shows that one of the variables determining
what something ‘means’ to us is when we see it. Surely those who saw the image when it
first appeared did not imagine the events of September 2001 and how they would redefine the ‘meaning’ of seeing the twin towers through a grave yard. This example of
‘seeing’ indicates that questions we select to ask, not just the answers we obtain, vary
with time. Existing as I do in present time-space, I interpret present and past events
through the rear view mirror of time and historic revisions are ongoing. Operating
without a ‘future focus’ that guarantees outcomes, we judge our present by the past. But
in judging the past by present standards (vs. the standards of the time-space being
studied), is presentism. For example, judging the evils of cannibalism by current western
standards, the act is heinous in every way. The same act, seen through the eyes of a
Maori fourteenth century tradition may be interpreted quite differently.
Our understanding of context is a function of our world view, which may reflect
ethnocentrism (seeing the world of others through my own cultural lens) or cultural
relativism (understanding a culture from the viewpoint of its members vs. that of an
‘outsiders’). While ethnocentrism and cultural relativism are not new or unique to the
west, attempts to overcome them may be found in art making via imitation of models.

in symbolic theory and his ideas are still taught in graduate course in symbolic interaction, referenced in the
journal of symbolic theory, etc.
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There is a long history of humans using imitation whether ‘inside’ their own cultural
traditions or ‘outside’ of it, to come into alignment with the point of view or ways of the
‘other.’ Examples of such learning by imitation abound for insiders and outsiders to a
cultural practice.
Two insider examples are education of a Song Dynasty Chinese literati
(gentleman-scholar) who practiced calligraphic styles of the masters and pottery
apprentices in the pueblos of the American southwest, who for centuries followed the
techniques of their ancestors. The Song Dynasties (9th and 10th centuries CE) recall the
western Renaissance in that it is a high point of Chinese culture but looks back to the
earlier time of the Han Dynasties, which paralleled the Roman Republic and Empire.
Then the art of calligraphy and education in the classic texts were essential to the
education of a literati. Emulating the techniques of the great calligraphers of the past was
a routine and expected way to improve one’s calligraphy. Imitation was a way to
connect yourself to the skill and spirit of those who had gone before you. Likewise,
southwestern potters have specific skills, ‘rights’ to certain designs, and learn through
imitation.12 For outsider examples, consider archaeologists and anthropologists trying to
understand art from the time-space of those who created it long ago or far away by
engaging in the practices of the ‘other’ with or without a living mentor to guide them.
For example, learning to throw a boomerang, creating arrowheads by flaking obsidian, or
coiling pots into the shapes of Neolithic vessels. These efforts at imitating the behavior
of others has provided insights, such as into uses of resources, specific techniques, who

12

The I Ching and feng shui were quite popular during the Song Dynasties and I am a potter, so these
examples are especially relevant examples of ‘insider’ learning.
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made the objects, e.g., pottery or mark making by smaller fingers indicating women and
children (Sharpe).
Nor are efforts to combine art history and art making completely new. For
example, art history and art making were united for the pre-college grades in DBAE
(Discipline Based Art Education), which was sponsored for fifteen years by the Getty
Museum in California. However, DBAE has disappeared from the Getty website and
their art education emphasizes western art. Although even in the lower grades, American
schools do not routinely teach World Art History or World Art Practices, they do often
try to combine art history and art making. But by the time students arrive in college this
has changed and the subjects are separated such that art history and art making are
effectively treated as two different subjects. The college level general education art
history course is western art (not World Art) and there is no art making component in the
teaching of art history.
Within this higher education context, I am studying the art of my species and
(re)creating art from within the body of an American female geomantic artist scholar
living in the twenty first century. Art is (re) created in the sense that it is translated from
my interiority to an external, sharable understanding and because it carries some
resonance of the times and places I am studying as well as of my own time and space.
In part to address ethnocentric presentism in my research, I sought direct knowing
and an empathetic resonance rather than strictly distanced or exclusively imitative
dialogue between me and the ‘other.’ To achieve this I developed heuristic hermeneutic
methods described in detail in Part Two. In brief, the methods involve looking at and
reading about the art of the culture/area I am studying, using creative visualizations and
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self hypnosis while making art as a response, and all the while listening, to the extent
possible, to music from the times and places under study.
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1.2 Time-Space Diversity in World Art
World Art time-space diversity is revealed in its many manifestations. Every
human culture has expressed time-space, so there are many ways to stretch our
understanding and explore alternatives to the western, linear, unidirectional view of time.
Some of these alternatives are found in anthropology, semiotics, consciousness studies,
the material evidence of art history, and my own thirty years as a geomancer of Chinese
feng shui.
Time is multivalent. In anthropological literature one finds human cultures that
have held time which is cyclical (Scaglion 211). We experience this round time of
repeating rhythms of days and seasons, solar and lunar calendars and menstrual cycles.
Our common understanding that time is linear, even arrow-like, is exemplified by our
own lives, for we do, in fact, grow old and die. My research embraces both linear and
circular aspects of time as well as what I call timelessness and universal time. I see the
linear and circular notions combining as a spiral. For example, linear time is used during
a school year and in a college art history foundation course, so the initial study of art
history usually invokes chronology (linear). Then the chronology (school year and
subject matter) repeat again and again (cyclical). But there are many other ‘times’ as
well, such as time which is static (Munn 1992: 98) and time which is layered and
gendered Silverman 109). Semiotic literature, too, offers insight into temporal domains,
with specific ‘language of time’(Zerubavel 347). Added to the fact that historic
chronologies are “treated by archaeologists as a conceptual black box,”(Chazan 465)
there are experiences of ‘timelessness,’ for example, when one ‘looses track’ of or
transcends time as I did through self hypnosis and being ‘lost’ in art making.’
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We have ‘event’ time, which usually has an open start and stop, such as a
wedding or concert, or refers to a major natural or cultural event, such as ‘where were
you on 9/ll?’ or ‘it happened before the hurricane.’ Common descriptions of time in
English contain some reference to ‘tense,’ which indicates whether we are speaking about
past time (not to be confused with amusements as in pastimes, but rather here I mean
time gone); or present time (the only time one actually “has” is this eternal now); or
future time (time which is not yet arrived but is expected). We mentally time travel
backwards and forwards and think of ourselves ‘moving away’ in time from events,
ancestors, etc. in the same way that we move ‘down the river,’ or move far enough away
from an airport so as to avoid hearing the noise of jets aircraft leaving the ground. My
society seems to have quite a short sense of future orientation, if low savings rates,
widespread addictions to immediate gratifications and short collective memory are taken
as evidence.13
This sense of spaceless, cyberized time is reinforced with digital time pieces. First
we learned to ‘strap time’ onto our bodies. Then, as Joe Meeker observed, we separated
time from natural rhythms when we moved from analog to digital time pieces. He
expresses a sense of loss with the decline of nostalgic ‘hands and faces of old fashioned
watches’ and notes that ever present digital clocks contain no reference to other hours,
but each exist only in the continuity of their own moments (qtd. in Levine 80).
Since analog, digital, cyclic, event and linear conceptions of time are not mutually
exclusive, time is ambiguous, and its possibilities include a sense of ‘right time’ and
‘wrong time’ for saying or doing particular words or deeds. We routinely hold

13

Perhaps the popularity of re-runs on American television is a ritual of collective social memory.
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competing temporal notions. For example, looking at the night sky we know we see
ancient light streaming toward us; even as we stare into this ‘past time’ we can
contemplate our future amid the stars.
Are my contemplating the future and my own finitude, i.e., my own death,
typically ‘human’ thoughts? I seem to understand that just as something peaks, its
demise is assured. Witness the sun at noon or the vernal equinox. This is an interesting
idea with many ramifications for individual lives and entire nations. Our ability to
foresee events, including our own end, has encouraged many beliefs about ongoing ‘life
after death,’ belief in ‘souls’ and ‘human spirits’, countless divinities who control and
intercede in earthly events and spatial locations such as ‘up in heaven’ and ‘down in hell.’
These ideas led humans to engage in many ritual practices that often involve art making
of one sort or another, such as divination, propitiation and burial practices. The latter has
preserved time capsule treasures of grave goods, which historians and archaeologists
mine for insights to look ‘back in time’ at how our ancestors lived their ‘times and
spaces.’
My native language of English genders the discussion with ‘father time’ and
‘mother earth,’ such that for me time seems masculine and space seems feminine. There
seem to be endless time-spaces, such as the timelessness of altered states, the internal
dialogue called stream of consciousness, and a spectrum of internally experienced
flowing degrees of (un)conscious states14 that alternately collapse and telescope how
‘long’ and ‘where’ I am.

14

Issues about unconsciousness contents are interesting and difficult. For example, if something is truly
(remaining) unconscious, how do I know it is there? To access my other than normal waking conscious
contents through its products I: notice the so called ‘Freudian slips’ of tongue and type; record dreams;
make and reflect on art objects.
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From this I wondered if consciousness, like the time-space continuum, is isolable into
discreet units (states) and/or flows and resonates within a continuum of awareness. Many
in anthropology argue that those who would study consciousness and altered states must
themselves experience these states.15 Of course, we all do change levels of
awareness/states of consciousness throughout the day, but do not always stop to
consciously register the shifts as they are happening. Most people have been ‘caught
daydreaming’ or become engrossed in their work such that they ‘lost track of time.’
What, I wondered, are the boundaries of such ‘comings’ and ‘goings?’
My ‘tracking of time’ has largely relied on decades as a feng shui geomancer
where my particular Eurasian world view uses time and space as a nexus. This nexus
defines any given moment and place, including what kind of energy one is likely to
encounter at various compass points and during certain seasons, as well as how these
seasons and compass points correlate to one another. There is not a widely used exact
western correlate to this kind reckoning,16 which is why using feng shui is particularly
useful in my hermeneutic, heuristic art-based research; it has enabled me to cultivate a
particular approach to understanding the flow of human consciousness in art history and
art making, which is ultimately summarized in Chart 12.

15

(Schroll 46). Mid twentieth century scholars might have been shocked at this idea. Now, post Carlos
Castenada and at the dawn of the new millennium, the Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness
annual conference “altered bodies, altered minds” is filled with altered state experiences for the
participants. http://www.sacaaa.org/. Their journal, Anthropology of Consciousness claims altered states
as one of its areas of inquiry and in a recent issue (Winkelman) reviewed “Spirit Walker Message from the
Future” by Hank Wesselman, a physical anthropologist at the University of California at Berkeley, whose
concerns for our species are not entirely unlike my own. He refers (his first of three such books) to his
practice of participating in altered consciousness to go into the future.
16
Although the comparison is temporal and not spatial, I am reminded of growing up with a liturgical
calendar. Here my eating habits and ritual performances followed the seasons, e.g, fasting during Lent or
lighting candles on the Advent wreath. Had I needed to perform these actions in specific compass points,
the spatial dimension would be included and then comparison would be closer.
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Throughout the year, spaces I am hired to work with may be inside or outside,
residential or commercial. Thus, I create both interior and exterior spaces in homes and
offices in all different seasons. Using feng shui I consider where the space is located,
when I am working, and what the person’s objectives are. When these variables are
correlated there emerge design considerations and ideals. These are sorted out amid
various constraints, such as budget, to create spaces such as those in Figures 13-16.
Figures 13-16 show garden spaces I have created. Figures 13 and 14 show the same
UNH Greenhouse space before and after installation of the Japanese garden. Figure 15
shows a thirteen stone Zen stone garden made from rocks dug on the property. Figure 16
shows two the garden created outside a Pella Windowscaping Center. The large stone in
the south (on the right) is the husband and the figural stone in the north (on the left) is the
wife. The stones flank the doorway and are encountered by anyone coming or going
from the store.
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⇐Figure12 UNH Greenhouse Before
Japanese Garden

Figure 13 UNH After installing the
Japanese Garden ⇓
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Figure 14 Zen Rock Garden in Spring

Figure 15 Pella Windowscaping Center Installation
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Heuristic hermeneutic art based research was an opportunity for me to experience
different time-spaces as states of consciousness through art making. For example,
making art during or after self hypnosis let me experience making art using heightened
empathy. This daily practice took time but rewarded me with insights and art making
experiences.
Beyond its co-relative status regarding time, space could be treated from many
different viewpoints, were there ‘space’ to do this. The twentieth century environmental
movement may be seen as part of a larger concern for human-earth relations, but here
even my limited concerns insist on a partial litany of human-earth relations that includes
earthworks (Beardsley) and the work of Andy Goldsworthy. His natural art installations
have inspired a generation of ‘environmental installation’ artists. Sacred aspects
(Goodenough) may be approached variously as well, as Findhorn Garden, (gardeners
claim relations with nature spirits) and crop circles (unexplained geometric forms created
in fields) demonstrate. Too, there are efforts to see into past human-earth relations via
landscape archaeology (Taylor) and forward as scientists use vehicles that travel away
from and orbit the earth. From these big pictures of long ago or far away we could add
small spaces, such as those found in nanospace or indoor spaces of museums.
Sustainable Agriculture, Deep Ecology (Fenwick) and Ecopsychology have been
explored by many researchers and artists in and over time. These intriguing areas are
here noted, but in the interest of sufficiently narrowing the subject at hand, otherwise
excluded. In Part Two, the subject of space is dealt with as the organizing principle for
approaching World Art via four geographic segments.
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For both biological and cultural reasons, World Art encompasses various
conceptions of time and space. On the biological side, we must at least acknowledge that
we are organisms that experience varying states of consciousness. On the cultural side,
we try to account for these states. Human existence in various places and times has given
rise to many ideas and representations of time and space, including cyclical vs. linear
time, masculine father time vs. feminine mother earth space, and binding time such that
we imagine past and future, including our own death. By using feng shui I have brought
together a nexus of time and space and applied it the study of World Art.
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1.3.

Time and Space Here and Now
1.3.1 World as Context
My personal interpretation of our world is what motivates me to engage in my

doctoral studies and join my efforts to those of the many people operating to understand,
improve and sustain human life. The world outside my skin seems in peril, so the world
inside my skin responds: I am motivated to engage in doctoral research in World Art.
The premise that inside and outside are correlated is thus demonstrated. That one’s
interior and exterior reflect one another is also a premise underlying feng shui. Where
things are in space and time matters and impacts our ‘beingness’~~ thus, when we rearrange, paint, change the exterior, the inside is impacted. Many issues and trajectories
operate against sustainability, so this work is, I believe, truly needed.
From scholarly treatises such as J. R. McNeill’s Something New Under the Sun,
An Environmental History of the Twentieth Century World, to the publicized fact that
America refuses to sign the Kyoto Accords, our world faces well documented difficulties.
Our daily headlines, sound bytes, emails, journals, radios, etc., carry endless stories of
depleted reserves, pollution of air & water, destruction of habitats, extermination of
countless species. To round out this environmental picture are AIDS, War, and a host of
other problems. Our nearest cousins, the chimpanzees, have had eighty five percent of
their habitat destroyed in the last two decades. Scientists are already ‘designing’ babies,
the ‘Patriot Act’ has rescinded civil liberties, mid western soils are eroding ½ inch per
year. Human history has many examples of overpopulation leading to war, from the
populating of New Zealand in 1200CE to border skirmishes between contemporary
populous nations. Even rats, when overcrowded in cages, will make war. During the last
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one hundred and fifty years, our planetary population growth from one billion to nearly
six billion people has been paralleled by hitherto unprecedented mass destruction. This
includes both the annihilation of the very habitat that would sustain us and the genocide
of our own species. In short, we are a species at risk.
Our one world (biosphere cum mechanosphere) impacts us each and all, for the
webs of organic life and inorganic computers are without national boundaries. Trouble
that that begins in one side of the globe, such as SARS or the latest computer virus, can
be on the other side of the planet in a matter of hours. Perhaps it is no accident that we
use the word virus to describe that which attacks both us and our machines. Our rapid
travel and instant cyberspace communications have their counterpart in psychic space.17
Revolutions in computer technology, digitized information and the rise of the World
Wide Web are ongoing and scholars write extensively about our ‘virtual geography,’ post
historicism, and the Anthropology of non-places (Ascot, Negroponte, Auge).18 Our
collective consciousness, once located by the writings of Freud and Jung, or dilated in de
Chardin’s noosphere, are now expressed in the annual doubling of global websites, each
of which may reach every other website in a matter of seconds (Barabasi). Thus, the
threads to our biosphere are occurring in a tsunami of instant, constant, virtual
information.

17

This is continuously experienced in many forms. For example, January 14, 2004, as I was writing this
document, the daily emails from the H-NILAS (humans and nature) and H-World (world history) lists
came. The first juxtaposed the expected extinction of the orangutan by 2025 with the current Mars
explorations by saying, ‘we are looking for life on other planets even as we destroy life on our own.’ The
second mentioned the recently published Encyclopedia of Environmental History and called for
submissions to the new Encyclopedia of World History. Oh, I would love to read the former and contribute
something about World Art to the latter. How does one keep afloat in this torrent and simultaneously find a
quiet harbor to read, think, write and make art? See also DeZengotita.
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1.3.2 Research Question in Context
In his introduction to Being Human, Neil Roughley noted that answers to the
question of our significance “vary with specialized issues as dealt with within specific
disciplinary contexts”. Obviously, possible answers to my research question, “What does
it mean to be a human being in the 21st century?” could range far and wide.19 To contain
the inquiry I largely circumscribe the question with my interest in World Art. In this
way, heuristic and hermeneutic theories and art based research methods, which rely on
my own experiences and interpretations, are ideally suited to exploring my question.
In approaching the question I see varied points of view and many theories. For
example, there are divergent academic opinions, which I will oversimplify as:
evolutionary psychology (it is in the genes/nature) vs. philosophy or art (its is in the
culture/nurture). Another way to phrase this divergence is between universals and
particulars. If something is truly human then it is universal, i.e., found in the experience
of humans everywhere.20 But if it is particular, it is unique to a given human individual
or specific culture.

Ideally, an answer to the research question would address both of

these approaches.
But how far back do we need to go and how many people’s thoughts on this
subject must we include? Writing in the first century of the common era, Longius’ On
the Sublime saw humanity as experiencing the transcendent via art and his work served
as a cornerstone of literary and rhetorical education from the sixteen through the

19

Beth Conklin recently observed that for Amazonian cannibals, “to live as a fully civilized human being is
to act as both predator and prey, eater and eaten, in a cosmic dynamic.” (195).
20
Donald Brown (2000: 156-74) distinguishes many types and workings of human universals, e.g., pan
human mental design vs. manifestations of the design; primary function vs. secondary unintended effects.
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eighteenth centuries. In the twentieth century alone there are scores of scholars and ideas
which one could invite into the framework, but in the interests of sufficiently narrowing
the discussion and in deference to my interest in how World Art relates to the question, I
will limit my inquiry to a few scholars, beginning with Lewis Mumford, and to the idea
of empathy, especially as it relates to aesthetics.
Lewis Mumford, who was strongly influenced by the ideas of Freud and Jung,
wrote in Transformations of Man that the first and deepest need we experience is ‘the
need to become human.’ He argued that the source of significance for humans comes
from spontaneous images and symbols that well up from the unconscious and are
formalized and attached to the external world (4). Mumford’s examples include
imagining projects then bringing them into actualities and our sense of forces that lie
beyond our range of intelligence. Certainly this doctoral work is a project which works
with imagination and brings ideas into visual reality through more than exclusively left
brain rationality. I understand being human through awareness via symbolization and use
heuristic hermeneutic theories and art based research methods, which include making
objects as a way of knowing. Mumford’s ideas support my research question as well as
my theoretical framework and research methods.
Mumford saw us becoming humans by “formalizing, ritualizing, symbolizing,
dramatizing every natural act.” He traced human development as a history from animal
activities connected to other life forms toward machines via transformations through
time.(19)21 He noted that “human ventures that left behind only fragmentary symbols and
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His sequence is: Archaic (id), Civilized (ego) , Axial (superego), Old World, New World, Post Historic.
He prophetically cautioned that our dependence on machines would cause our existence to center “ around
the stomach and the genitals…” (173). Forty years later American obesity and viagra advertisements fill
the daily news.
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monuments may be as important to psychological development as chemical trace
elements are to physiological growth”(194). My research in World Art recovers such
‘fragments.’22 “The task,” he says, is “to create a new self …which will necessarily take
as its province the entire world …and a new vision of the whole”(179). He assumes that
“the destiny of mankind is to become one”(184) by uniting objective science and
subjective understanding. In short, humanity must unite with a single vision of itself as a
species that is consistent with the worlds inside and outside our skin. In my work, World
Art embraces the symbolizing of which Mumford spoke, because it is one way to unify
humanity’s collective creativity over time and space. It grounds our new sense of self as
a species and shows the inevitability of both my field of study and my research question.
In a world culture, Mumford saw education (paideia) rather than consumption as
the activity of a human being (218). He insisted that achieving unity between people
began with unity within ourselves and that we “encompass with the aid of symbols a
larger and fuller sense of the whole” (234). The appropriateness and necessity of my
research are seen here, for I address unity within myself via four balanced quarters of the
earth and acceptance of the fullness of human history that emphasizes symbols in human
World Arts using a holistic approach.
“It is not through scientific description, but through sympathy and empathy,
through parallel acts of re-creation, that one explores this world, even after it has been
opened up to other men in the symbols and forms of art” (221). Here, as we accept the
contributions of other cultures, empathy is a central integrating element of education.
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Examples are the neglected arts of the species as found in prehistory outside Europe, the arts of Oceania,
and the combination of art history and art making taught together.
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But how do we understand or explain empathy? If empathy is ‘feeling what another is
feeling’ both science and art offer insights as to how and why it works.
Two ways science approaches empathy are through mirror neurons and field
phenomena. How is empathy explained as mirror neural firings? When monkey B sees
monkey A eating a peanut, their brains ‘mirror’ one another. Specifically, the ventral
frontal lobes of monkey A fire neurons while eating the peanut. When monkey B sees
this, its ventral front lobe neurons fire the same way. If we see pictures or hear stories
and experience similar neural patterns, perhaps this is a physical correlate to our
experience of empathy (Ramachandran). We have long known the power of suggestion
and imagination. For example, the brain processes fact and fiction similarly, which is
why someone wired to a galvanic skin response watching a television monitor has
responses to the box of flickering lights (images) ‘as if’ they were ‘real.’
It is also possible to explain empathy using a different scientific approach called
field phenomena.

In 1840 Michael Faraday developed the concept of ‘field’ as the area

surrounding electric or magnetic energy, rather than the energy source. Now quantum
physics operates with vibrating fields underlying atomic and subatomic structures. In
biology morphogenic fields help explain how your arms and legs “have different shapes
in spite of the fact that they have the same genes and proteins”(Sheldrake 81)23 and how
termite colonies operate holistically. Building on the idea of morphogenic, fields Rupert
Sheldrake offers his theory of formative causation and argues that consciousness is a
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Sheldrake argues that until Descartes shrank human consciousness into the head, the west, along with the
rest of humanity, believed human consciousness was part of a larger animate reality. To encourage
consideration of his theory Sheldrake uses language (e.g. speaking of ‘heartless’ behavior or ‘gut’ feeling
acknowledges consciousness is not just in our heads but embodied), alternative cultural frameworks (e.g.,
Indian chakras), psychotherapy (collective unconscious), and asks for experimental research. Instead of
assuming all communication rests on already known principles of physics, he challenges and tests
contemporary mechanistic dogma.
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field. Sheldrake suggests morphic resonance (field vibrations giving rise to form)
explains how self organizing properties of systems “at all levels of complexity, from
molecules to societies …with inbuilt memory … influence like upon like through space
and time” (82). Supporting this idea of waves impacting the forms matter exhibits is the
cymatics research of Hans Jenny, which proved standing and interference sound waves
dramatically alter forms. Perhaps mirror neurons and resonating fields work together, for
they remind me of figure-ground relationships, which are a common concern of artists. If
neurons firing are like figures and the field in which this is happening is like the ground,
then perhaps we see and understand empathy using both.
Shared feelings (experiencing empathy) may come from seeing or hearing
someone else, and here I am concerned not with knowledge, such as trying to understand
the concept of empathy, but with the actual experience of the feeling of empathy. If you
feel hunger, there is a difference between seeing someone else eat a peanut and YOU
eating a peanut even if you both have neurons firing and mirroring one another. If you
are hungry, watching someone else eat the peanut may not fill your stomach but on the
contrary, make you salivate.
For my purposes, aesthetics relate to empathy. I honor the idea that looking at or
listening to (work made by) others has the capacity to invoke/create an aesthetic response
in me (fire my neurons). However, this is not the same experience as me making work
that resembles theirs, is in their style, or in some other way ‘resonates’ to theirs. My
aesthetic (empathetic) responses vary depending upon my degree and type of engagement
and are differently embodied by virtue my sensing body’s involvement in the process and
my level of engagement. In other words, my aesthetic response may vary based on my
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level of activity (observe or participate) and my interest in the activity (bored or
stimulated).
If we are each vibrating energy fields and are able to synchronize ourselves (i.e.,
resonate) with one another, (through neural mirror firings or some other method as yet
unknown), it may help explain our experiences of aesthetic response as a type of
empathy. Alternatively, our inability or unwillingness to harmonize with others, i.e., to
empathize and see their point of view, with or without a physical correlate, dissonantly
obstructs mutual understanding and human unity. “But,” asked Donald Tuzin (and
Leonardo da Vinci and many others before him) “how is feeling contained in or
communicated by art?” (9). If ideals cannot be depicted, but rather only approximations
may be made visible, what creates that ‘aesthetic’ feeling?
Some scholars suggest aesthetic responses relate to our sense of self and relations
to the supernatural. We have read of affective communication merging subject and
object as long ago as Plato and as recently Donald Tuzin and Joseph Campbell. Tuzin
suggests art ‘works’ through our “experiencing sensory illusion and its breaching of self
boundaries and intimations of a supernatural presence” (9). This invocation of self
boundaries and supernatural presence echoes Joseph Campbell’s earlier ideas of the
shared reality of the artist and the mystic.
“Like the priest, the artist is a master of metaphorical language. The priest,
however, is vocationally committed to a vocabulary already coined, of which he is
the representative. He is a performing artist executing scripts already perfectly
wrought, and his art is in the execution. Creative artists, in contrast, are creative
only in so far as they are innovative. And of their innovations, two degrees are
readily distinguished. One, the more immediately obvious, has to do with
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technical innovations; the other with innovative insights …For the reality to
which the artist and the mystic are exposed is, in fact, the same. It is of their own
inmost truth brought to consciousness: by the mystic, in direct confrontation, and
by the artist, through reflection in the masterworks of his art. The fact that the
nature of the artist (as a microcosm) and the nature of the universe (as the
macrocosm) are two aspects of the same reality …accounts sufficiently for that
creative interplay of discovery and recognition which alerts the artist to the
possibility of a revelatory composition in which outer and inner realities are
recognized as the same” (121).
Still other scholars have explored the construction of cross cultural aesthetics
from the point of view of techniques used in ‘making’ objects. To try and explain
aesthetic responses across cultures Andrew Harrison adds to the often cited creation of
‘illusion’ as an aesthetic device. He believes drawing exists in a continuum with graphic
processes such as directional gestures (‘drawing in the air’) and our understanding of
pictures is a pre-conceptual and pre-linguistic ‘visual experience.’ Looking for aesthetic
universals, Wilfried van Damme offers a co-evolved ‘gene-culture’ analysis. Drawing on
evolutionary psychological arguments he finds value originates in relation to species
survival. Seeing the body as the original site of the aesthetic response, (which may be
transferred and modified in other contexts), his example is widespread preference for
hour glass female figures deriving from its association with “youth, physical well being
and fertility and is therefore held to be an index of reproductive potential” (262). When
he moves into visual representation of sociocultural ideals to explain preferences
Africans have for their sculptures he defaults to ‘seeking pleasure’ as a pan human
universal to explain aesthetics. When he adds symmetry (bilateral symmetry or
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asymmetry), balance, brightness and clarity/visibility (his examples include defined and
elaborated forms, distinct and contrasting colors, figure ground relations, novelty,
smooth/shiny surfaces) he may be creating a list which, combined with more traditional
and comprehensive design elements, is a starting point for teaching or studying design
from a multicultural viewpoint.
Beyond the other layers of context, such as the field of World Art, which are
provided elsewhere, this section introduced the long standing and fundamental nature of
my research question. Lewis Mumford argued that consciousness and symbols are
essential to the meaning, development and transformation of human beings and that
global education, art, and empathy are keys to human unity. This shows how my
research question, field of study, theoretical framework and methods are all related.
Research on empathy, as well as the relationships among empathy, science and art,
further point toward our biological unity and its manifestations through cultural diversity.
These contextualizing variables become landmarks as I research World Art.
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1.3.3 World Art as a Field of Study
Given the rise of globalization, it is not surprising that in these times and spaces,
‘world studies’ at the university level are emerging and causing re-alignments in existing
disciplines and raising many issues and questions of identity, ambiguity, authenticity, and
interdisciplinarity. 24 World Art is an emerging field which relates to other fields and has
reason to see an optimistic future. Fields which arose before World Art and which I here
consider in relation to it are World History, Art History and Anthropology.

24

As elsewhere, I acknowledge there are many intersections which I do not investigate, such as those
between world history, French theorists and anthropology. An example is Burke, who shifts symbols (in
1520, 1630 and 1950), draws on Clifford Geertz’ ideas of congruity (symbols remain though culture
changes) and Foucault (analysis of shifts between organic and mechanical views of the worldviews and the
question of the strengths and weaknesses of literal vs. mythic approaches.)
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1.3.3.1. The Fields of World History and World Art
The relatively new field of world history has many issues facing it.25 For
purposes of sufficiently narrowing the scholarly context, I here treat World Art as a
specifically visual World History,26 review some of the debates in the field of world
history and present parallels between issues in World History and those in World Art.
Three such parallel issues are: language and semantics; preservation of the ‘western
civilization’ framework and; conceptual coherence of the field.

25

One could argue that the field is not entirely new. Patrick Manning, founder of the World history
Research Institute at Northeastern University, has written a book Navigating World history, which cites
nineteenth century roots and summarizes the state of the world history field. The week long discussion of
this book in February 2004 on the world history e-list (H-World) is archived at: http://www.hnet.org/~world/. Twentieth century roots of world history historiography include William McNeill (Rise of
the West, 1963), Philip Curtin’s monographs in world history, Wallerstein’s global analysis for the modern
period and Andre Gunder Frank’s work with large cycles and patterns.
26
Of course, this is too limiting, as sound, movement and other modalities are properly part of World Art.
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1.3.3.1.1 Language and Semantics
First, there is the question of language and semantics. The very label ‘world’
history is contested. During the recent conference, “World History: The Next Ten
Years (A Conference on Research, Teaching and Graduate Education)” held in Boston on
March 12-14, 2004, there was a panel called: “Transnational Connections in World
History.” Here the label ‘world’ in front of history was rejected by European panelists
Frank Hadler and Mathias Middle, who said Europeans have three objections to the term:
it is used by and so indicates recent North American dominance of the field; it sounds too
old fashioned and; (this seems to complicate the first reason) it has a ‘Hegelian’ ring to it.
Some have suggested “Cross Cultural and Global Studies” instead of “World History.”
Beyond this seemingly internecine feud, one wonders about the point of view of nonEurasians, since the panels and the audience were entirely comprised of Eurasians. There
are many related matters, such as the dominance of the English language for World
History, but in general the point here is that World History is a field whose very
definitions and language are contested.
The more embryonic World Art field also has problems with language. Art
historians, artists, and students may not know what the term ‘World Art’ means and art
historical works are typically in Eurasian languages. Some art historians have never
heard the expression ‘World Art.’ Others think it is synonymous with ‘non-western’ art,
which itself is a problematic term.

To define the arts of Africa, Oceania or the Americas

as ‘non-western’ art, as many publishers and course descriptions do, leaves in place the
‘wick of the west’ around which the soft wax of all other cultures accumulates. This
Euro-centric bias is part of what needs to be overcome and until we speak of World Art
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instead of ‘non-western’ art, we have not yet reflected in language the balanced treatment
of the World Art heritage.
Too, the definition of contemporary World Art ambiguously raises questions of
identity and appropriation which, in our de-centered postmodern world, elude definitive
answers. The following examples illustrate some of the challenges. How does one
characterize the World Art of a native African artist, educated at an art school in the
United States, who returns to Africa and exhibits in London? How is the idea of
‘indigenous art’ impacted for an Australian aborigine who re-interprets old ideas with
new materials? Other than with a string of descriptive geographic terms, how does one
locate these ‘World Artists’, especially within art historical or anthropological aesthetics?
What about the comparison of tribal vs. ethnic, i.e., items made for use within the
community vs. items made for use outside the community? Are items made after
European contact ‘authentic’? Southwestern American Indian potters have created a
cottage industry by laying claim to their pottery as special since it is made by the
descendants of former Southwestern American Indian potters. What about an Irish potter
who marries into such a southwestern family? In the absence of agreed upon terms and
taxonomy, we have the fuzzy logic of possibilities that themselves, by definition, cannot
provide final answers.
Questions of rights to information, authenticity, identity and belonging, so central
to our era, swirl about the debates of those who would study and experience World Art.
To come to know the art of a particular time and place, whose point of view is employed?
How is this done? How are we to understand objects in context? For example, consider
the real case of pillows made by Afghanistani women refugees, sold on the internet, the
proceeds of which go to fund literacy programs for the women. How does this compare
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with historic objects sitting in a museum or the empowering of ritual objects by an
African Ibo chief living in Portland, Maine? Add to this the abundant definitions of
‘civilization’ and revisionist history or trying in general to understand our world. From
the above we can see that the post modern question of who, if anyone, has a ‘right’ or
better track to information, is embedded in the World Art field.
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1.3.3.1.2 Western Civilization
The second issue facing World History and World Art is resistance to changing
the status quo, where western civilization serves as axis mundi. Some see such a change
as abandoning the traditional teaching of western civilization. Some world historians
want to preserve the hegemonic Eurocentric model and resist moving from the western
civilization foundation course. Typical of this position on the world history side is
Ricardo Duchesne of New Brunswick, who seems to prefer teaching history as triumphs
of western civilization.27
Here the parallel to art history is quite strong, for art history survey courses
presently preserve their tradition of favoring western art rather than including a balanced
treatment of the pan human expressions which are found in World Art. Humans
everywhere make art. Despite the long and world wide nature of this activity, art history
foundation courses in American colleges are normally taught as a Euro-centric tale of
elites, separated from any experience whatsoever in making objects. This excludes
ninety five percent of the time humans have been making art and the enormous diversity
of human art making around the world. Issue after issue of the leading journal of the
field of art history, The Art Bulletin,28 (published by the College Art Association),
describes historic minutia of the Eurasian continent, as if there were no Africa, Oceania,
or pre-Columbian Americas, no tens of thousands of years of art making from human
cultures rooted in oral rather than written traditions. By omitting most of our times and

27

See world history e-list (H-World) archives, including Feb 2004: http://www.h-net.org/~world/
Harvard’s journal res:‘aesthetics of anthropology has an alternative view and a small circulation; it is not
a College Art Association membership selection.
28
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spaces on planet earth we miss much of the human story. By separating art history and
art making, we miss an opportunity to transform our own consciousness.
Within the college art departments divisions between studio art and art history
make it a challenge to establish a course that combines art history and art making or a
World Art course as part of general education requirements. Three reasons for the divide
are breadth of the subject, lack of prepared faculty, and department socio-political
economics.
First there is the criticism that the subject is too broad and therefore will
necessarily be superficial. Many general education survey courses cover large amounts
of time and space, from geology and astronomy to anthropology. Why should art remain
ethnocentric, limit human art history to the achievements of the west, and cover less than
the pan human story? I say the need is so great, the teaching of diversity a federal
mandate, and the time to include World Art is now.
Second there is issue of faculty. Here there are issues surrounding both World
Art as a subject and the combined teaching of art history and art making. An example of
how art history and art making might be taught together is the subject of luminosity in
Renaissance painting. If students would look at the paintings and used the techniques of
the masters to make a painting, it might take two teachers cooperating to facilitate this.
Although university art faculty may not be trained to team teach, some schools have
begun to leverage existing faculty specialties with innovative general education team
teaching, yet apparently faculty do not widely offer World Art as a pan human
experience.
At the end of November, 2003, I interviewed Michael McConnell, head of the Art
Department at the University of New Hampshire, as well as Bernie Feintuch in
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Humanities and Warren Brown in General Education. Their remarks are reflected in my
analysis, but are not the only source for my conclusions. Most college art departments
still offer western art history as human art history. Even those who claim to offer World
Art heavily favor the Eurasian tradition; fewer still unite art history and art making. A
glance at most college catalogues tells the same story of ‘no World Art’ but two
examples, one from either coast of the United States, will illustrate the point: Heartwood
in Kennebunk, ME and California State University in Los Angeles. In both schools there
is no World Art and art making and art history are listed and taught as separate subjects.
Heartwood College offers one art history course and the last time the course was taught
they used the Janson text, which is exclusively western art. California State University
at LA art history offerings for majors include a grouping of courses on Hispanic/America
Art History, from which students select one course and a second group “Oceania, Africa,
and Orient” from which a student picks one course. By my ideal standards of four
balanced quarters, this is still heavily Euro-centric. Their art history and art making
courses are separated, their emphasis is animation and media arts, and art history is not
part of their studio program, except by way of the usual western art history foundation
course.
It may be that the field of World Art will benefit by following the path of the
World Historians, who seem to have begun by targeting high schools and high school
teachers first, and in this way generated pressure and demand for college courses. Too,
there are possible organizational and educational liaisons through groups such as the
World History Association (www.thewha.org) or INsea, The International Society for
Education Through Art (www.insea.org).
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Finally, there is the question of politics. In 2003 at the College Art Association I
attended “Art History vs. Studio: Adversaries or Allies?” moderated by Charles S.
Mayer of Indiana State University. He thought department politics and territoriality
obstructed studio and history specialist cooperation and team teaching. My “equal time
to Africa, Oceania, Eurasia, and the Americas” shocked him. Clearly the ‘master’
narrative of art history did not include ‘outsiders’ to the western canon. Many academics
in higher education resist teaching outside their already established areas as new courses
are a lot of work and one still may not feel like enough of an expert. Thus, there is the
risk of not being successful and no financial incentive to take that risk. The faculty
already has tenure and departments are often rated/budgeted based on numbers of
students going through the existing general education courses. If they add a new general
education course, such as World Art, they are concerned that rather than adding numbers
to their rolls they will be robbing students from their existing course offerings. Whatever
the causes, the effect is that the new subject area of World Art, even when its mandate is
granted, is not yet rapidly incorporated into foundation course offerings.
However, tardy academic adjustment to world changes outside the ivory towers is
not new. When 19th century social Darwinism justified colonial empires, the subject of
independent invention vs. diffusion arose. Did people, e.g., in the pre-Columbian
Americas, create (independently invent) ideas or import them from elsewhere
(diffusion)? Sure of their superiority, intellectuals insisted it must be diffusion, for surely
only they were capable of such ‘inventions.’ When their ideas of superiority were cast
aside, so was the possibility of diffusion. However, physical facts remains as evidence of
diffusion, e.g. sweet potatoes are native to South America, but found in Oceania. Yet, the
master narrative inhibits serious discussion of diffusion as ‘tainted goods’ from its prior
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association with 19th century social Darwinism and cultural imperialism. We must deal
with the actual art historical and physical evidence as we find it if we are to move beyond
the shadows of outmoded past biases. The New England Research Antiquities
Association Conference, “Across Before Columbus Plus Ten” held in November of 2002
concentrated on pre-Columbian contacts and the research since their previous conference,
“Across Before Columbus” held in 1992 and published as proceedings, Across Before
Columbus? (Gilmore and McElroy). Many speakers, such as Betty Meggers from the
Smithsonian, argued strongly for such contacts, citing plants, animals, and diseases in the
archaeological record, as well as her art historical analysis of Jomon and Olmec pottery
styles. To date, pre-Columbian contact is the only explanation for the presence of the
plants and diseases. Still, it was the universal consensus of the conference that evidence
such as this, which is outside the master narrative, is rejected by mainstream academia.
Given art history’s limited World Art roots, inspiration may be grafted from other
areas, such as World History and Anthropology. Early art historical murmurings perhaps
pointing toward World Art include Alan Gowans’ Proceedings from the Summer
Institutes in Cross-Cultural Studies in 1976 and 1977. Each less than eighty pages, they
seem largely about ancient and medieval western art history. Also in 1977 the
Montgomery County Public Schools in Rockville, MD published a Survey of World Art,
which was a seventy two page guide that included an appendix chronology of western
and non-western art. A dozen years later art historian Arnold Rubin, in Art as
Technology, drew especially on anthropology to show how arts around the world were
produced by socio-economic and political units. In 2004 McGraw Hill published World
Views (Topics in Non-Western Art) by Laurie Adams. Despite its promising title, it is
still more than fifty percent Eurasian art.
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In contrast to the above are the texts of over a thousand pages that now function
as foundation course art history texts that perpetuate the bias favoring western art. Art
History by Janson, which has been used continuously as a college text since 1962, still
reflects the ‘western dominance’ model and does not have even a token chapter about
Africa, Oceania or the pre-Columbian Americas. At the aforementioned World History
Conference in Boston, there was a panel “Visuality in World History,” where my fellow
presenter was Ralph Crozier, outgoing President of the World History Association. He
compared four leading art history texts (not including Janson) and reported their coverage
averaged eighty percent dedicated to the art of the west and twenty percent for the rest of
the entire world.29 We see from this that although the last two decades have brought
texts that move away from Janson’s exclusionary ‘west only’ approach, World Art still
needs to grow into a more balanced treatment of the entire pan human heritage. Two
encouraging islands in this ocean of opportunity are Hope Werness’30 course “Universal
Concepts in Art” at California State University, Stanislaus and the University of
California at Los Angeles World Arts and Cultures major emphasizing dance and folk
lore.

29

His statistics were: “‘non-western’ coverage-Stokstad 21%, Kleiner et al 19%, Honour and Fleming 25%,
Benton and DiYanni, 15%.”
30
Werness’ Encyclopedia of Native Art is useful but not as a foundation course text.
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1.3.3.1.3 Conceptual Coherence of the Field
Third is the most wide reaching issue, for it touches upon the first two but
involves the conceptual coherence of the field itself, including what to teach, how to
teach, and sequencing information. In other words, if world history is not the story of
everything which has ever happened, and it has interdisciplinary and cross cultural
components, and you are not going to stick with the old model of ‘western civilization,’
what do you leave in and what do you leave out and by what criteria do we make such
decisions?
Possible answers and directions for conceptual clarity of the field of World
History vary.

Those who would like to focus on connections and patterns that are not

restricted by national borders (which is understandably in vogue given our ‘connected’
global era) often rely on themes such as urbanization or migration. Others prefer a
‘civilizations’ model, still others look to specific ideas or issues, such as technology,
slavery, post colonial economics or ‘area’ studies. The tradition of ‘area’ studies includes
the focus on specific geographic regions and there is some concern that World History
will become another ‘sub-specialty’, akin to these ‘area’ studies.
World Art has parallels to World History ‘area’ studies. As World Art is an
emerging field, many of the questions which World History is now facing may be in store
for World Art. Art historians researching outside the western tradition are usually
specialists within an ‘area’, in which they both offer courses and publish their works.
One sees these ‘areas’ as affiliate groups within the College Art Association. There are
many such groups, such as Medieval, Jewish, Pacific, Queer, Radical, Eighteenth
Century. As with other disciplines, college level art history courses outside the western
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tradition are usually based upon the interests of available faculty. For example, Elizabeth
Boone teaches at Tulane University and is a specialist in Meso American art. Therefore,
at Tulane one sees the usual western cannon offerings in Art History, but also a
sprinkling of courses in Meso American Art, taught by Professor Boone.
Other variables under discussion in World History’s coherence as a field are scale
and pan human threads of inquiry. Questions of scale (e.g., are ‘area studies’ truly world
history? or how big is big enough to become part of ‘world’ history?) are also under
discussion. Do we need to go as large as the ‘big history’ that starts with the ‘big bang’?
Scale remains an open and undecided variable. Intellectual territories are shifting as
disciplines and sub-disciplines emerge and recede within more established departments.
Two of the pan-human threads of interest to world historians are environmental
history and visual history. Two important environmental world history publications in
the year 2000 were The Face of the Earth: Environment and World History, edited by
Donald Hughes and Something New Under the Sun by the McNeills. More recently
David Christian’s Maps of Time is a ‘big history’ with a distinctly environmental focus.
I see two ways that my own work relates to that of David Christian. First, we are both
concerned about the changes in our habitat (read environmental conditions of our planet)
on our entire species. Second, he sees accumulated collective learning via symbolic
representation as the driving variable in human dominance of the planet. My own World
Art studies emphasize pan human symbolization over time and across space. In the
interests of space and immediate relevance I have limited my discussion to World
History’s pan human interest in visual history.
Recent examples of the rising interest world historians have in World Art is seen
in: the new world history online pedagogy journal, History Connected, which has two
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columns on visuality in world history and in the recent Boston conference previously
mentioned. In addition to the fact that there was a panel on “Visuality and World
History, ” and it will ‘re-run’ at the International World History Annual Conference in
June of 2004, many attendees asked me how they might themselves learn about World
Art so as to subsequently use it in their own classrooms. Too, my own informal survey at
the conference, which was, after all, about graduate education for the next ten years,
included asking historians if they thought a graduate course in World Art was an
appropriate requirement for graduate students in World History. Virtually everyone with
whom I spoke thought this was desirable, yet such courses in World Art are few and far
between. From my own research there emerged a framework which let me find a way
through the vast information and complex human narrative. This framework, as
explained in Part 2, encompasses the pan human story through time and space on planet
earth.
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1.3.3.1.4 Contextualizing My Work
During his Plenary Speech at the Boston Conference on March 13, 2004, Patrick
Manning suggested an overhaul of world historical interpretation that aligns beautifully
with the framework I designed for my own studies. He began by intersecting axes of
time and space, which recalls my own time-space contextual framework. He then added
dimensions: one was scale, which echoes my rate/time and scale/space analysis; two was
philosophy, which relates to my heuristic and hermeneutic methods; and, three was
verification, which for me is through both traditional art historical and anthropological
library and museum research and my own art based research of art making and
consciousness practices.
Manning spoke about the both achievements within the field, such as the
advanced placement examination for history students, and difficulties within the field,
such as governmental and private foundation authorities holding world history in low
regard and the need for more graduate programs in world history, lest it become “just
another ‘area’ study.”
The parallels here to World Art are favorable on the high school level as there are
advanced placement examinations for art history and studio art. The number of students
taking the studio art exam is double that taking art history. Still, that such exams exist
provides a venue which may be opened to wider considerations of World Art, especially
if concerns about ‘abandoning western traditions’ are satisfactorily addressed. While
only four percent of the approximately twenty five thousand high schools in the United
States participate in the Advanced Placement Exam for Art History, at least the exam
description mentions ‘non-western’ art.
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My work with high school art teachers and history teachers in New England
indicates they are interested in collaboration, so teachers of world history and studio arts
may work together and give rise to World Art as an intersection between their respective
fields. Too, in the United States, federal legislation is an impetus for the acceptance of
World Art. Mandates to teach diversity (World Art achieves this by virtue of its subject
matter) and accommodate the ‘no child left behind’ legislation (art making offers this
needed multi-modal learning) are both driving World Art toward grades K-16 in
American classrooms. Teachers are asking for the training and the law is requiring it, so
whether it comes from art departments, humanities foundation courses in world heritage,
education departments, or a collaboration of these groups, the colleges and professional
organizations will need to respond to the knowledge and skill demands being placed on
students and teachers alike. World Art is the ideal field to provide this response.
On February 19, 2004, during a discussion thread about the field of world history
which was ongoing on the world history e-list, Jack Betterly wrote, “In some ways I think
the frustrations of teaching world history are like those of teaching art. Each is a skill,
but much more than an skill. What should an art teacher teach first? Cleaning brushes?
The history of fine art?…..the biographies….the philosophy…..?” My research begins to
approach an answer. Like Patrick Manning’s model of time, space, scale, philosophy and
verification, I have created a framework that allows researchers, teachers and students to
approach the study of World Art.
Defining World Art is difficult as the field is still in its formative stages. For my
purposes World Art is holistic and means art made by humans on planet earth. This
includes visual arts, ritual dance performance, musical expression, etc. The subject is
vast and, while no one person could know it all, it IS a whole is an essential point to be
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grasped. One cannot comprehend the Himalayas by studying one rock, nor can one grasp
World Art by only being an expert in one time period, material, or person. When we see
the whole we realize our recent and brief presence is but a moment on the geologic scene,
a fragile and important fragment to be cherished.
The size of these issues and questions are matched by their importance. This is
recognized within the field of World Art as articles in Third Text demonstrate. This peer
reviewed journal provides critical perspectives on contemporary art and culture beyond
the here and now of Europe and America and gives ‘non-western’ World Art full
attention, even if through a ‘western’ lens. Writing there in March of 2003, Ihab Hassan
wrote an article called ‘Realism, Truth, and Trust in Postmodern Perspective.’ He
suggests, and I agree, that the “truth of representation (is) the conundrum of signs, the
riddle of consciousness in the cosmos” (1)
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1.3.3.2. The Fields of Anthropology and World Art
In addition to finding support for its emergence in World History, World Art also
finds interdisciplinary resources and allies in Anthropology. Traditionally anthropology
includes four sub-fields: archaeology, physical anthropology, cultural anthropology, and
linguistics. For purposes of narrowing the discussion, I here acknowledge that any or all
of these may become relevant to any particular World Art inquiry, but here I will use the
general term, anthropology.
In our present post colonial global era,31 the developing field of World Art often
intersects anthropology: In the spring of 2003 a Clark Institute Symposium asked
whether the art history and anthropology should become a single discipline; In the fall the
Tate in London hosted a conference called “Fieldworks: Dialogues between Art and
Anthropology.” New World Art texts, such John Onians’ Atlas of World Art and the
forthcoming Anthropology of Art: A Contemporary and Historical Reader Howard
Morphy and Morgan Perkins, Eds., are joining Lazzari & Schlesier’s Exploring Art.
Critical reviews of contemporary World Art are now available in peer reviewed journals
such as Third Text and res (Harvard’s journal of anthropology and aesthetics).
In addition there are other ways that the subject matter of anthropology and World Art
are intersecting. First is a push to globalize the foundation art history course, exemplified
by my presentation “Globalizing the Foundation Course” at the College Art Assn
Meeting in Philadelphia in 2002. Second, traditional and radical doctoral programs are
beginning to offer World Art studies. Among them are University of Leiden in the
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Netherlands, East Anglia University in the U.K., University of California, Los Angeles
and my self designed program in interdisciplinary studies at Union Institute in World Art.
Third, online resources, themselves a force in globalization are offering World Art
resources such as the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s “World Art Timeline”
http://www.metmuseum.org, which links the art of many different times and places.
This fabulous resource allows the visitor to click on any place on the timeline or
anywhere on the world map and be given information about the art of that particular time
and place. Museums are putting collections online, so that access to information and
objects is expanded beyond description. Databases, such as ‘the mother of all art history’
(http://www.art-design.umich.edu/) provide access to the pan human art heritage as never
before. Collectors have access to auctions and images through a host of beautiful glossy
magazines, such as Arts of Asia or Tribal, which, interestingly, does not accept
advertising for contemporary indigenous artists. Even with these gains there is still much
work to be done in this new and emerging field of World Art for, as already discussed
with regard to World History and World Art, problems of definition and cooperation
abound.
Perhaps it is no accident that art history and anthropology, two disciplines
concerned with the human presence, are mutually interested in World Art. They arose
together in the wake of colonial empires and divided their academic territory along
western (fine art objects and individuals) vs. indigenous (crafts and cultural groups). One
way to try and answer these questions of what World Art ‘means’ or at least frame

31

The post colonial critique invites both intellectual and moral motivations to study World Art, such as
fundamental fairness of coverage and a more complete and accurate scholarship of our human art making
heritage (vs. the present partial or single view version.)
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questions for consideration, is to compare the traditional approaches of art history and
anthropology.
Chart 2 – Comparing Traditional Art History & Anthropology circa 1970
Art History

Anthropology

Time

past

present

Geography

west

non-west

museums

fieldwork

fine art – favors visual,
traditionally painting and
sculpture; recent rise of
text as important
Biography of individual

craft – not limited to
visual; in archaeology
object = document
because culture is gone
Ethnography of group

Object

Subject

Within anthropology there has been a range of views about art. Franz Boas’
‘primitive art’ (at the moment I prefer the term ‘pre-literate’ to ‘primitive’) defined art as
technique and a way of doing with intent and care. History that is written, i.e., literacy in
a culture, refers to a shift in sense memory emphasis from oral-aural to oral-visual. The
preservation of orality while (re-)asserting sight over sound is found in our ‘sayings’ such
as “seeing is believing,” and “don’t believe everything you hear.” British empiricists saw
art situated in the social system and French structuralists theorized art was an overlay
onto objects. More recently Dissayanake has urged consideration of art as doing with
intent, thus echoing Boas.
Much of art history would agree that technique, whether how to apply paint to
canvas or how to use dreams for imagery, is part of understanding the history of the art.32
32

The Association for the Study of Dreams, with a sub-group devoted to dreams and art, is one of many
such organizations. My treatment of dreams is in Part 2.3.3, Oceania.
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Too, traditional western art history views artists as both specific individuals and as
representing their times and places. The original role of art in connecting makers or users
to ultimate reality in a religious experience (e.g., contact with the ‘underworld’ or the
land of the dead as found in tomb art and archaeology) is widely accepted. Are people
living in the urban west further from this experience than, for example, a Melanesian
carver of door lintels, or have we merely redefined the art experience or the meaning of
death? These open questions lack final answers but they are interesting ways to approach
the making and viewing of art in the world today and are appropriate inquiries for World
Art.
The traditional distinctions between art history and anthropology, such as those in
Chart 2, continue to change. Anthropologists are mostly westerners and they are
increasingly turning their attention to their own culture and working with contemporary
multi-media installation and performance artists. While art historians have long explored
art outside the immediate present, they have yet to step far outside their own geographic
spaces or deeply into the area of prehistoric art. When art historians expand their
investigations into indigenous art history and even prehistoric arts they may transform
their hitherto Eurasian concentration into World Art History and balance the rising
interest anthropologists have in western culture.
Perhaps this has begun, for art historians exploring ethnographic methods was the
subject of a 2003 College Art Association Conference panel, “Ethno-art history.”
Phenomenology and other sensory ways of knowing are being explored, the definition of
‘other’ (rational or irrational) and indeed, one’s own identity, are constantly probed, even
as geneticists and nano-engineers work with artists to exhibit radiated rabbits that glow in
the darkened gallery. The recent exhibition, Gene(sis): Contemporary Art Explores
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Human Genomics at the University of California Berkeley Arts Museum shows how
deeply and richly the worlds of artistic and scientific inquiry are interacting.33
Such issues of making and viewing invoke aesthetics and relations between the
inside (personal, art making experience) and outside (public, art viewing object). From
Longinus’ On the Sublime to Kant’s questions of beauty and right up to my current
media saturated lifestyle, the definition of aesthetics has shifted amid transcendental
experience, beauty and emotional response. On a personal, practical level, my studio art
making experiences embody knowing which locates my presence in the work; I connect
to others as they engage with the art I have made and this establishes an invisible
relationship between us.
Relations between disciplines are shaping the field of World Art. Although there
are challenges to offering World Art within Art departments, World Historians have
embraced World Art and visual materials to teach history. Almost as confirmation that a
road to World Art may involve liaisons in World History the World History e-list of
scholars raised the question of how to use art to teach world history as I was writing this
dissertation.

33

My input to the list follows:

This ongoing public education effort included readings, speakers, discussions, art works, and a website
www.gene-sis.net/public_programs.html.
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-------- Original Message -------Subject:World Art & World History
Date:Mon, 10 Nov 2003 19:35:36 -0500
From:Kathleen Kimball <kik@metrocast.net>
To:H-NET List for World History <H-WORLD@H-NET.MSU.EDU>
References:<20031107050426.120C93C063@mdlv2.h-net.msu.edu>
my thanks to joshua for inaugurating this thread about bringing art into teaching world history. what a
great idea! diverse learning styles may be accommodated, material culture complements the text basis
of history, student involvement increases, and much more. whether one pursues particular themes,
(such as borders, trade patterns and influences, etc.), or chronologic treatments, the art
reflects/concretizes its moment in time and space. how representations are constructed provides
insights into the 'mind of the other' both synchronically and diachronically (e.g., compare 'perspective'
traditional han dynasty china vs western roman empire painting of the same time period or ancient
Inin
summary,
a confluence of factors bodes well for the emerging field of World Art in the
roman vs. medieval europe, or the changing face of the hagia sophia in istanbul.)

United
States,
rising
global
scholarship
federal
and stateas laws.
The former
although
slowerincluding
to emerge than
world
history,
the field of and
World
Art is growing,
john onians'
forthcoming publication, the World Art atlas demonstrates. (gombrich has been mentioned, so in the
interests existing
of full disclosure,
let megrowing
share that world-wide
i am fortunate scholarly
enough to have
john onians on my
includes
and rapidly
communications,
World

committee and gombrich was his teacher.) visual arts may be the easiest access for many teachers, but
there are modalties that stretch us beyond vision and into other channels, such as auditory (e.g., music),
History
and World
Art
fields
of doctoral
study,
the
World
History
Association,
tactile, (e.g.,
costume),
etc.as the
possibilities
for using
art in
world
history
include:
access to specific
resources, such as the already mentioned metropolitan museum's online timeline for World Art (and
other text, images
and recordings
and offHistory,
the net); specializing
in aand
particular
cooperating
Advanced
Placement
Tests foronWorld
Art History
Studiomaterial;
Arts, and
pan
with various other faculty members to create interesting and integrated learning experiences for the
students. my bias is for combining (art) history with (art) making).

human scholarship in environmental and ‘big histories.’(Christian, McNeill). Christian’s
1. TEXTS AS RESOURCES. a commonly used text in american art history foundation courses is

work
confirms
myartown
as hewhile
offers
both
importance
large
andtoo
the
marilyn
stockstad's
history.
it, like
thethe
courses
for whichof
it is
oftencontext
used, is still

eurocentric, it has sections on africa, oceania and the americas and makes a good basic reference for
those without
training in art history.
too, if you
on both
the college
level,
there to
is aingood
centrality
of symbolizing
as a hallmark
ofare
ourteaching
species,
points
I came
mychance
own
your students will have seen some of the images it contains; your re-contextualizing these images could
deepen their understanding. too often the sections that are NOT about europe are completely omitted.

research. There are certainly other factors, such as the rise of arts based research, but
supplementary readings. these might be monographs for a particular area or general reading that to

accompany
or supplement
'regular' reading.
two examples
of the range
general reading resources
these
are discussed
in subsequent
sections.
Legal supports
forofimplementing
World Art
are: world views (topics in non western art) by laura adams and spirit and art by van james. the latter is
published by anthroposophic press, but those few pages that are specifically about this philosophy could
education
include both art history (national and state teaching standards mandating
be ignored. in both cases content is easy to digest and covers the globe.

teaching
of diversity)and
makingisas
multiplefavorite
intelligences
behind’
2. MATERIALS
AS FOCUS.artceramics
a particular
of mine as(‘no
i am child
also a left
potter,
so the idea
of using the history of this material (the example from the list was for chinese ceramics) is grand one
with seemingly endless possibilities. for example, the tremendous outpouring of ceramic tomb bricks in
legislation).
the han dynasty can be tied directly (no pun intended) to the labor of captured prisoners/slaves; the
beautiful running glazes of the tang dynasty recall the horses and camels on which they occur and their
movement and roles in this empire, etc of course, one could just as easily select a different material,
such as paper. there are specific resources for these various 'sub-culture' areas.

3. INVOLVE THE STUDENTS. among the efforts i have made are students 'de-coding' pages in
illuminated manuscripts; paper history and papermaking on the silk road; exercises where people
illustrate ideas AS they hear them; making prehistoric handprints to accompany lecture/discussion of
prehistory. the activity, whether the assigning of an image to research or the making of art, is a function
of age groups, resources, subjects, etc. at the last northeastern conference i heard a wonderful
presentation from a teacher in california who has his students put on plays from various time periods.
in this way they learn about and embody costume, belief systems, linguistic structures, and much more.
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~ continued ~
some of the questions an art historian might consider when viewing art are: what is made, done, etc?
i.e., what is under consideration? how is it done? (techniques, methods, preparations, epistemology,
etc.) who makes it and for whom is it made? when is it made, used, performed? long does it last?
where is it made, used, etc where is it now? WHY is it done? anything corollary in my
experience/culture? sometimes answers are easy to obtain, other times impossible. nor is this list
exhaustive. for example, one might ask how the people in the culture view the object, its uses and
makers, rather like an indigenous art criticism. or we might begin to compare such lists between
cultures for a cross cultural aesthetic inquiry. We might pursue why people choose one material over
another. for example, why select wood when both clay and wood are available?
4. OTHER FACULTY. cooperate with the other departments in the school, such that there is
collaboration and team teaching of the history and/or making of art for particular times and places.
Here, too, which faculty one selects is a function of what aspects of world history one is teaching, grade
levels, etc. the possibilities here are fabulous, from medieval european stained glass and the light of
salvation to prehistoric handprints and human relations over time. artists, art historians and
anthropologists, et al are resources for the world historian.
5. SEE YOU THERE? perhaps some of us attending the world history meeting in boston in the spring
could informally discuss specifics of art in the world history classroom over lunch. it was from just
such a conversation at the last boston/northeastern meeting a few years ago that i began to use
portraiture to relate african arts of tribe and empire! who knows what we could learn from one another.
let's have lunch and find out...........
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1.3.4 The Context of Consciousness
1.3.4.1 Consciousness as a Field of Study
The field of consciousness studies is thought by some to be so vast as to include
all other areas of inquiry. While this may be an overstatement, it is true that mind-brain
issues seem to coalesce in the large and rapidly growing field of consciousness.
Interesting and relevant consciousness research may be found in many disciplines, such
as philosophy, neurology, cognitive linguistics, the anthropology of consciousness, the
history of psychiatry, evolutionary, transpersonal, and deep eco psychologies, and
artificial intelligence, to name but a few. Layers of subject complexity deepen as theories
and research involve individual and collective aspects of consciousness, as well as
degrees, states, and changes in consciousness. My point in consciousness inquiries is, for
my own research in World Art, to explore the relevance and nature of specific
relationships between art and consciousness.
There is an ongoing revolution in consciousness studies. During the last decade
of the twentieth century, MRI (magnetic resonance imaging), was part of this dramatic
change. MRI is used to study which portions of the brain are activated by specific sights,
smells, thoughts, etc. Such research showed that two people looking at an image may use
very different parts of their brain. For example, an art critic and a non-artist do not use
exactly the same parts of their brain when looking at the same picture. (Solso).
Nature vs. nurture arguments are ongoing. On one side are evolutionary
psychologists such as Steven Pinker of M.I.T. and neurobiologists such as Crowley and
Katz, whose view is that the general geography of human consciousness is a pre-wired
brain map. Pinker believes that humans come with innate learning tendencies, such as
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numbers, spatial representation, tastes for sugar, fat, revenge, and seeking attractive
mates. He agrees with Peter Singer that we come with the capacity to empathize which
can be expanded to include many, even all of humanity. Crowley and Katz have mapped
visual systems to show some of our inborn circuitry. In general these positions seem to
echo Chomsky’s earlier similar claims for language modules and acquisition.
On the other side, archaeologists and cultural anthropologists often explain
consciousness through information transmission. Plotting changes in brain size and
artifacts over time, they argue the uniqueness of individual cultures and people cannot be
ignored. The question seems to turn on whether/how we acquire the ‘information’ to
experience human consciousness genetically before birth or/and culturally after birth.
Some aspects of these varying views may be synthesized in the arts, where while
we may come with predispositions for specific items or even a bias toward one learning
modality or another, our socio-cultural experiences invoke/activate or otherwise influence
our development. For example, humans may be hard-wired (Crowley and Katz) to see
whole faces, or to scribble in their early years, to believe in a higher power and even to
communicate with said power via their arts. At the same time, that changes in life are
reflected in changes in one’s art is well documented in both the works of individual
artists over time and in larger units of analysis, such as whole cultures or time periods. In
my own experience, the art I make, though rarely figurative, all seems a kind of self
portrait if not a barometer of the moment in which it is made. Or to take a more public
example of how art reflects consciousness, consider the lifetime of noire lithographs by
the nineteenth century French mulatto, Odilon Redon, which became an explosion of oil
pastel colors when he married and found joy with his bride and their child. Or look at the
impact of European invaders on the art of indigenous populations, such as Australian
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aborigines or South American Indian artists. In the former, selections of materials and
subject matter were significantly altered and in the latter the native computational system,
quipu, was largely abandoned (Urton).
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1.3.4.2 States and Degrees of Human Consciousness
Here I address states and degrees of human consciousness as continua, then elaborate and
explore this idea by examining three of the many possible lines of inquiry: one, the
development of human consciousness over time; two, interspecies communicationsconsciousness and; three, machine:human consciousness via brain waves.
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1.3.4.2.1.1

Consciousness as Continua

To introduce my contention that states and degrees of human consciousness are
wide ranging and multifaceted continua, this section considers the necessity of inference
& the tendency to see wholes, current robotic research, the ever changing nature and
definitions of consciousness, anomalous experiences and my own consciousness
research.
Consciousness as continua seems both natural and widespread. One’s own
experiences, such as feeling degrees of sleepiness or wakefulness, suggest a continuum.
Too, there have been and continue to be (ah, more continua) many views on the subject
of consciousness as continua. My own opinions were voiced by Hubbard when he wrote
that “…humans (and human cognition) are points along a continuum rather than discrete
entities unconnected with the rest of terrestrial life and experience.” (63)
From whatever time and place one wishes to select an example, it seems possible
to make inferences about the consciousness of the period during which the art was made.
From our own fads, trends, and –isms on one end of the temporal scale to the Paleolithic
revolution about forty thousand years ago, we see that the art reflects its moment and its
makers. During this latter example, paintings appeared throughout caves in Spain and
France. Perhaps this shift in representation during the upper Paleolithic suggests a
corresponding shift in consciousness. Might the desire to leave a specific image in
permanent materials posit an awareness of or desire for, duration? Does it suggest an
awareness of its opposite, i.e., the transitory?
The human tendency to see the whole balances with our awareness arising from
perceived difference. I want to complete a partial circle when I see it; I know that I am
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me in part, because I am not you. But then empathy enters the scene and I begin to feel
‘for’ and ‘with’ you, thus creating a collective where there was previously an individual.
How these processes work, i.e., how much is ‘programmed’ into us genetically (nature)
and how much is learned, (nurture) has been noted as a long standing and ongoing subject
of debate. That we do in fact experience these individual and collective aspects of
consciousness is universally agreed.
Meanwhile, current research by Dr. Miguel Nicoleli at Duke University, a
longstanding research facility for psychic and paranormal mind experiments, has now, in
the neuro-engineering department, enabled chimpanzees to ‘think’ a robotic arm into
action. Within the next few years Nicoleli expects to have exoskeleton robots for
paralysis victims. This research demonstrates several key points. First, there is a fusion
of organic biology and inorganic technology. This has implications for our future and
our understanding of consciousness, even on the level of a neural cell or cellular
automata (Wolfram). Added to this is the cellular biological research indicating that
awareness arises in the biochemical interface between the cells (Lipton). Too, there are
those who believe that the awareness is what gives rise to the biochemistry.
Just as the last century was one of ‘electricity’ the next is likely to be the ‘nano’
century. Nano is a word from the Latin for dwarf, but means VERY small, as in one
billionth. This is so extremely small it becomes, like numbers which are extremely large,
difficult to comprehend. Nanotechnology is manipulation of matter at a molecular level.
We know that cells communicate with one another and this ‘awareness’ may never reach
the level of the ‘self.’ But much CAN be brought into awareness, as fire walking yogis,
toilet training, research with the ‘consciousness’ of plants responding to music, bacteria
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responding to telepathic healing energies, and much more such research document
(Rubik).
If I am an axis mundi or like a pebble in a pond, creating ripples which radiate out
to become my art making and research, these are situated within the larger field of World
Art. The field of World Art is nested within the larger ripple of the world at large. In this
way, I see layers of context surrounding and resonating with me and my work. These and
other layers of meaning are processed through and impact my consciousness as I live,
study and practice my arts using clay, paper, available materials and feng shui. I think of
feng shui as a practice and point of view rather than a state of consciousness. Nor do I
claim to replicate exactly another’s experience. Instead I create resonating connections to
others, whether across the continent (spatial) or in a different moment (temporal).
But life, art, and resonance in the pond are ever changing. As information
processing and biology work together, we do not know what changes in consciousness
may be in their wake. In the world of scientific theories, Newton’s ideas arose and then
gave way to Einstein. Einstein gave way to sub-atomic string and particle theories.
Medieval manuscripts became internet emails. What kind of consciousness might inhabit
a molecularly designed species comprised of both organic and inorganic components two
hundred years from now? What kind of art will such a creature produce? We don’t
know yet. Given that thinking is now a vehicle for controlling a remote robotic arm, are
we far from robotic war entities/devices which kill without pain? Research which began
to help people who are paralyzed is not immune from military applications. Experiments
in information processing even work to replicate the human senses of sight and smell
with machines. While such synthetic olfaction is occurring we also have research into
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synasthesia34 and cross cultural descriptions of senses and consciousness. Today it may
sound like the art of science fiction to suggest people culturally or synaesthetically select
or alter senses at will (smell your song, taste your shape, hear it like a Maori, etc.). It is
easy for me to imagine future generations hierarchically established based upon design.
“Oh, you do not have dog genes? You mean you cannot smell that Mary was here a
week ago?” “Yes, I am the new model, complete with gills, wings and oxygen adaptors
for breathing the air which the little larvae of old H. sapiens could not process.”
Even when I limit my thinking to the explosion of available published research,
estimated at some tens of thousands of articles per year, I could not master it all. But my
inability to read all possible research does not diminish its importance, nor did the
general thrust of current bio-tech fusions. Bio-mechanical fusions do already exist and
do already impact consciousness studies and our future. They even suggest how and why
I define consciousness.
For my purposes, consciousness is defined as awareness. This allows for the
consciousness of all forms of matter. This indigenous and seemingly simple animistic
view actually offers many benefits and has strong underpinnings in theoretical physics.
Bridging the organic and inorganic realms, it supports my contention that consciousness
is continua within a given member of a species, among members of a species, among
different species, and between forms of matter and energy.
Many people from widely diverse backgrounds have navigated and documented
the continua of awareness and the power of art to transform consciousness. Leonard
Shlain’s book Art and Physics traces prophetic shifts in art that precede scientific

34

My personal experience with synasthesia includes smelling the anger of another person as a kind of
burning red chili peppers in my nose.
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advances from the ancient world to the present. Rudolph Steiner used the power of art to
develop an entire educational system called “Waldorf schools.” His ideas are used to
trace World Art in Spirit and Art by Van James. Peter London, in No More Second
Hand Art, argues for the transforming power of individual art making experiences. But
whether we make, view, or listen to art, aesthetic transport can change one’s life and art
is a powerful part of being human.
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1.3.4.2.2

Development of Human Consciousness

To define current characteristics of human consciousness, I look to degrees and
states of consciousness as found among Homo sapiens as a species over time, among
different species and brain waves within myself as an individual human.
To investigate human consciousness over time, the ideas of macro and micro
relations, such as ontogeny and phylogeny are initial points of inquiry. Here the work of
Rank, Jaynes, Lewis-Williams, Lowenfelt, Kellogg, and Gowans (79) suggest this
ongoing inquiry is longstanding. Early work by Otto Rank saw that a human fetus goes
through the entirety of physical evolution, from single cell through tadpole and up to
human at birth. From this he wondered whether the continued psychological
development of the child’s brain/mind paralleled human social evolution. This neo social
Darwinism finds little favor in today’s relativist cultural milieu.
In his Origins of Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind, Julian
Jaynes offered that consciousness: arose around 1250BCE in Assyria; was based on
language but separate from perception; involved imagination and introspection; continues
its ongoing development. The first of these points is the most controversial, but
accepting the other points does not rest on a specific date. The truly separate functioning
of the left and right hemispheres, i.e., the bi-cameral mind, is an area of research still
explored today. Our incomplete understanding of how the left and right hemispheres
work is compounded by ‘handedness,’ the full role of the corpus callosum, and other
variables (Beasley). Yet, it is widely held that the left hemisphere is more related to
language and linearity and the right hemisphere to spatial orientation. For my purposes
the use of the analytic left hemisphere in art history and theory is complemented by the
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use of the right hemisphere in art making. Taken together these activities are a ‘whole
brain’ approach to art and consciousness.
In a famous volume of the Bollingen Eranos Series, Man and Time, Eric
Neumann argued that human consciousness began as collective and transpersonal and art
at this stage was a collective and sacred phenomenon. “Artistic creation has magic
power, it is experience and perception, insight and differentiation in one.”(6) Beyond the
symbol as embodied numinosum, individual consciousness becomes embedded in and is
the organ and instrument of, the collective. This idea foreshadows the research of
contemporary consciousness researchers (Rubik, Tart, Radin, Goswami, Nadeau &
Kafatos) whose ideas about consciousness as a non-local field phenomenon are discussed
in the next section on interspecies communications. Like theoretical quantum physicists,
the parapsychological researchers seem to argue for an underlying unity.
Recent research which extends further back in time is that of Davis LewisWilliams. His lifetime studying the San of South Africa suggests that the minds of our
prehistoric ancestors, as revealed in their arts in general and in rock art in particular, were
closely identified with the earth itself and with other animals. He notes that humans
experience a range of conscious states and human society must account for this. Whether
one finds altered states to be shamanic trance (Lewis-Williams), messages from the gods
(Jaynes), or dreams from ancestors (Lohmann) human hallmarks are that we: experience
a range of states; translate these into symbols; subject them to explanations and
discussions.
Explaining and discussing how our consciousness changes over time has occupied
many who look at childhood development. Two scholars noted for researching creative
development in the art of children are Victor Lowenfelt and Rhoda Kellogg. The former
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sees stages, from scribbling until the age of four years through representative attempts at
age seven, schema and horizon lines at age nine, and the dawn of realism with puberty at
about age twelve. Where Freud, Jung or Rank addressed qualitative and psychoanalytic
aspects of children’s art, Kellogg used quantitative measure to analyze millions of
children’s drawings around the world. She found the same geometric forms and
mandalas occurring at the same ages, suggesting that there are neurological rather than
psycho-cultural underpinnings to human art making. From these various researches I see
the utility of the often used metaphor that the applications of human consciousness
change like software over time in both the individual and the collective; these changes are
traceable in the art historical record and proclivity towards them is part of our hard-wired
neurology. What remains to be investigated are the extent to which other species share
our capacity for symbol manipulation, desire to preserve memory, ability to foresee our
own demise and imagine, for example, continuity in an ‘after life.’
Using entirely Eurasian models, Alan Gowans builds on the works of Lowenfeld
and Kellogg to suggest that the art of children sequentially reveals four social functions
of traditional art to provide an ontogeny –phylogeny paradigm as follows: first,
substitute imagery (concepts and basic analogies); second, illustration (mature analogies
and basic analysis); third, beautification (mature analysis and basic abstract cause); and
fourth, deliberate persuasion. This is a beginning, but leaves out correlations and
explanations (e.g., a larger time frame, social evolution, variation such as feedback loops
or rotations in image creation and pan human {read cross-cultural} information); he
elaborates and segregates image substitutions which seems to be a form of complexity
related to detail and belief (his words are ‘maturity’ and ‘persuasion’).

His scheme

correlates to my own understanding in that one must first recognize relationships and
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then substitutions (metaphor in my language) are possible.
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1.3.4.2.3 Inter-species Communication35
The range of states humans experience moves beyond intraspecies development
(inter- and intra- personal communications) to include interspecies communication
(Bekoff) and consciousness. The literature about interspecies communications is quite
diverse and supports the idea that consciousness is a continuous, self reflexive field
phenomenon. A brief survey includes many disciplines, some double blind research, and
anecdotal experiences.
Investigations into interspecies communications include a host of diverse groups,
from serious scientists (Griffin, Savage-Rumbaugh, Cartmill) to popular celebrities. For
example, veterinarian Allen Schoen documents health and disease correlates in humans
and their pets; primatology field workers such as Jane Goodall live among and document
families and troops of chimpanzees inventing cultural traditions, exhibiting rational
thought and feelings; marine biologists learn dolphin and whale languages (Tyack and
Clark); horse trainers use equine nonverbal communications systems to accelerate
domesticating wild horses (Jones)36; cottage industries have sprung up for ‘pet
psychics’(Gurney) and those teaching ‘shamanic journeys’(Harner). In the latter are
contemporary westerners seeking relationships with their ‘power’ animals and claim to
use telepathy to communicate with animals. Too, there are those such as scientist Rupert
Sheldrake investigating ‘how your dog knows you are coming home’ and James

35

In this growing area of research there is nearly daily news (BBC). For an overview of animal cognition
and culture see http://cogweb.ucla.edu/EP/Ethology.html. For speciesism (the moral superiority of Homo
sapiens), which undergirds much of the discussion about interspecies communication, see LaFollette and
Shanks. For the need to revise World Art in light of human animal communication, see Onians (1996).
36
See also Horse Whisperer, the film that popularized the work of Monty Roberts, the horse trainer.
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Lovelock exploring the Gaia hypothesis.37 Research by Rubik, Tart and others, as well as
the growing interest of the American Psychological Association, suggest anomalous
human experience is moving from the fringes of scientific inquiry into the mainstream,
where it may help us to better understand human consciousness. In the recent American
Psychology Association publication, Varieties of Anomalous Experiences, out of body
experiences, near death, synasthesia, and other unusual states of consciousness are
explored (Cardenza).
As pet owners will readily testify, personal anecdotal evidence is persuasive. For
example, they know when the dog or cat is asking for food vs. asking to go outside. The
ability of non human animals to make tools, experience emotions such as grief and joy
(e.g. by crying, laughing, dreaming), and have their lives and deaths influenced by
anomalous experiences with humans are being widely documented and join the growing
body of inquiry into the non-locality of consciousness. (Sheldrake, Nadeau and Kafatos,
Tart, Radin, Goswami, Rubik).
One way to understand this consciousness as a non-local field phenomenon is
through a metaphor, such as radio signals. If you have no radio, you hear nothing. If you
have a radio and it is on, but not to the station which is broadcasting, you still do not get
the message. Imagine consciousness is available as a field and to access it our radiobrain uses consciousness-electricity. When we are tuned in to the station (i.e., other
person, animal, event, etc.) we ‘receive’ or ‘send’ information. Looking at the night sky
we are seeing light from thousands of years ago. Too, we send out signals into space
which go on for thousands of years. In this way, light and sound are not bound by time

37

Teilhard de Chardin described a world mind as Noosphere fifty years before it became such a vogue.
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and space, but go on and on. Perhaps consciousness operates similarly and is a non local
field phenomenon, just as some researchers suggest. In this case, consciousness would
not be limited by time-space.
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1.3.4.2.4 Brain Waves
Since I live in a time when machines validate human experience as credible proof,
I have attempted to correlate machine readings to my interior experience. This meant
translating my interior experiences into the paradigm of brain waves, which are registered
on machines. When brain waves are translated into ‘states of mind’ as cycles per second,
we are able to chart a range of state of consciousness as in the chart below. Brain waves
are reported based on frequency, called cycles per second (cps), and amplitude, or size of
the waves. Using these two measures of a ‘wave’ we obtain a range of ‘states.’
The range of states an individual experiences may be simplified as completely and
deeply asleep; dreaming, trance, reverie and waking daydream to very wide awake. We
go in and out of various brain waves while awake and asleep and even within a category
such as ‘not completely conscious’, there are variations. For example, something may be
completely forgotten or never raised to the level of conscious awareness (unconscious).
Or it may be something we know and are not thinking of right now, but can recall with
prompting, such as what we had for dinner last night (sub-conscious). Or it may be
something we have a sense we wish to say, but have not yet formulated the exact words
(pre-conscious). Often there are hypnogogic states where one may experience some
alpha (relaxed awake 8-13 cps) or more theta (short duration 4-7 cps). Sleep also shows
as ‘spindles’ (12-14 cps) and K complexes (peaks descend 12-14cps). Delta is twenty to
fifty percent deep sleep with slow waves of .5 – 4 cps and the remaining fifty percent is
half delta and half slow theta.
The results of my preliminary explorations into how brain waves changed during
different experiences are shown below. The neurofeedback monitoring took place
December 1, 2003 at the offices of Janet Bloom, a Harvard trained and certified
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neurofeedback provider. To be thorough, I would need to test other areas of the brain
besides the front left lobe. The expense involved requires that further experiments need
to wait for post doctoral grants. What shows up is the powerful change one creates by
closing the eyes and how variable the different brain waves are in different parts of the
brain.
Exploring states of consciousness is not a new pursuit for artists. From surrealists
to art therapists, the relationships between the ‘unseen’ contents of the human mind and
art making have been documented in the literature at large and experienced by me as an
individual. Before beginning my doctoral program I had entered altered states via
sensory deprivation tanks, rhythmic drumming, chanting, various meditation techniques
and breathing exercises. But not until my art based research began did I become a
certified hypnotherapist and begin trying to make art while in a trance. When I was both
hypnotized by others and learning to hypnotize myself, I found that the hypnotic state
was a familiar one, reminiscent of my years sitting in a zendo. If this one test is accurate,
then this is a state of depressed brain wave function in the left front lobe.

Brain Wave Charts
Three different charts are shown which describe brain wave activities. The first
chart is Chart 3, Brain Waves. This chart correlates the typical electrical activity in a
human brain with various ‘states of consciousness.’ Electrical descriptions of brain
waves often include two variables: size of the wave and frequency of the wave. Size
refers to whether the waves of electrical energy that are registering are large or small
oscillations. Frequency means the number of such waves, (also called cycles) per second.
In Chart 3, the first column tells the number of cycles per second that machines register
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as going on in the brain, the second column tells how humans seem to function given the
electrical impulses from the first column and the third column gives the name of the brain
wave which is described in columns one and two.
Chart 4, Brain Wave Baselines and Chart 5 Brain Waves Left Front Lobe
represent very small samples of my own brain wave activity as measured by a licensed
biofeedback engineer. Chart 4 is an average of brainwave activity across my entire brain.
Chart 5 is brain wave activity just on the left front lobe, which is generally associated
with logic and linear thinking. These two charts indicate that the left front lobe, which is
normally associated with logic and linear thinking is significantly reduced when I am in a
state of self hypnosis.
From my research it seems human consciousness is ‘figured’ by resonating
relationships in a ground (field) not necessarily bound by time-space. This may be
understood on many levels and through many forms, such as self-society, macro-micro,
ontogeny-phylogeny, or a child’s development. Investigative possibilities are
everywhere, from relations to other species in the natural world to machines made by
people and from anomalies to awareness of the ordinary (e.g., often unconscious behavior
or the simple power of closing one’s eyes). In the next section I turn my attention
specifically to art and consciousness.
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Chart 3 Brain Waves
CYCLES PER
SECOND
60-70 cps
12-30 cps
high frequency
small amplitude
8-13 cps (average 10)
moderate frequency
large amplitude

4-7 cps

BRAIN WAVES
AS ‘STATES’
OF MIND
REM sleep, dreams, no connection to
moving body
Attention!
Wide awake
Stress
Relaxed, awake. Hypnogogic and/or on way
to sleep. Attention relaxed and effortless.
More alpha is less stress & anxiety, stronger
immune system, creative inspiration, peak
performance

NAME

Often third stage of REM sleep (rapid eye
movement) deep meditative relaxation,
profound creative insights, and peak
pleasure experiences

THETA

REM
BETA

ALPHA

Chart 4 Brain Wave Baselines

Left
Left Front
Right
Right Front

Beta
8.25
3.08
4.37
5.17

Theta
6.30
4.46
4.36
3.89

Chart 5 Brain Waves Left Front Lobe

Experiment 1
Experiment 2
Experiment 3
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Baseline
Self hypnosis –
eyes closed
Drawing
LookingComparing two
paintings of
trains

Alpha
5.74
1.90

Beta
3.08/4.05
1.34/1.42

4.41
2.48

1.51
1.65

Theta
4.46
2.02
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1.3.4.3. Art and Consciousness
To explore art and consciousness this section examines art as epistemology,
memory, metaphor and translation. Art as epistemology ranges from accessing
knowledge through machines to manipulating materials in my own hands. Large and
small, near and far, organic and inorganic means are all included. From starlight to
nanoseconds the human mind-brain extends hand and eye by employing machines to
reach backward in time and space and around the world. For example, museum websites
are readily available, articles may be read on a computer screen, and scholars may be
reached instantly through email. On the other hand, paper-clay (clay that is twenty five
percent paper pulp) may be manipulated by my own hands here in my studio. To know
fully via art, i.e., to discover, explore, transform and know my humanity, I both make art
and study art history, using my hands, eyes, ears, mind and computer. Thus fully
engaged (em-bodied and en-machined) I use both sides of my brain as well as
contemporary technology to fully know, to become conscious, through art, in an ever
expanding fullness.
Art making involves connecting, which I shall call binding,38 and this is achieved
in many ways, including mimesis, metonymics, and metaphor as embodied responses.
Embodied responses define our species, which has been considered “essentially modern
for the last one hundred thousand years.” (Lewis-Williams) Barbara Stafford suggests
that visual art is ideally suited to explaining analogy, which is based on perceiving the
lack of something and then searching for ‘an approximating resemblance to fill its

38

For the language ‘binding’ and notion of humans as ‘time binders’ I am indebted to the work of the 20th
century general semanticists such as Alfred Korzybski, S.I. Hayakawa, Irving Lee and Stuart Chase.
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place.’39 This ‘filling’ may be a kind of empathy. As she recounts the history of
empathy in Homo Aestheticus, Ellen Dissayanake (149) recognizes our fundamental
embodiment as the root of aesthetic responses to art. Though what is considered a
beautiful face varies, we all come equipped with a tendency to see faces, the ability to see
color before form (79), to see red first, to emotionally evaluate prior to conscious
experience and to access a range of conscious states, from rational to irrational (Goguen
and Myin 1999: 13). Our ability to use our hands for advanced skills rests on mimesis
(Wilson 48). In other words, we learn to imitate, to bind information by copying. But we
do not stop there.
We also learn to bind information symbolically (Lakoff 155 & 356, Gorney,
Moriarty, Sonesson)40, such as metonymically by having a part stand for a whole and
metaphorically by re-contextualizing. An example of the former is a drop of water
symbolizing all water. An example of the latter is a drop of water in the desert being
compared to a bored student parched for new information. Since metaphor is seen as a
mapping ‘across conceptual domains,’ cognitive linguists take metaphor as a key to
understanding the formation of meaning (Goguen 1999: 11). Art making, then, which is
a representation, is embodied metaphor. What was within41 is made visible outside
oneself, mapped into sharable social reality. Though ideas of what the art means vary
39

After describing the physical apparatus of sensory inputs, she goes on to say “consciousness becomes
real only insofar as consciousness is desired or shown to itself” (164). Ah, the reflexivity argument comes
round again.
40
Researchers around the word are exploring human symbolization. In Finland Gorny suggests that
semiotics is linguistic methods applied to objects other than natural language and moves beyond traditional
positivist approaches. http://www.zhurnal.ru/staff/gorny/english/semiotics.htm
Moriarty argues for the primacy of visual over verbal and semiotic methods for understanding visual
elements http://spot.colorado.edu/~moriarts/visemics.html. In Sweden, Sonesson works on pictorial
semiotics. www.arthist.lu.se/kultsem/sonesson
41
“As one practices meditation one realizes that one’s mind is occupied with perpetual chatter. It is a
challenge to let this chatter subside for a moment, to both make art and perceive art simply in the present”
(Wallen 71). Based on my personal experience, I completely agree.
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with time and though empathy and aesthetic experiences are assumed, the actual
experience of making is not translatable and must be directly experienced personally.
Just as seeing someone eat a pie may make your mouth water, it is not the same thing as
eating a pie yourself. In this context are the necessities of both making art and knowing
the art history of the species.
The complex epistemological processes involved in making or studying art
involve witnessing, reflecting and remembering. As an object, art seems to stare back,
even to the point of dialoguing with me (Berger, Elkins). As a creator of art, I often feel
as if the object is making itself and using me to achieve this. Other times it seems the
object, made by another, is presenting itself and offering itself as meaning. Impressions
flood me and become a form of nourishment that constitutes my very being (Ouspensky).
These in turn are remembered, and thus art relies on memory to establish and maintain
awareness. But awareness of what? I have offered that this awareness includes self,
others, the natural world, one’s sense of a ‘higher power’ (ground of all being), and
relations among same. Comparison rests on memory. Our ability to re-member and recognize is an armature that both launches innovation and preserves tradition. Remembering as art history is a widespread and fundamental aspect of the discipline.
Examples abound, from tombs and monumental architecture in Egyptian pyramids to
Cahokia in the central United States.
Art making and art history may be thought of as inventing or re-inventing,
creating or re-creating to know meaning. These meanings take many forms. We may
‘know meaning’ as truth and/or illusion and we may do this culturally and/or genetically.
For example, what is the ‘truth’ of a photograph? A picture of Paris is not the same thing
as being in Paris, nor is taking the picture the same thing as having your picture taken.
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Yet, seeing the picture may remind us, and our brains reconstruct a memory of our
having been there. How do we ‘know’ the truth or illusion of what we see and/or
remember?
The complex processes of encoding and decoding visual information are
enormous subjects which have been and continue to be, explored by many researchers.
Early on Gombrich wrote about both perception and meaning through intentionally
created illusions, such as depth in one point perspective, over lapping planes, and so
forth. Here ‘learning to see’ is a cultural experience. Others looked for specific
universals, such as the occurrence, meaning and use humans find as they are drawn to the
center of an image (Arnheim, Eliade). The anthropologist Robert Trivers speaks of
genetically coded visual deceptions and truths as survival mechanisms. From these
examples we see a range of responses along the bio-cultural spectrum.
Recent research into the subject of ‘knowing meaning’ puts emphasis on
cognitive and brain research.

Cognitive semanticist Lakoff claims we construct

meaning via hierarchical and relational information categories. Psychologist Laura
Sewall suggests that visual experiences alter the structure of neural networks in the neocortex, creating selective filters for visual information that are memory laden perceptual
habits molding and perpetuating our worldview. Taken together these ideas indicate that
we know through relationships which as they come into existence alter the very
perceptions of which they are a part.
When we pull even these few beads of epistemological perception together, we
see that perception is both based in contrast and operating with a sense of the whole.
Illusion and reality make one another possible and the center exists in comparison to the
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edge. Insistence on ‘meaning’ posits non-meaning. While categorizing information is
pan human, individual categories of meaning are culturally and individually embedded.
Centered in my own interiority, I translate diverse meanings among media, time
periods, places, and cultures; this is my heuristic hermeneutic research. Interiority is not
full translatable, but using metaphor in art I attempt to do so and thus depict and
remember relationships. We are accustomed to some forms of translation more than
others. For example, many people have translated a work into two languages, such as
from Russian to English. Many people are familiar with a piece of literature being set to
music; fewer have tried to translate abstract symbolic theories into clay. In any case,
translation necessarily both adds and removes information. The channel into which the
information is put, whether a specific language, musical conventions, or sculptural
materials, all contains their own limitations and opportunities. Each time there is a
making or experiencing, there is a creating and re-creating, which is itself
epistemological in an ongoing way. For example, I made clay representations of the
theories of Claude Levi Strauss (Binaries) Rupert Sheldrake (Morphic Resonance) and
Teilhard de Chardin (Noosphere) using their ideas to inspire both forming methods and
imagery. But once these three works were done and I looked at them, I saw that they
could be stacked as a vertical totem, thus visually and conceptually uniting into my
understanding of symbolization, to wit: humans perceive via difference (Levi-Strauss &
Binaries) which can give rise to forms as vibrational frequencies (Sheldrake & Morphic
Resonance) that are ultimately perceived by and transformed into larger consciousness
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(deChardin & Noosphere). 42 It is within this final contextual layer of art as heuristic
hermeneutics that my own art based research, described next in Part 2, is situated.

42

See Appendix 1 at end of document for write up that accompanied Totem when it was exhibited. Insights
are ongoing when one makes art and reflects upon it. For example, while writing this document I had
occasion to reflect on the relationship between Figures ___and ____. This allowed me to see them in
relationship for the first time and see their shared properties of verticality, rectangular shape, abstract
portrait, plants at the base.
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Figure 16 Strauss Asleep
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Figure 17 Strauss Awake
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Figure 18 Sheldrake Morphing 1
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Figure 19 Sheldrake Morphing 2
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Figure 20 deChardin Noosphere
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⇐Figure 21 Totem
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Part 2 World Art Research
‘….and strange to tell, among that earthen lot some could articulate, while others not:
and suddenly one more impatient cried—who is the potter and who the pot?’
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam43

My research asks, ‘what does it mean to be a human in the 21st century?’ While I
am interested in history, I live in the present, in this particular time and space, i.e., on the
northeast coast of North America at the beginning of a new millennium. Here and now I
access individual and collective human consciousness by aligning myself with our pan
human art heritage and by making art. This alignment involves both interpreting art
history as a trace or echo of the consciousness that created it and making art myself,
either alone or with others.
Through these processes I witness and transform my own consciousness. Thus,
heuristic hermeneutic answers to the research question are sought via my own art making
informed by: specific consciousness practices, my decades as a feng shui geomancer, the
study of human art history, and art making. I approach universals of human art history
and making through the specifics of my individuality. In the sections which follow I
describe this in detail by considering: my heuristic-hermeneutic theoretical framework,
my art based research methods, the materials I used and the results I obtained.

43

Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, Trans. Edward Fitzgerald, Avenel Books, NY, 1973, pLX.
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2. 1 Heuristic-Hermeneutic Theories
Several building blocks unite as my theoretical research construct. First there are
heuristic (self discovery) and hermeneutic (interpretive) components, which bring the
anthropological method of participant observation ‘up close and personal’ (Cohen).
These combine with my individual expertise of thirty years as a feng shui geomancer.
Feng shui principles such as Element Theory, Trigrams, Hexagrams and Ho Lo Maps
(Wilhelm/Baynes, Needham, Fung Yu-Lan, Wilhelm 1960, 1962, 1979, Chuang Tsu)
have informed my art making and my understanding of the unfolding of human art as
World Art, including through correlations of compass points with yin/yang, number,
season, shapes and colors. Feng shui relates times and spaces, i.e., moments and
environments so it follows that one of its tenets is that interior and exterior are related.
Given that environment and interior conditions reflect one another, when the environment
is changed the inner landscape changes, too. Together these three components
(hermeneutics, heuristics and feng shui) provided a strong theoretical foundation for my
art based research in World Art. They supported my unified art history and art making
approach to my research question. (See 2.2 Materials, 2.3 Methods and Chart 12).
Self discovery and interpretations grounded in feng shui engaged my whole brain
in World Art research. I explored possible answers to the question, ‘what does it mean
to be human in the 21st century?’ from many different points of view, including those
derived from multiple art history and art making perspectives in different times and
places. The effect of these theoretical constructs, processes and multiple points of view
was the transformation of my own consciousness.
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The feng shui principles I have seen and used over and over in homes, offices,
subdivisions and gardens are applied to the study of World Art. My heuristichermeneutic art based research investigates World Art via both art history (left
brain/time) and art making (right brain/space) to transform my individual human
consciousness. The art I make, whether in clay tiles or text on paper, bears witness as an
art-I-fact to the process of transformation. These ‘art –I- facts,’ also called Results, are
presented for World Art in time and space. World Art goes from the earliest pre-literate
World Art to the most recent contemporary World Art and proceeds chronologically and
spatially from Africa to Oceania, then to Eurasia, and finally to the Americas.
Hermeneutics means interpretation and heuristic is a way of discovering via the
self, i.e., ‘subjective discovery’ or ‘individually centered’ work. My subject centered
interpretations illustrate and frame the dissertation, so little wonder that I am using
heuristic hermeneutics to provide a theoretical context to my work. Willard Frick agrees
with Douglass and Moustakas that heuristic research involves the “discovering of
meaning and essence in significant human experience …self directed …open to
spontaneous shift …without the formal restraining leash of formal hypothesis …and open
to the tacit, visionary dimension, incorporating the aesthetic and artistic aspects of
consciousness without neglecting the clues of cognition” (Frick 65).
Hermeneutics contains an etymological Hermes, messenger from the gods, carrier
of divine knowing. What would the gods tell us? A crop circle? An alchemical text?
String theory? Genetically modified organisms engineered via computer? In the west the
hermeneutic umbilicus attaches to post Reformation placental needs to accurately
interpret the Bible, so hermeneutics is INTERPRETATION. My dissertation interprets
and therefore assigns meaning in World Art.
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Personal discovery defines heuristics. Consciousness concretizes art as text and
illustration as surely has hands form clay. Text and illustration symbolically transit from
my interiority into sharable reality, thus exemplifying heuristic art based research
reporting. In the following section of the dissertation over two years of work has been
photographed to create a dialogue between image and text. In addition, parts of the
dissertation are recorded on tape. This essential ‘making’ by me is echoed in the reader’s
‘remaking.’ Thus, the audience (re-)constitutes the work and shows that ideas and
objects do, indeed, “stare back”(Elkins). What was a dia-logue between me and the work
becomes a multi-logue in listener-reader engagements of hearing, looking, reading,
thinking, interpreting.
Interpretivism involves empathic identification, phenomenological sociology, and
language games. Empathic identification is the “general idea is that it is possible for the
interpreter to transcend or break out of her or his historical circumstances in order to
reproduce the meaning or intention of the actor.” Phenomenological sociology is
“understanding how the everyday intersubjective is constituted.” Language games are
exemplified when “human action is meaningful through meanings and systems of
meanings in language” (Schwandt 191-2). Shared features of the three interpretive
conceptions are: human action is meaningful; respect for and fidelity to life world; and a
neo-Kantian emphasis on human subjectivity. It is hermeneutic in that ‘to understand the
part one must understand the whole.’(Geertz) Philosophic hermeneutics, in Gadamer’s
words, is what makes us human. “Understanding is the very condition of being human…a
basic structure of our experience of life is always taking something as something. That is
the primordial givenness of our world orientation and we cannot reduce it to anything
simpler or more immediate”(qtd. in Schwandt 194). This is what I have called
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metaphoric thinking. Philosophical hermeneutics engages tradition as a living force in
our understanding, requires engagement of one’s biases, and negotiates mutual meaning
in the act of interpreting. In other words, there is never a final correct interpretation. The
goal of understanding the process of understanding itself is facilitated through ART.
“Hermeneutics contends perception itself is an act of interpretation”(Kincheloe
and McLaren). Critical hermeneutical methods of interpretation clarify conditions under
which interpretation and understanding take place. This includes building bridges
between reader and text and between text and producer, relating parts and wholes to one
another and to the analytic flow between abstract and concrete. No final interpretation is
sought, ‘as with any art form, hermeneutical analysis can be learned only in the Deweyan
sense – by doing it’(286). To introduce new forms of analysis to the hermeneutical
circle, de-familiarize conventional defamiliarization to achieve deeper levels (287). At
the risk of infinite regress, I take the once strange and now familiar world of feng shui
(which includes compass point associations, Taoist yin/yang unity and pan-Chinese
element theory) and de familiarize it as a framework for viewing the history and making
of art.
“All interpretation is historically and culturally situated”(288). Were I not living
when and where I am, my particular combinations of interest, expertise, experience and
information (World Art a la feng shui paradigm) would not be available to me. These
include: the rising awareness of Chinese culture in the west during my lifetime, my
personal migration from the west to the east of the United States, travel to China, study
and teaching of Asian art, design and installation of landscapes reflecting Asian feng shui
aesthetics, thirty years as a feng shui geomancer and student of the I Ching, neo-literati
art(ist)-historian.
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Thus I meet one of the basic hermeneutic research requirements by specifying my
point of view and how it impacts my research. Gadamer calls these affiliations
“horizons” and hermeneutic interpretation the fusing of horizons (289). Therefore, by his
language, I am fusing the horizons of feng shui and World Art. What I especially like is
that this method is applied to ‘interpret the world so we can become more fully human’
(290). It is a perfect match between my research question and my methods by shaping
our humanness via explorations into new contexts and horizons.
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2.2 Art Based Research Methods
Art based research in World Art, while not a panacea, has the power to transform
individual and collective consciousness. To this extent art based research in World Art
impacts the ideas previously addressed, such as the larger world of which we are part and
the smaller orbit of World Art, as well as the even more specific subject of art based
research itself.
As an artist scholar concerned with both the state of the world and with World Art
as I experience them, qualitative research was a natural choice of research methods.
Perhaps the quantitative cum scientific community suggesting that objectivity is an
illusion and subjectivity inescapable has contributed to the increasing acceptance of
qualitative inquiry (Briggs and Peat).
Within this acceptance of the subjective self as a vehicle for research, the specific
art based researches have grown. Within qualitative research, heuristic-hermeneutic art
based research best suited my inquiry (Moustakas, McNiff, Denzin and Lincoln). From
the early days of Art Therapy to the more recent anthropological poetics, art based
research provides a vehicle for many avenues of research. Early art based research often
involved art therapy as a process to heal trauma. Since then art based research has grown
into proactive modes and been applied in many different circumstances, from bringing
together merging schools like the Vermont College and Union Institute jointly sponsoring
the October Symposium to demonstrating and experiencing translations from one media
to another.
Two examples of such translations which occurred at the October Symposium are
the Symbolic Totem which I exhibited and the dancing of Linda Lack. My Symbolic
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Totem translated the ideas of three symbolic theorists into clay, then united their ideas
into one statement that was eight feet tall (See Appendix 1 and Figure 21). In this
process, I understood the ideas involved in new ways because I actually ‘made’ objects.
The ideas I was encountered could be translated via forming methods as well as the final
product. Linda Lack’s dancing demonstrated the difference between seeing a work of art
in another language (the language of dance in this case) then seeing the work of art with a
sub-text translation (seeing the dance again but with a narrative explanation playing at the
same time.)
A special issue of Qualitative Inquiry, “Arts-Based Approaches to Qualitative
Inquiry” (Piantanida, McMahon & Garman) summarized a recent art based research
conference by noting participants use art based research as: a mode of persuasion toward
specific educational art policies, pedagogy, self discovery, and a way to represent
knowledge. This echoes my efforts: art education is a policy posture; using multi-media
is pedagogy; using both art making and art historical studies to transform consciousness
focuses on self discovery and ways to represent knowledge. Dual strategies of making
objects and writing about the experience (in the journal and this dissertation) intersect
and mutually inform one another as art based research methods. Making the object is a
particular kind of knowing.44 As one makes an object, there is a conversation between
me, the object, the ideas, the processes. Writing about the object is another translation. In
my experience, sometimes the writing is its own art, other times it is a translation of the
making of objects.

44

The work of contemporary designers such as Edward R. Tufte, who argues that arranging information is
an act of insight, align with my researches via art making and feng shui consulting. For example, clients
who view their environments as exterior versions of their own interiority then feel empowered from within
when they change their physical surroundings.
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It has long been argued that art making is one of the defining characteristics of
humanity (Dissayanake, Henri, Goguen and Myin). Art based methods help me explore
the spectrum of human art making over time and space. This means looking at human art
making over time and around the world. Within the finitude of our biology art navigates
the ineffable interiority into communicability, which I recreate when I, too, make and
study art. Art is my human birthright and the concretized essence of the individual and
collective consciousness that creates it. As I study the art of my species from prehistory
to the present in Africa, Oceania, Eurasia, and the Americas, I make art in response to
these studies. These heuristic-hermeneutic art based researches let me, as an artist
scholar, use the present to understand the past and try to impact the future. These studies
provide the big picture, a sense of trajectories, and empathetically connect with our pan
human art heritage. This research brings forth a birthright to which all humans are
entitled and which now especially we desperately need: Combining the collective of
World Art history with the individuality of art making, we may transform our human
consciousness.
My four step World Art research method look, listen, write and make (see
Appendix 3) brings benefits and questions. Among the specific benefits to this process
are that it teaches the art of humanity and uses multiple communications channels to
increase the likelihood of success. More than one sense is engaged as the learner looks,
listens, thinks, makes, touches. Thus, more than one channel is used to communicate as
the learner writes a journal, makes objects in various media such as paper, clay, waste
stream, and the natural world. This means that more learning styles (multiple
intelligences) can be accommodated. In American education, where the law is ‘no child
left behind,’ this process supports mandated standards in handling diverse student
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populations and in diverse cultural subject matter. Finally, this process gives a holistic
understanding in that it uses both the learner’s native depth of personal experience and
insight and the outsider view which is available through the separate ‘art as object.’45
At the beginning of my studies I created a spatio-temporal grid, shown as Chart
11, World Art and Consciousness, which divided the globe into four parts and assigned
each of the parts a specific time period. My four part geography turned out to be one that
is widely established. Once I created this four part structure, I saw that many others were
using it, such as Princeton’s Conference “Science Across Cultures.” My structure differs
from most earlier quartering of the globe because they did not include Oceania and
separated Europe and Asia. Thus what was once Africa, Europe, Asia, the Americas has
become, in my framework, Africa, Oceania, Eurasia, the Americas.
These four parts have specific relations in my framework which reflect
contemporary linguistic understanding and my particular location. For example, we
know that axial orientation comes before the later addition of specific directions: Up and
above come first. (Bennardo and van der Zee). This makes sense based on the
importance of upright posture to our species. In my northern hemispheric location I
related up and above to the concept north. Moreover, north and south are bounded,
meaning one goes only so far north and then begins to be traveling south. On the other
hand, east and west are unbounded, meaning if one begins traveling east, one never stops
doing so; if one begins traveling west, one never stops doing so.
My geo-temporal grid does not imply that time stops somewhere merely because I
limited my focus for purposes of analysis. It simply was not possible within the

45

My interior psychescape (psych-escape?) is insider, which I translate in feng shui as early heaven/spatial.
Art (I create) reflects back at me providing an outsider view, which I translate as the later heaven/time.
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limitations of a dissertation to include all human art in all locations for all time. Rather,
correlating times and spaces was my way of approaching and navigating the vast subject
of World Art over time to give a sense of the enormity of the whole, the importance of
specificity and the sense of a human story.
For purposes of my research I created a second grid, shown as Chart 12, World
Art and Feng Shui, which correlates the information of the first grid with feng shui. This
conflation of times and places with specific elements, shapes, colors and compass points
reflects my interest in narrative (there is a chronology to the story) and my experience
with feng shui. The analytic lens of feng shui posits that time-space is a nexus so both
time and space are involved. For example, a client moving to a new office would
consider both which apartment to choose and when to move in when consulting me about
the feng shui of the apartment. There are five elements in the Chinese cosmology. I have
associated one with each of the four cardinal points and quarters of the earth, and held the
earth as central to them all as shown in Figure 64, The Creative Cycle of Elements.
This shows compass points, elements, and shapes associated with each of the four
quarters of the earth and why the art I made as part of my heuristic hermeneutic art-based
doctoral research looks the way it does. The four phases are not so isolated as it may
appear and in practice flow in and out of one another. The basic ideas, however, seem as
natural to me as breathing: inhale art by listening and looking; exhale art by creating text
records and making objects.
My processes and questions are preliminary and diverse. For example, I made
work in clay and paper for each of the four parts of the world, yet I expect to repeat that
process countless times in the years to come. My techniques ranged from coils of clay to
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internet searches, from making paper from junk mail to daily missives from scholar egroups, from working alone to teaching groups. (See Appendix 2.)
To support my understanding of World Art objects, especially those made by
others, I tried to ask myself questions, such as: what was made, done; how was it done
(techniques, methods, preparations, epistemology, etc.); who made (or makes) it and for
whom was it made; when was it made, used, performed; how long did it last; where was
it made, used; where is it now; why was it done; is there anything that is a corollary in my
experience/culture?
Some answers are easy to obtain, others are impossible. Nor is this list
exhaustive. For example, one might ask how the people in the culture view the object, its
uses and makers, rather like an indigenous art criticism. Or we might begin to compare
such lists between cultures for a cross cultural aesthetic inquiry. We might pursue why
people choose one material over another. For example, why select wood when both clay
and wood are available? My list is limited because my study is necessarily limited. Yet,
I know that World Art is a lifetime pursuit. With the completion of my doctoral studies I
have begun the quest.
Trying to engage my whole brain in the study of World Art and the research
question, perhaps my left brain read art history and anthropology and my right brain
made art. Likely it was not that simple! In any case, hand and eye directly engaged
materials and feelings as I tried to recreate my species’ experience with other times and
places. These efforts are described Section 2.4 Results.
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2.3

Materials

Three categories of materials which I used in my research and wish to describe
here are: paper, clay, and available stream. Paper was selected because it is readily
available and like the original organic materials employed by humans, fugitive. Just as
skin and hair (suspected as early art surfaces) decompose, so does paper, leaving little
trace of itself in the archaeological record. Since paper is the material in which the final
product of my effort will be codified, (most dissertations are books on a library shelf), I
saw that I would both begin and end with this material. Furthermore, as I had never kept
a journal, I decided to try this as a record of my studies, a paper trail through my learning.
As it turned out, paper unexpectedly insinuated itself into many aspects of my art making
and led me to use the most modern of writing tools, the computer. It was as if the kami of
paper had a will of its own, though at the time I did not see it and only upon reflection
sense the depths of this truth.
Three examples will suffice. First, I began to keep a journal when I started the
doctoral program and found that I liked both using pencil and paper and recording ideas
in a computer e-journal. Now I have hundreds of pages from each year of my studies,
detailing my developing arts and thoughts and how my daily life externally corresponded
to my interior conditions. Second, in the second year of my doctoral studies I was
approached by an international arts organization, VSA (Very Special Arts), which uses
arts for special education students as an alternative assessment tool. They requested that
I teach papermaking to prospective art teachers at a local college and then again to in
service teachers at a Silk Road Institute sponsored by the Humanities Council. These
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grew into more and ongoing requests to teach paper and book arts at various local middle
and high schools.
Third, in August of 2003 I was notified that a fellow learner’s partner (a
landscaper in California) was diagnosed with an aggressive and inoperable malignant
lung tumor. I began writing and illustrating brief daily missives on paper and mailing
them as an ongoing effort not only at processing my own sorrow, but in conveying hope
and giving her a reason to summon the strength to walk to the mail box. Her response
was to create a book of these hundred plus ‘original paper works’ and keep it by the bed
for reading and re-reading. Figures 22-26 are scans of the drawings from November 29
and December 7, 2003.
The second material of choice was clay. Like a metaphor for life, clay begins as
an extremely flexible substance which, in the fire of experience, becomes irreversibly
rigid. Too, the mythology with which I was raised taught that the deity had fashioned my
species from this material, so using clay I became a creatrix enacting personal
mythology. Recent research suggests that clay did, indeed play a role in the formation of
the first living cells (Cairn, Cairns-Smith, Powell). Quite opposite to the transitory nature
of paper, clay offers endurance and a wide range of lasting applications, from
architectural tile to waterproof vessel. As I have a degree in ceramic arts and a studio
with a kiln for firing the clay, it was both the ideal counterpoint to paper and a medium
with which I had some facility for translating ideas.
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Figure 22 “Page 1 of 4”
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Figure 23 “Page 2 of 4”
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Figure 24 “Page 3 of 4”
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.

Figure 25 “Page 4 of 4”
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Figure 26 “December 7”
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Between finishing art school in 1998 and beginning my doctoral studies in 2001, I
was still sitting four times a week in the zendo, which is the name for the Zen Buddhist
meditation hall. Every zendo has an altar which contains water, flower, candle and
incense. Our zendo used a picnic table with a table cloth. The water, flower, candle and
incense containers were odd pieces donated by members of the sangha (community of
believers, i.e., those who sit in the zendo).
Since I had a clay studio with a kiln, I offered to make a matching set of objects
for the altar which I called ‘altar ware.’ It making the objects I used my knowledge of
feng shui to create the forms. The water vessel was a kidney/crescent shape I recognized
as the north. The flower vessel was a vertical cylinder, which I recognized as the east.
The candle was triangular, which I recognized as the south. The incense was held in a
sphere, which I saw as the shape of the west.
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Figure 27 Altar Ware

In making the ‘altar ware,’46 I made ritual objects whose shapes and functions
corresponded to compass points and their elemental associations in feng shui (later
heaven cardinal compass points to be precise). Water (north, kidney, water), flowers
(east, vertical cylinder, wood), candle (south, points/angles, fire) and incense (west,
smell, sphere, metal) were all the same. Despite sitting in the zendo for years, I had never
connected the ritual objects on the altar and the compass point elemental energies of feng
shui. Only through the making did I see the connection.

46

Figure 27, Altar ware, shows my first ‘altar ware’ set. I went on to make many different sets,
experimenting with them as an assembled sculpture, using various colors, inlay techniques, etc.
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There are anecdotes offered as to how the objects come to be on the altar, such as
Buddha was thirsty, etc., but these do not involve feng shui. By the time Confucius writes
commentaries on the I Ching in the fifth century before the common era, Chinese concern
with and acknowledgement of compass points is well established and Buddhism has not
yet arrived in China. I began to wonder, just as Christianity absorbed Roman ‘pagan’
holidays and symbols, might Buddhism have assimilated the older tradition of feng shui?
This example demonstrates how making art is a way of knowing and a stimulus to my art
historical curiosity.
Another example of how making informs my understanding of art history comes
through the connections between the paper and clay in my art based research. When I
first made a paper object for Africa, I began by creating a small map and coloring it to
indicate the climate. I wondered what kinds of art came from what places and climates.
So I cut the map into four parts and found art to ‘symbolize’ each of the four areas. I
glued a sample on the back of each quandrant. What I discovered was a chronology
which began with the species emerging in the lower right, followed by (San) rock art in
the lower left. The next phase was upper right for the Egyptian kingdoms, then upper left
for contemporary tribal arts. (See Figure 38)
Once I understood the African art history as shifts in time and space, I translated
this to clay and made a map of Africa showing the four parts of Africa with their
respective ‘sample’ arts in varying degrees of relief to indicate movement over time. It
was only making objects and remaking, that is, translating them, which gave me this
understanding.
The third media category is called available stream. It means whatever is at hand,
including the environment itself. When it was a matter of using recyclables, e.g., turning
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styrofoam computer packing materials into sculpture or making dryer lint wall hangings,
(See Figures 3 & 5), the message about our wasteful society and our rising landfills was
unavoidable. But our ancestors could only use what was at the ready, so I did, too. If, for
an entire week, I simply saved all the recycling, such as cardboard, glass, and tin, there
were plenty of materials from which to choose, but the sorrow at my own part in
polluting the earth was almost more than I could bear.
The environment also included the corporate and natural worlds. I found I could
sell my idea of ‘waste stream to art stream’ to corporations in my immediate geographic
area. They were happy to give me for free what they would otherwise need to pay to
throw away. For example, to ‘teach the teachers’ papermaking I obtained new window
screens from Pella windows and giant bolts of felt (new but ‘seconds’) from Foss
Manufacturing. Thus I obtained for free the needed materials for the papermaking
workshop and created ‘kits’ for the teachers to take back to their classrooms for
papermaking with their students. The corporations saved the cost of disposal and the
teachers had the supplies they needed to for a papermaking curriculum.
Direct contact with the natural environment is another aspect of using the
available stream, but I find it difficult to satisfactorily reduce to words. Rather in the
tradition of zen, where when asked what the moon is, one can only point toward it, this
relationship to the material world is best understood by direct experience, rather than
mediated by another’s words. It seemed to me that there was a presence in materials, each
in its own way, governed by its own vibratory frequency (Jenny, Sheldrake). Mater
(mother in Latin) seems right. Mater-ials (as in matter = Mater) have a presence. They
are responsive in the process of making. Weaving paths of goldenrod, listening to the
divining song of cowry shells and summoning the dragonflies to my arm all held the
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magic of making in harmony with the natural world. This deep and restorative art
making used materials in the ‘available stream.’ Perhaps E.O. Wilson is right and
humans have ‘biophilia’ (a needed connection to our natural roots). Perhaps this is why
“every indigenous tradition recognizes the value of training in attunement to spirit in
nature”(Bromfield 116).
Our increasingly mechanized world seems to heighten this need for connections
to nature. For the last fifty years or so, contemporary artists have been engaging in
earthworks installations (Beardsley). Right now Andy Goldsworthy is a famous producer
of landscape installations and more researchers are using these tools to understand art and
consciousness. Kevin Sharpe recreates pre-historic marks in caves, Tilley et al practice
interpreting the past by making installation art in the present. What began for me as a
gentle inquiry into the natural world became environmental art installations, daily and
ongoing art making via interspecies, intermedia communications. Figures 28-30 show
three yard installations.
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Figure 28 Yard 1
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Figure 29 Yard 2
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Figure 30 Yard 3
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2.4 Results
To this point I have contextualized and explained my subjective interpretive
theoretical framework, my multi-modal art based research methods that combine art
history and art making, and the materials I used (paper, clay and available stream). My
art historical approach lengthens the time line under consideration and divides the world
into four parts. Specific examples, such as creating altar ware, drawing to promote health
in another person, and the relations between two and three dimensional work have all
been described.
The results of my art based research into the question of what it means to be
human in the 21st century are framed by my understanding of time and space, especially
via feng shui. Here in section 2.4 I present time as both a preliterate then and a
contemporary now. These temporal considerations flank the reporting of spatially
presented results for the arts of the four quarters of the earth: Africa, Oceania, Eurasia,
and the Americas. Each of these quarters has its own section. Each of these sections
contains both illustrations (figures that are images of my work and a timeline chart) and
key points as text. These key points are derived from and summarized in Chart 12, World
Art and Feng Shui. My chronology is not intended to exactly present accepted human
settlement in the four parts of the earth. For example, some argue dogs were
domesticated 135,000 years ago, others 15,000 years ago and there is evidence for
multiple domestications of the dog. My chronology heuristically and hermeneutically
developed from decades of feng shui expertise and my engagement in art based research.
The overall structure is an imaginative species chronology that begins with our
emergence in Africa, moves through our dispersion in Oceania, flowers with our Eurasian
text and tower, and finally faces extinction in the Americas.
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2.4.1.

Preliterate World Art
Traditionally called prehistoric art, preliterate arts cover ninety five percent of the

time humans have been making art. This figure could be thought of as closer to 99.5% if
we consider that literacy as we most often think of it came with the Europeans as a rather
late arrival in human cultures such as those of tribal Africa, Oceania and the Americas.
Even the string coding of the Inca quipu is not such a uni-directional representation of the
breath stream as the Eurasian inheritance.
Although this time period for World Art is enormous, exciting, interesting, and
satisfying, it has been the scholarly territory of more archaeologists than art historians. It
is exciting because there is so much work to be done, for as Paul Bahn points out,
“prehistoric art cannot be encompassed by any grand, unifying theory or easy, allembracing explanation” (283). There is interesting scholarship to mine, such as David
Lewis Williams’ data bases about compositions and suggested stages of ritual painting,
(i.e., acquire image, make paint, make painting, use painting) (Cosmos, 262-67) and
Anati’s provocative interpretations of rock art as language. ‘Prehistoric’ art is a
satisfying time period to study because it harkens to a nostalgic time before our current
consciousness of separations through nation and race. Perhaps because it is the furthest
from me in time, when I look at a pan human art I see a humanity (human-unity) writ
large.
Part of my studies of preliterate World Art involved researching the world wide
occurrence of red ochre handprints. The use of red ochre reaches back at least one
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hundred thousand years47 and these investigations used creative empathy to experience
the past in the present. Through them I came to understand something about social
cohesion. While creating a presentation, “Red handed: An Investigation into the World
Wide Occurrence of Red Ochre Human Hand Prints,” I looked at and read about the rock
art humans created for thousands and thousands of years.

Figure 31 Red Ochre Handprints in Patagonia
While hypnotized one afternoon I experienced a spontaneous ‘circumstance’
where I saw myself buttoning skins together over a dome of wooden saplings. The
buttons were vertebrae that were sewn onto the skins. About twenty feet from where I
was working, other people were skinning a large animal, while still others, at about forty
feet from me kept predatory cat like creatures away. “Oh, it is only possible to live this
way in a group,” I realized. This understanding, which words fail to convey, was a
profound KNOWING about what it meant to be a human being in this circumstance of
task sharing. Shortly thereafter I was reading about collections of red ochre balls which
47

For example recent South African finds include a 70,000 year old piece of carved red ochre and 100,000
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are widely uncovered in archaeological sites. The author mused that nobody knows what
they mean. Sliding back into the earlier mind set immediately and without conscious
intention, thought ‘they are rock seeds.’ Perhaps, I mused later, our ancestors saw seeds
turning into maple trees and thought that if you want more rocks, you plant rock seeds.
Of course, there is no way to verify these things given our present limitations of
knowledge,48 but these examples show how practicing taking on the view of ‘the other’
generates interesting insights which I appreciate both as a human being and as an artisthistorian.

Figure 32 Red Ochre Color Range

Red ochre commonly occurs in clay deposits and in a range of colors. Whether
people first began using red ochre because it is widely available, reminded them of
blood, or because humans see red quite easily, we may never know. But the fact that

year old skeleton stained with red ochre (Whitehouse).
48
We find bone flutes by 10,000bce, but perhaps before that the wind and rain or sticks on rocks were the
original ‘rock’ bands. Sometimes I cannot tell what the person across from me is experiencing, so I make
no claims to know exactly what our ancestors of 10,000 years ago were thinking.
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our ancestors went to the trouble over 75,000 years ago of processing the red ochre
into paint speaks of its early importance.
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2.4.2 Africa
2.4.2.1 Images

Figure 33 Four Quarters as Portraits (South is at the bottom, North is at the top,
East is to the right and West is to the left.)
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Figure 34 Front of Shield with Magic Sword and Tools
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Figure 35 Back of Shield with Ikenga Form
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Figure 36 Carved Ikenga (from African Art, Frank
Willett, p 92.)

Figure 37 Africa: Portrait 1
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Figure 38 Objects for Africa
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Figure 39 Portrait 2 with Memorial Box
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Chart 6 African Timeline
YEARS AGO
Five million
5,000,000
One hundred thousand
100,000
Forty thousand
40,000
Ten thousand
10,000 (8,000bce)
Five thousand
5,000 (3,000bce)
Two thousand six hundred
2,600 (600bce)
One thousand two hundred
1,200 (800ce)
(1,000-1,400ce)
One thousand
(400ce – 1,500ce)

WHAT HAPPENED?
Homo/ape split
Homo sapiens
South African Rock Art and Red Ochre
Sahara desert gets bigger
Egyptian settlements
Nok of Nigeria
Terra cotta and Iron
Ife (Yoruba)
Naturalistic sculpture, bronze, terra cotta
West African Kingdoms, Ghana, Mali, Songhay

2.4.2.2. Text of Key Points
My purpose in this section is to focus on Africa as the location of the emergence
of the species Homo sapiens.49

In Charts 11 & 12, Africa is singled out as the location

for the emergence of the species, so the research question, ‘What does it mean to be
human in the 21st century?’ starts here. Most scholars seem to accept the theory of
‘African Genesis,’ i.e., that Homo sapiens emerged in Africa some 100,000 or more years
ago, though nobody is EXACTLY certain when or where. Traditional physiological and
neurological characteristics that define the species include: warm-blooded mammal,
opposable thumbs, feet not the same as the hands, elongated esophagus with chin, the
specific placement, type, and surfaces of the teeth, bipedal posture and locomotion, i.e.,
49

Most people know that for Africans, as for many other groups of people, European contact was
disruptive to existing social patterns and involved the loss of many natural resources, human liberties, and
traditions. One could certainly follow these changes and see how African culture and diaspora are reflected
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walking upright, produces a forward, flat pelvis and locates reproductive organs, specific
cranial capacity, ability to experience various states of consciousness and engage in
abstract thought that includes time binding and metaphoric relationships as demonstrated
in symbolic expression.
But what does ‘emergence of the species’ mean to me? Upright posture supports
lowering larynx in the throat, creating a long, tubular resonating cavity where low pitched
sounds reverberate.50 This recalls both Hans Jenny’s cymatic demonstrations of the
relationships between form and sound and Rupert Sheldrake’s research into morphic
resonance fields. Since feng shui presumes different energy fields in different directions,
our posture becoming ‘up – right’ literally changed our orientation, i.e., our direction as a
species. It enabled us to face (ah, the portrait) one another full bodied, i.e., frontally and
to begin the process of ‘looking up’ as an improved condition.
Thus, I associate Africa with portraiture, as illustrated in Figure 36. This figure,
shown also on the front cover, is four clay self portraits, one for each of the four cardinal
points of the compass, which conflate as the four seasons. South (summer) is at the
bottom, North (winter) is at the top, East (spring) is to the right and West (autumn) is to
the left. After we acknowledge energetic shifts in our up-‘right’ (ah, verticality is good)51
walking and in our resonating in this upright posture, we might ask how we
communicated.

in World Art and culture such as jazz music or a Picasso painting. But this is not my purpose, as I am
focusing on Africa as the point of species emergence.
50
Whistling language in the Canary Islands, thought to have been brought by African settlers 2,500 years
ago, contains over 4,000 words (AP).
51
Likely proprioception in the womb comes early on. Certainly after birth human upright posture is
fundamental to being a normal person. My linguistic research in 1969 explored functions of the preposition
‘up’ when added to English verbs in the present tense or infinitive state. For example, the shift between
physical and psychological in ‘to shape vs. to shape up.’
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The answer is with nonverbal and verbal codes. Non-verbal codes include sight,
touch, smell, gesture, distance during interaction, etc. Verbal (oral-aural) codes include
phonetics, phonology, morphology, semantics and syntax. They lead to the when, how,
etc. of sound, be it music or language, including paralinguistic features of pitch, tone,
stress, rate and juncture.
Common sense, children’s acquisition of language and relations between music
and language suggest that vowels, rhythm and tone preceded consonants. The
unobstructed breath stream, shaped only by the oral cavity and subtle tongue movements
produces the vowels and children babble vowels for months before attempting
consonants. Around the world “ma” is often a first word (vs. a first sound) and it follows
the use of vowels without consonants. “M” is a voiced nasal bilabial stop that occupies
an interesting position relative to the breath stream and the first vowel. The first vowel,
“a” is sounded at the back of throat, from the ‘deepest’ part of our interior one might say.
In contrast, the “m” is furthest from these depths and is the ‘last stop’ as it were, for the
breath stream as it exits the oral cavity. Thus, in the word “ma” we have two extremes
brought together: the initiating of sound on the breath stream from its deepest point
connecting with the closing down of sound at the end of its journey. This bringing of the
beginning and ending together seems to be a universal early stage in human language
acquisition.
Music and language share a tonal relationship made possible by their mutual
travels on the air stream (Schwartz). Recent comparisons of tonal relations between the
music and speech of a given language are promising research areas that indicate both
relations between the music and the language of a given culture and the human
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preference for certain combinations. Even now whistling in the Canary Islands is a
language all its own.
Perhaps as more time was spent on the ground vs. in the trees, hunting and
gathering stimulated social interaction and cooperation in small migratory groups. Life
might have been within habitat niches in overlapping spaces. Humans are sexually
receptive at all times, so perhaps these groups interbred. Gendered roles could support
children with long periods of dependence and bonding as hunting parties may have been
gone for varying amounts of time (e.g., from hours to seasons.) ‘Home bases’ might
have been a places to butcher meat, make tools, give birth, bury dead (Harris).
‘Teamwork’ was, in my personal hypnotic experience, an evolutionary inheritance of
terrestrial life. One wonders whether when the same spot was inhabited, the territory was
marked, e.g., stone incising. When hominids could not return, because of weather,
predators, food or water supplies, etc. they had to find a new spot. Might pressure on
‘old ways’ have supported adaptive changes? Africa was the place where the species
Homo experienced many adaptations, not the least of which included separation from the
apes into the genus Homo, the beginnings of speech, mastery of fire, (all the better to
SEE) and the making of stone tools.
Despite the claims of species specificity when it comes to reproduction of the
form, I believe that the difference between humans and other life forms is one of degree
not kind. Some evolutionary psychologists believe we are coded not just for language,
but for religion (Religion). Certainly, we are biologically equipped for altered states,
irrationality, dreams, and self deception (Trivers, Smith). We seem to reason more than
other animals and communicate abstractly via language and its products, including more
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sophisticated tools and machines. I would argue that even bacteria are conscious in the
sense of being aware and pursuing food, etc.
For my purposes, our sense of time (awareness of future, ability to foresee events)
contributes to our unique self awareness, which long ago the general semanticists called
‘time binding.’ Examples of this time binding are visible in different parts of speech, but
some examples in English are verb tense and prepositions. When we say was, is, will be,
before, after, we are binding time with words.
Although some animals may know, like us, that they are going to die, we do not
know that they have posited an afterlife for themselves or believe they have individual or
group souls. Some people have expected that after death they would be with deceased
loved ones in a happy heaven or miserable hell. Other people subscribe to the idea that
they will return as a person, animal, or some other form, depending upon how ‘ethically
or morally’ they live their lives.
Art comes from within humans. From within ourselves (from our self awareness
and self consciousness, whether individual or collective) comes a capacity for abstract
symbolization (read: ability to deal with the removed/invisible; ability to invent
connections) which makes all our other considerations possible. This is what I have
elsewhere called metaphoric thinking and time binding, which, by definition, abstract
qualities. Art, including the Art of Being Human, relies on the ability to abstract and my
view of art history details these abstractions from African beginnings to our present era of
American invisibilities. Art making seems to flower while influencing our individual and
social lives, and, we believe, ‘the spirits of nature and both the unborn and the dead.’
(Dissayanake). Today art widely influences our individual and social lives, from self
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expression to social commentary and from tourist trinkets in museums to beautiful
objects with a function.
Emotions and ritual are found to some extent in other species, such as in
chimpanzee grief and empathy or gorillas traveling annually to a waterfall, but the
constellation and degree of these characteristics is what I am calling, ‘uniquely human.’
Among the many possible levels of analysis for this unique, species specific set of
attributes, I offer the following increasingly abstracted and increasingly specific pan
human heritage, which begins with pre-history and moves into culturally specific
manifestations of humanity in diverse time-spaces. These change over time and space to
produce individual expressions of unique personalities, such as myself here and now.
The emergence of my species, as well as my personal story of beginning graduate studies
in World Art, start with Africa and provide still another example of how making art
informs my understanding.
My doctoral program officially began in September of 2001, so thinking that I
might need to use paper in new ways, I prepared for the program by going, in August of
2001, to the Vermont Sculpture Studio in West Rutland, VT, for a one week intensive
workshop learning various paper mache techniques. Although I did not go there with the
intention of making anything in particular, by the end of the week I had created a sword52
and shield. (See Figure 34) Perhaps I was subconsciously preparing to do battle in my
studies!
The back of the shield I covered with birch bark as it is the state tree where I live
and is readily available as ‘tree droppings.’ Given how the shield hangs on the wall, the

52

The sword was placed in a special container and accompanied a magic wishing ball, a healing finger, and
a ‘kik wand’.
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‘back’ may be thought of as the ‘inside’ which is not visible. After I returned home I
continued to work on the back of the shield and created a ‘horned’ form there, using what
‘came to me’ such as a sloughed snake skin that appeared in the garage, a mushroom that
was on a downed tree in the yard, a small triangle mirror which had been given to me,
and the bark of a dying, eight hundred year old sweet gum tree some ten miles away that
I had visited. (See Figure 35)
January I began attending an African Art and Culture course at the Maine College
of Art. It was conducted by Oscar Mokeme, the Ibo chief who founded the African
Museum of Tribal Arts in Portland, Maine. He provided clear instructions in rituals and
shared his indigenous (Christianized Ibo cum American) viewpoint. For example, he
provided specific instructions on divination, how to activate objects through ritual, (such
as using water, cola nuts, salt and cowry shells) and how to call on living and dead
human spirits as well as spirits of nature, even as he quoted the New Testament. These
events contributed to my openness to a variety of approaches to consciousness and
communication when I was doing the actual art making in my art based research.
When I saw a ‘horned’ form in the museum, I recognized it as the object on the
back of my shield. He called it an ikenga and is a personal power object for the Ibo. (See
Figure 36.) Two years later, in March 2004, I attended a lecture by Judith Byfield, an
African anthropology professor at Dartmouth College. She showed images of Yoruba
kings’ scepters that stunned me because they were the same form as the top of the ‘magic
wand’ that accompanies the ‘ikenga’ shield.
Going back far enough in African Art History to the pictoglyphs which predate
the divergence between imperial and tribal arts, I could see a commonality of
symbolizing by humans. After considering symbols, such as Akan textiles and Egyptian
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hieroglyphics, I focused on portraiture, which is itself a demonstration of self reflexivity.
Here was another reason to use portraits (and symbols~~is the portrait not a symbol?).
The portrait placed Egyptian art within the context of African art. This was in stark
contrast to the way the subject was presented to me in the general education courses in
American colleges, where Egyptian Art is a borrowed bit of ‘western’ civilization. For
me symbols and portraiture became vehicles to connect Egyptian art to the rest of Africa
and to look at both tribal and imperials arts. Symbols and portraiture became my
hallmarks for the emergence of the species in that they showed both the unique
symbolizing capacities of humans and their self-reflexivity.
Self awareness is heightened via foreseen events, such as success in gathering or
hunting, storing provisions for leaner times, expected births, one’s own death, etc. Laura
Sewall notes in Sight and Sensibility that visual experiences alter the structure of neural
networks in the neo-cortex, creating selective filters for visual information that are habits
molding and perpetuating our worldview. Time is ‘bound’ in language, so ‘speaking’ or
‘dreaming’ with deceased ancestors invokes a relationship. We are communicating with
powers greater than ourselves which we expect to enhance our (survival) power. Art
existed in part to serve this need and the aesthetic pleasure and power art provides led to
its use in all manner of life aspects. This included fundamentals of form and content,
such as axis mundi for intergenerational or inter-dimensional communications and
creation, decoration, use, ‘empowering’ and/or destroying (magical) objects. As time was
‘bound/divided’ and experience circumscribed as ‘alive’ and ‘dead’
so, too, was space marked. The above = spirit, earth =human, underworld=dead is
widespread and special spaces are noted because of their relationship to human
experience and environmental features (including landscape, celestial bodies and events
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such as moon phases, night vs. day, solstice and equinox, etc.) Soon the entire world is
fraught with, dare I say pregnant with, MEANING.
In summary, my meaning for Africa is emergence. Some favor the catastrophist
model of sudden change, others the more gradual evolutionary model. Either way, in the
end, we are able to speak of the ‘species emerging.’ This emergence is a kind of rupture
into awareness which I represent as portraiture and associate with points, angles and
sharp, fire like forms. In feng shui these forms invoke the times and places of greatest
light and heat (noon, midsummer and due south) and vision itself. In such light shadows
are possible and here we begin to reflect; we see ourselves and know that we exist.
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2.4.3 Oceania
2.4.3.1. Images

Figure 40 Four Quarters as Clay Vessels: World Ware Place Setting

Figure 40 Four Quarters as Clay Vessels: World Ware Place Setting
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Figure 41 Four Quarters as Clay Vessels 2: World Ware Place Setting
Dispersed. The circular white bread plate is the Americas (west). The dark blue
half sphere soup bowl is Oceania (north.) The reddish brown triangular dinner
plate is Africa (south). The cylindrical green vessel is (Eurasia/east.) Each piece
contains glass floating in the glazed surface. In feng shui glass is considered a
slowly moving liquid.
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Figure 42 Objects for Oceania. These assembled objects represent Oceania.
They are an ancestor portrait (Africa as portrait, top) a soup bowl (Oceania as
vessel, center), a map of Oceania (Eurasia as paper, far left). Hidden (invisible)
history is (Americas) shown in two objects: filled pouch on dot painting (far
right) and encaustic picture within picture (bottom).
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Figure 43 Portrait and Memorial Box
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Chart 7 Oceania Timeline
TIME

SPACE

ARRIVAL

50,000bce

Australia

Aboriginal Australians

2,000-500bce

E Polynesia

Lapita Peoples

400ce

E Polynesia

Sweet Potato in Hawaii

1000ce

New Zealand

Maori

2.4.3.2. Text of Key Points
After Homo sapiens emerged the human tribe began to migrate, so Oceanic arts
represent journey and memory. What is Oceania? More than two thirds of the earth is
covered by water so technically Oceania represents the largest area of the globe.53
However, what lands and waters one includes in defining Oceania is a subject of some
dispute. The construct of Oceania usually includes: Polynesia, Melanesia, Micronesia
and Australia. I have subscribed to this standard western invention for purposes of this
writing. But what about the indigenous peoples of the Arctic, Iceland, Greenland, Japan,
Indonesia, Malaysia, or the Philippines? One could make the case that any and all of
them belong within Oceania as well.
There are literally thousands of islands comprising the post colonial construct of
‘Oceania.’ Even so, I suspect most people would have a difficult time naming its major
divisions and a representative people or art form in each location.54

53

In the United States

Although many people would be challenged to name dozen of them, there are hundreds of culture groups
in Oceania and few represented in American museums. In October 2002, the St. Louis Art Museum
opened Oceanic galleries and featured seventy nine objects from the more than 450 artistic traditions in the
Pacific (Tribal).
54
According to Carol Ivory, current President of the Pacific Arts Association, a correct answer to this
question could be as simple as: Micronesia=weaving with a loom; Polynesia= king’s clothing art as status;
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Polynesia is perhaps the best known of the ‘-nesias’ since it includes Hawaii, which is
one of the fifty United States. Next might come the U.S. territory of Samoa, or New
Zealand, famous for the tattooed Maori. Too, the statues of Easter Island, also within
Polynesia, are now a popular tourist destination. Melanesia includes Papua New Guinea
with its many diverse native peoples. Micronesia is perhaps the least known, and it
includes the archipelagos of the Gilbert, Caroline, Marshall and Mariana Islands. Finally
there is Australia as a member of Oceania. Although there are many different aboriginal
Australian culture groups, most often they are simply lumped together as if there were
one homogenous group and called ‘Aboriginal Australians.’
My own attraction to and understanding of Oceania derive from my own life, e.g.,
growing up on an island,55 my thirty years studying ‘wind over water’ (feng shui) and
now swimming every day. Perhaps because I was born in North America and lived for
half of my life on the west coast and the other half of my life on the east coast, I am
sensitive to the rhythm of tidal powers, the pull of unconscious depths, the importance of
travel, the lure of gazing at the changing moon. Too, in feng shui my chi chart (energy
map) is dominated by northern water energy.56 From the point of view of feng shui,
Oceania links to the moon and the element of water, which in turn are associated in the
later heaven energy maps with the north, ancestors, shapes of rivers (ribbon like forms)
and crescents (moon and boats are suggested), the colors of deep blue and black and the
sense of hearing.

Melanesia=masks. (Personal conversation at the 2004 meeting of the Association for Social Anthropology
in Oceania, Salem, MA, February 22-24, 2004.)
55
The island was Alameda, California, in the San Francisco east bay on the west coast of North America.
56
For information on chi charts in general and my chi chart in particular, see Chi Chart Handbook,
published by the New England Feng Shui Assn, 2002.
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In my analysis Oceania is associated with the time period fifty thousand years ago
and the dispersion and spread of humanity across the globe, thus invoking ideas about
journey, diaspora, vessels, trade, cross cultural influences, and borders, thresholds and
connections. The difficulties with establishing boundaries for the subject and gaining an
education about Oceania are echoes of the subject itself. To the already mentioned
difficulty of deciding what to include in ‘Oceania’ let me now add accessibility and
availability of data and scholars.
Of the four areas on the earth (Africa, Oceania, Eurasia, and the Americas)
Oceania is the least likely to be studied in American art history courses. Asia is part of
Eurasia and the importance of China is rising, so Asia, which is often considered ‘high
culture’ gets attention and as a function of recent events, interest in Islamic arts has risen.
In the United States, the residual heritage of the American slave trade diaspora translates
into occasional courses on African Art or African American art. The Americas unite, as a
part of a north-south axis, the North, Central, and Southern Americas, so that at least in
some parts of the United States, one is able to find courses on Arts of the various
Americas. But where, outside Hawaii, does one find many courses in American higher
education, on the Arts of Oceania? Compared to the thousands of art historians who
specialize in western art, there are very few art historians of Oceania. WORLDART
Kiosk, which is the California State University site with thirty thousand images online
(http://WORLDART.sjsu.edu), has viewable collections and objects for the other three
parts of the world, but NOTHING on Oceania.
Since Oceania is associated with the journey, memory, and dispersion, we may
ask, ‘How did humanity find its way? What did we need to remember? How does one
now access that memory?’ In Oceania my exemplar for humans fifty thousand years ago
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is the oldest continuing human culture on planet earth: the Australian Aborigine (Lawlor
14). For this oral culture, memory was recorded in the landscape and the people ‘sang’
the landscape into existence with songlines, dreamed communications with spirits and
ancestors, re-created journeys in dot paintings, and revered life in land and water, as the
contested space of Ayer’s Rock, where the availability of water is a major issue,
continues to show.
As noted in Dream Travelers: Sleep Experiences and Culture in the Western
Pacific, dreams involve travel and the appearance of dead relatives in dreams supports the
human belief in an ‘after life.’ Beyond their ability to connect human and non-human
life forms, dreams are considered a higher and more reliable space-time dimension than
the waking state (Lohmann 113). I completely agree with the aboriginal Australian view
that there is meaning in everything and that everyday life is a hermeneutic dialogue
(121). It is through Oceania that I accept and elevate this dream world and see that
moving back and forth between states of consciousness is part of the human journey.
Despite these difficulties, I found information about the arts of Oceania. This
information came largely from archaeoastronomy, accounts of people replicating the
journeys of the past and researchers working with and giving a voice to Oceanic peoples
themselves. In conducting my research I also discovered both other sources and
controversies. For example, there are accounts by European colonizers about the
amazing skill of the indigenous sailors and their boats, but I did not pursue this
information. However, a controversy about lapita pottery (the prehistoric pottery of
Oceania) does intrigue me and asks for post doctoral inquiry. Though many believe
lapita pottery is a reliable way to date the origins of the Polynesians, Matthew Spriggs of
Australian National University in Canberra disagrees and feels Pleistocene occupation in
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the Bismarck Archipelago by Melanesians is datable to 11,400bce; he says ‘lapita
pottery is a red herring.’
Archaeoastronomy unites the interests of archaeology and astronomy to
reconstruct the look of the night sky. This is important because to treat the Oceans like
transportation systems requires navigational tools. Along with wind and wave patterns,
the night sky was and is such a navigational tool. Many Oceanic peoples still possess
lunar-solar calendars on bamboo, sail with great skill, identify wave and wind patterns
and watch the night sky (Winkler, Kimball). Classic texts on the archaeoastronomy, such
as those by Aveni or Krupp, document the history of sky maps. The patterns in stars,
waves, and winds which long ago guided humans in their peopling of the many islands of
the earth are still employed by many who love the sea, such as Thor Heyerdahl and Steve
Thomas, who have successfully duplicated Oceanic travels.
Although there are not as many art historians for Oceania as there are for other
parts of the world, there are classics in the field, beautiful images to look at and scholars
ready to offer insights. In 1974 the Pacific Arts Association was formed to support
Oceanic Arts. Their first publication, Te Maori by Sidney Moko Mead, remains a classic.
Two Studies of Art in the Pacific Area by Badner and Heine-Geldern is an outstanding
comparative work looking at the protruding tongue in the Pacific Northwest, China, and
Oceania. Aboriginal symbols are well served by Howard Morphy’s Aboriginal Art and
Culture and Nancy Munn’s Walbiri Iconography. Dreamings, edited by Peter Sutton, is
filled with gorgeous images of indigenous Australian dot painting. The online e-group
Association for Social Anthropology in Oceania (ASAO) is a helpful group of scholars
http://www.soc.hawaii.edu/asao/pacific/hawaiki.html) through which it seemed that the
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diffusion of cyberspace, like the boundless tides, were a natural access for the study of
Oceania.
In my analysis Oceania represents journey and memory, so vessels were a natural
representation for this quarter of the earth. Feng shui associates water in general and salt
water in particular with the compass point of the north. For Oceania vessels assemble in
a dinnerware place setting (See Figures 40 & 41.)
The north also invokes ancestors, sound/hearing, midnight and winter, so family
stories, language and music are especially important considerations here. Didgeridoos,
Sounds of the Aborigine was among the most soothing music I have ever heard. In the
spirit of memory and recorded travels, I here offer two sample journal entries. The first is
an entry from June 2002, when I attended a Silence & Spirituality Seminar in
Washington, D.C. Also in attendance were a deaf Union learner who is a professor at
Gallaudet University and a team of ‘signers.’ At the seminar Union learners were asked
to engage in reflective writing. I looked out the window and then back inside the room to
my glass of ice water and wrote the item below shown as Journal Entry Sample #1. To
acknowledge the importance of the voice, hearing, listening and silence, these words are
also available in audio format as part of this dissertation.
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Journal Entry Sample #1
Reflective Writing
The flow of life, the blessing to be~!~
Brought into high relief by punctuated moments~~~
Like lost glasses and hotel lodging given in error to another.
Close upon their heels these moments bring glasses for sale in the airport at the only shop there
was~~and a new hotel to widen my adventure for the night~~~
Oh, let’s remember exclamation points, too~~~
the women’s art museum holds promise for grant $ and still I cannot cling—
to joy or sorrow or even in between, for I am airborne, wingless, yet the wind,
and I do blow in leaves I see before me now.

Tallest are the buildings for structure and commerce; power and height dominate my view~~~the next
in hierarchy’s path the flag, a symbol now too troubled for me to pause~~~
And then the trees---at last some natural feast my eyes wish to keep. But who are they? And then,
beneath it all, the ant-like cars and people scurry---don’t they know that even with this heat the solstice
has not yet come and we have enough time to gather our acorns and prepare.
Surely this gift of time to be is a flow we may just, even now and then, pause to enjoy.
“Well, the more we go, the better I like it.” Thus the man speaks and ‘breaks’ the silence.
What I have heard so far seems less important than what is not said, but felt. Points of
tension create boundaries by which we know difference…know THE difference. What’s the
difference between/among the differences? How are each of us individually and collectively
co-creating ? co-knowing? co-arising? co-silenting? We are leaves from different branches,
here self-assembled and quivering over vocal folds and fingers to be in unison, in play, in quiet
scratching of lines to re-present, to ourselves at least, a sort of consciousness-as-writing, a
structure of ‘Derrida mit Freud.’
The translations from Standard America ~~~(Sign Language and/or English) to the
ideolect we each employ, carry across our invisible boundaries and tension, the metaphor of
difference wherein we find ourselves --- one and the same; one and different.
…am happy to be an intermittently sensate, air breathing mammal. But oh, 25% of my
kind are on the endangered species list. Is that kind?
Oh, happy together, the winged feet of mercury do carry us along---today is hump day--the seminar ½ over---life ½ over~~and yet not yet begun---I wonder at the lines
and circles of time---our nexus of awareness caught in the cross-hairs of time and space--Rising to fall; Falling to rise---.
We hear it said, ‘It came to pass…” And it seems true---we come to go and go to come--Again And
Again---And yet never before nor since.
The Sages say, “Those who are tempted by gain hurry east and then west. The superior person remains
utterly indifferent to the phantasmagoria.”
This, too, is true, for I hurried west to the seminar and will hurry east, to my home.
All of this, and I have not moved at all.
My thoughts condense and run--Gravity of context pulls them down and out of awareness~~~
But they are not the ice, not the warm air~~~their fleeting patterns, sizes, destinies, search for an oasis
of meaning, an island of importance in the ocean of my silence.
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The second journal item comes from a New Hampshire Potter’s Weekend
Workshop conducted on a several hundred acre nature preserve three months later in
September of 2002.

At one point we were taken to an old graveyard on the property

where we listened to the tape of a deceased poet reading his poetry and then were asked
to write our own obituary. Mine follows as Journal Entry Sample #2.

Journal Entry Sample #2
Obituary
Kathleen Kimball, also known as “KIK” ceased embodiment during the new moon of
the sheep in the year of the yang water horse. She is survived by her husband, son and
daughter in law. Despite the suddenness of her exit who, upon reflection, would be
surprised? She was always ahead of her time and had many projects in process~~Her
wish that it always be thus was granted, for she knew the work of the earth participates
in the eternal. Those of us who knew her will surely miss her. But those who did not
know her missed her completely, save in the work she left behind.
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2.4.4. Eurasia
2.4.4.1 Images

Figure 44 Four Quarters as Paper The north is Oceania (top) and is a dot painting map
of Oceania on one side. The verso contains sample art from Melanesia, Micronesia,
Polynesia and Australia. The east (right) is a feng shui chart showing the principal and
subsidiary compass points The south (bottom) is Africa and shows a map on one side and
on the verso are images relating to the respective geographic regions. The west (left) is a
set colored Mayan glyph cards, now hidden within metallic foil.
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Information about feng shui, whether in land use planning, in objects, or in
documents (e.g., grave siting, city layouts, temple constructions, I Ching, etc.) usually
includes principal and subsidiary compass points. For purposes of my analysis I have
limited my inquiry to the principal compass points of north, south, east and west.
However, since I live in the Northeast of the United States and the Northeast is the
terminus point of my own energy field as indicated in my chi chart, I here pay homage to
subsidiary points by providing some information about the Northeast.
Each of the four principal compass points may be thought of as ‘merging’ with its
neighbor to create the subsidiary points. Thus, the north and the east ‘merge’ and give
rise to the Northeast: The water of the north gives rise to the wood of the east. To
describe the Northeast we might say, ‘here water becomes wood.’ A way to illustrate this
idea of development is shown in Figures 45 and 46. In both cases a black irregular base
(water/north) supports the green verticals (wood/east). The northeast is therefore a place
where self development may be encouraged or find an opportunity for manifestation.
The development of subsidiary points also gives a home to each of the eight
trigrams. In the case of the Northeast those trigrams are the eldest son (wood/arousing
visible movement) in the early heaven and the youngest son (mountain/rising inner worth
through keeping still) in the later heaven. From the point of view of feng shui, it makes
sense that the Northeast of the United States would have a concentration of institutions of
higher learning since it is the compass point which signifies self development.
The situation becomes ever more involved as the two trigrams become
hexagrams. The doubling of each of the trigrams creates the hexagrams #51 the arousing
and #52 keeping still. The combination of the two trigrams (eldest son in the early
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heaven and youngest son in the later heaven) produces two more hexagrams, #27
providing nourishment and #62 preponderance of the small. To move from the four
compass points to eight we combined the characteristics of each of the points involved.
The next level of analysis moves from eight to twelve and thus brings in the lunar
animal calendar. For example, to obtain north by northeast we combine the energies of
the north and northeast and this gives us the hardworking energy of the inherently yin
water ox, usually a February moon. To obtain the energy of the east by northeast we
combined the energies of the northeast with the east and this gives us the dynamics of the
inherently yang wood tiger, usually a March moon.
There are many levels of analysis here, from the yin/yang aspects of the dualities
found in the trigrams (e.g. arousing vs. keeping still) to the macro-micro relations of the
lunar animal sequence when it becomes the sixty year cycle (five elements x twelve
animals = 60 year cycle.) The lunar year of twelve animal moons becomes the twelve
animal years in the Jupiter cycle.
Relative to my World Art analysis the Northeast compass point suggests travels
between Oceania and the Eurasian continent in particular. This alone is a lifetime study,
as the ongoing impacts of culture contact in Oceania seem inexhaustible. Like the
subsidiary compass points, they are certainly beyond the scope of my research here.
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Figure 45 Northeast 1 – Water becomes Wood

Figure 46 Northeast 2 - Water Becomes Wood
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Figure 47 Objects for Eurasia - On the top right, from left to right, cylinders of wood,
encaustic on paper and clay, clay; on the left, clay mask; on the bottom, feng shui
diagram.
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Figure 48 Eurasian Portrait with Memorial Box
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Figure 49 Three Examples of Eurasia as Vertical
Cylinders
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Chart 8 Eurasian Timeline
40,000 bce

Paintings of animals and anthropomorphic
figures; finger marks and handprints in
French & Spanish caves;
Terra cotta figures in “Czech Republic;
Engraved Tusk beads in Russia;
Engraved Syrian Stone Plaques;
Megalithic Structures in Iberian Peninsula,
Malta, France, etc.; Danube Basin Clay
Calendar;
Cuneiform and Ziggurat in Mesopotamia;
Greco-Roman Scrolls on Animal Skin and
Papyrus give way to codex;
Coliseum in Rome;
Chinese invent paper using silk and
mulberry;
Arabia uses various fibers to create writing
surfaces;
Europe replaces animal skins (vellum) with
paper; Cathedrals across Europe;
Gutenberg develops printing press.

25,000bce
10,000bce
5,000 - 4500bce

3500-2000bce
First Century Common Era

751ce
1350ce
1450ce
Chart 9 Timeline of Ages Before History57
Paleolithic 600,000 – 12,000bce
Mesolithic

8,000 – 4500bce

Neolithic

8,000 -

Bronze

2,000bce
2,000-900bce

Iron

900bce-historical era

2.4.4.2 Text of Key Points
Eurasia represents the compass point of due east, the element wood, the shape of
vertical cylinders, the color green, and the growth and flowering of human cultures,

57

Adapted from Devereux (48).
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especially as shown in literacy and monumental architecture.58 Here one sees that our
ancestors used whatever fugitive and permanent materials they had available, such as
paper, skin, clay and stone; grasses, red ochre, wax, tusk, bone, cave walls, etc.
For me new growth typical of Eurasia occurred several ways in my art based
research.59 For example, I learned and taught others about paper in world history and
conducted hands on paper and book making for school teachers and children in both
Maine and New Hampshire. In addition, I learned encaustic painting, which is using wax
as paint. In Figure 47 wax is painted on both fugitive and permanent materials
(cardboard cylinder and paper and handmade marbleized clay tile as base).

This showed

me both the close connection between the fleeting and the enduring aspects of expression
and how easy it was to incise, i.e., write on wax and make tablets of information. Eurasia
was an opportunity to learn more about the history of human expression via shifts from
image to text and through considerations of two and three dimensions, i.e., between
writing and architecture.
There are many opinions about what constitutes ‘writing’ vs. ‘images,’ the
meaning of compositions, (including the spaces between objects) and changes in meaning
over time. For example, in the famous spotted horse panel in the French cave of Pech

58

Here I am correlating forms of visual symbol systems, i.e., architecture and writing. No doubt many
other variables could be offered to explain the rise of the megaliths, such as sizes of populations, collective
consciousness, interest in permanence, power and burials, etc.
59
Eurasia, where text and tower flower in human history, emphasizes insight into my personal growth and
education. Ninety five percent of my education prior to doctoral studies derives from the Eurasian derived
paradigm dominating my culture. My early enchantments with the silk road as an ancient east-west
connection, with medieval illuminated manuscripts, and with feng shui, were united during my doctoral
studies when I taught ‘paper making along the silk road’ for the NH Humanities Council. ‘Text’ in Eurasia
reminds me that the way I sign my art work, (with an x that has a vertical line moving through the
intersection point (‘kik’ with a ‘k’ facing in either direction), reads like a snow flake. Since my energy, as
has been described in Oceania, is dominated by northern water and I was born the day before the winter
solstice, the ‘kik sign’ as snowflake is an appropriate northern water symbol for me. An interesting ‘stroke’
of coincidence is that the ‘kik sign’ also looks like the Chinese characters for water and wood.
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Merle, the unknown meaning of the composition leads to endless speculations, such as
my fantasy that the horses pointing in different directions suggest two different entities,
and the hands above them signify right (male) and left (female) coming together,
complete with the dots on the horses their gendered progeny. Scholarship on the
meanings of early human art are extensive and include diverse and sometimes disputed
approaches which often have a theoretical framework (Schuster and Carpenter, Hagens,
Gimbutas). Whether the art of our ancestors sought correspondence to the cosmos,
fertility, kinship, or something else, it is clear that meaning filled the lines and locations,
images and arches, which everywhere mark the human presence in Eurasia.
Like so much else, the issues here are more complicated than it might first appear.
Therefore, it is no surprise that there are significant disagreements as to what is meant by
‘literacy.’ Just when one thinks there is a clear difference between established categories,
such as ideogram, pictogram, or logogram, there are new intermediate forms, such as
logosyllabic systems (Urton).

As Anne-Marie Christin observed, “writing…..makes

speech visible and….. was born of a hybrid process.”(10) However images come to be
considered ‘text,’ it does seem that making and reading imagery/numeracy is followed by
abstracted images with phonetic indicators. As permanent abstracted representations
make speech visible, permanent monumental architecture rises as well.
Eurasian writing and architecture have a long history. Indeed, one could claim
that ‘history’ as the ‘text based, written story’ of humans, begins in Eurasia. Early on
there are beautiful cave paintings in France and Spain, then megalithic structures across
Europe. Dwelling places are selected which have a relationship to the heavens and earth,
rather like a writing in the landscape of belief based on placement, e.g., putting a
structure where the solstice showed between rocks. The relationship between writing and
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architecture continues as writing becomes more specific and abstract, with entoptic and
iconic representations painted, carved and etched into portable and parietal arts. Later
there are books about architectural principles, including building construction guides
(such as the Roman Vitruvius’ Books of Architecture), and cosmological manuals (such
as the Indian practices of the Vastu Mandala). Chinese feng shui unites the ideas of text
and tower, for it includes writings about siting structures in relationship to the land and
the timing of such activities, (e.g., where and when to dig the grave). Even the stupa, an
architectural form found across Asia, has roots in the stacking of the five elemental
shapes associated with feng shui as I shall explain shortly. 60
When I de-construct the word Eurasia, the ‘Eur-’portion for me means the
external power of literacy to shift one’s perceptions and guide one’s thinking toward the
left brain of reason. The ‘-asian’ portion uses a flexible brush rather than a rigid pen and
thus symbolizes and honors the flow of one’s interiority and right brain. My own
experiences, from cultivating intuition via the use of the I Ching for thirty plus years to
my academic training (sitting in a row with hands folded, meant to exercise ‘self
control’), are likely influencing these perceptions.
Human communication via specific channels has been with us since the
emergence of the species, but in Eurasia early writing in pictographs and ideographs
gradually came to show phonetic markers. Human languages are oral-aural symbol
systems, the study of which now uses genetic evidence to support historical linguistic
theories of sound pattern shifts in human languages. Early cave paintings and lunar
calendars of carved red ochre visually display symbolization, but difficulties of dating

60

See subsequent paragraph in this section, which owes much to Anagarika Govinda’s Psycho-cosmic
Symbolism of the Buddhist Stupa.
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and a lack of art historical scholarship mean that the analysis and chronology still need to
be generated for the visual record.
There are many examples of visual shifts and stages of image and text, including
the adding of phonetic markers. Many languages reinforce these ideas, from Egyptian
hieroglyphics to Oceanic examples (Rongo Rongo from Easter Island or Australian
aboriginal languages, have more recently entered a ‘written channel’). 61 But a famous
Eurasian case is that of Chinese. The Chinese written language is enormous, ancient, and
part of the Eurasian land mass, so I am using an example of its calligraphic history to
indicate relations between marks as image and marks as text. Even so, still another layer
of such ‘translation’ is unavoidable as I am offering this brief comment in English.
Let us suppose that a square shape stands for a field. Several squares may mean
several fields, a square within a square means a field within a larger field. But this field
as a noun may be more abstract and a verb, as in, ‘to field a question.’ They look the
same but if ‘field’ as noun/land is pronounced one way and the ‘field’ as verb/abstraction
is pronounced another way, a phonetic marker would tell you which one is meant, even
though both were represented by a square shape. Semiotics is a field devoted to
categories of mark making that may be read as icon, symbol, sign, etc. But, at a very
basic level, the recognition that one’s breath stream could be translated into visibility and
permanence. Employing this ‘literal’ (letter-all) shift to another communications
channel, i.e., from the air/breath stream to a two dimensional surface takes hold as a
practice of phonetic marking on pictographs, ideographs, i.e., characters. How armies,
61

Rongo rongo is the hieroglyphic script of Easter Island which arose from both their indigenous image
making tradition and their awareness, when asked to sign over their lands, that meaningful mark making
and meaning were related to transcribed the breath stream. This, like the Aboriginal writing in Australia
and elsewhere, has supported indigenous voices claiming ownership of language, language as identity,
credit for translating their own stories, and many political and contentious issues.
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animals, etc. looked, were used, and so forth, were recorded. Information becomes
recorded and saved in matter. Increasingly abstract ideas and possibilities were
represented with combined marks for ideas, letters, numbers, sounds, relationships, etc.
Interestingly enough, this seems to bring both a deepened shift to permanence (we have a
record in clay or stone) and a greater abstraction (the saying is now abstracted/reduced to
writing) and paralinguistic features (e.g., pitch, stress, juncture) and accompanying non
verbal aspects (e.g., smell, space, touch), are omitted.
The relationships derived by counting (one’s fingers, hence, our decimal and
metric systems) became widespread in the world. The first ‘writing’ is often that of
records about how many cows were paid, grain still owed, and the like. Early ‘counting’
or deciding what ‘counts’ is written with a sense of “I” and “thou,” and the relations
between them. In some ways, one could argue that ‘counting counts the most,’ in that
mathematics are today considered the most neutral, objective, abstract representational
system, specifically because it does NOT take human relations into account!
Duality in Eurasia, whether conceived as Zoroastrian light and dark (subsequently
body-mind in the west) or yin-yang (ultimately found in everything in the east) are deeply
rooted in early structures of literacy and numeracy, of matter and ideas. Duality, which,
with its opposite (unity), is symbolized in a Eurasian architectural compass clock: the
stupa. Starting with the Sanskrit words garbha griha, we have the idea that womb=tomb
and tomb=womb. Garbha griha refers to the ‘dead’ center of the temple, where the dead
body was buried. Initially this was a tomb, then it became a relic mound surround by an
open fence with a gate to the east, as in Sanchi, India. Then there are gates at each of the
principal compass points. Then each compass point is associated with a shape.
Ultimately these shapes are stacked atop one another and become the stupa. My
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translation for this gharba griha cum stacking up of compass points and forms is: I
commend you to allness. Accompanying architecture were manuals about how temples
and other structures were to be constructed. By the time the stupa arrives in China it has
become the pagoda and in Japan we see the vestiges of the structure in garden lanterns.
We could say, then, that the stupa encapsulates as an architectural statement, the text and
tower of Eurasia. Its dualities, such as: alive/dead, parts/whole, time/timeless typify the
twin Eurasian hallmarks: text and tower.
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2.4.5. Americas
2.4.5.1 Images

Figure 50 Four Quarters as Memorial Boxes
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Figure 51 Objects for the Americas- Left is Later Heaven Mask, Top Center is Clay
Disk, Right is Ritual Vessel, Left Bottom is Mayan Glyph Deck, Right is Tile of
Americas.
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Figure 52 Detail Americas Object-Front
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Figure 53 Americas Portrait with Memorial Box
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Chart 10 Americas Timeline
WHEN?
15,000 - 12,500bce
1200bce
800bce
600bce
500ce

1300ce

WHAT HAPPENED?
North Asians Migrate Thru Beringia
Giant Olmec Heads in Central America
Chavin Stirrup Vessel in South America
Mound Builders North America
Nazca Earthworks & Moche Portrait
Vessels in South America
Mayan Architecture and Writing in
Central America
Diverse cultures thrive: Inca, Aztec,
NW Coast, Great Plains, Mississippian,
Eastern Woodlands

2.4.5.2 Text of Key Points
The Americas include North America, Mexico, Central America and South
America and use a timeline from about 12,500bce to the present, which approximately
coincides with the time when most scholars believe Homo sapiens arrived in the
Americas. My strong attachment to this last segment of the world derives from my
experiences: the Americas are where I was born and live, i.e., are closest to my time and
space. Too, ceramic arts play a prominent role in the cultures of the Americas, and I am
a ceramic artist.
In my analysis the Americas are associated with the compass point of due west,
the element metal, the colors white, grey or silver and the round shapes of sphere and
disk. Since the sun goes down in the west, this is the place where things are brought to
an end, i.e., are exhausted and disappear. Hence, monument boxes, like miniature
mausoleums, represent the west. The movement toward invisibility suggests the human
capacity for abstraction which, appropriately enough, seems to poised to resolve itself
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into the final invisibility of species extinction. For example, consider the antienvironmental policies of the current American President, George Bush Jr., who refused
to sign the Kyoto accords, rolled back Clean Air Standards, and waged war half way
around the world using depleted uranium in what he called a ‘crusade.’
Much that was, is or is becoming invisible, however, leaves traces of itself, so that
we infer its existence. When permanent or traceable materials and processes are
involved, changed ways of communicating or even altered life forms may be again be
known. It may be that a thousand years from now there will still be humans and they will
look back at today’s violent videogames and wonder, just as I do when I look backward a
thousand years to the American custom of ritual removal of the heart.
Invisibility, which for me characterizes this quarter of the world, is known in both
historic and contemporary aspects. For example, most of the cultures, languages, books,
gold, relationships to spirit or land which were here before European contact, are lost and
what we do know is generally not taught in North American schools.
Although schools often try to include something of local history, the larger picture
of the pre Columbian Americas is generally ignored. In fairness to teachers that DO want
to teach this information, sorting out the story is made more difficult by different dating
systems and terms. A brief example will illustrate the problem. Let us suppose that you
have a pot found in Mexico and it has been called ‘pre-classic.’ According to George
Kubler, this means it could be anywhere from 1500BCE to 100CE. To compare this to a
pot in the Northern Andes you have at least two time periods which correspond: Late
Formative 1500BCE, Regional Development 500BCE. The Central Andes uses still
different language: Initial Period 1500BCE, Early Horizon 600BCE, Early Intermediate
250BCE. But Miller (2001) calls a pot from Central America Archaic if it is 1500BCE
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and then Early Formative 900BCE, Middle Formative 600BCE, Late Formative at 0, then
Protoclassic until nearly 300CE. It gets more complex from here, and we have not even
considered North America yet. Clearly a standard dating system is sorely needed.
We are historically ignorant and contemporaneously unconscious about the
thousands of years that comprise the story of humans in the Americas as well as our
present circumstances. It is as if the place where I now dwell only came into existence
with the arrival of the Europeans and I am not attentive to the Americas as a whole.
Almost as an extension of this I pass my days and nights largely unconscious. I seem
blind to much of my ritual life here and now, from how I put on my socks or dry myself
after a shower to how I drink a beverage in the morning, follow the same roads to and
from the supermarket, engage in habitual patterns of eye contact and have extravagant
ritual consumption at the winter solstice.62
It has been helpful throughout this program to work on my personal rituals and
thereby try to increase my awareness of them. In addition to daily time in the natural
world, which was part of an experiment in interspecies communication, I have tried other
experiments in ritual, such as: in the summer of 2003 I switched from drinking coffee
with sugar in it to tea with honey; from the beginning of the program in 2001 I began a
daily journal; from when the pool was installed and ready for use around January 2003 I
began and continue to swim every day; from August of 2003 began doing daily drawings
and sending them to the cancer victim in California. Despite the fact that many ritual
behaviors, including habits of thought, are invisible to others and to ourselves, it does
seem possible to increase awareness of these often unconscious or subconscious acts by

62

Dell deChant, influenced by Ellul, argues the economy as religion explains the dynamics of the consumer
culture. Our ‘interaction rituals,’ no less than our ‘theories’ are derived from where and when we
perform/create them. See also ‘presentism’ initially discussed elsewhere as an aspect of space-time.
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slowing the rate at which I operate and allowing daily time for mindfulness and
reflection.
Our relationship to invisibility is extended by our rituals with and rising use of our
machines. It may be that the most available of these relations are the ones about which I
think the least, such as how I move my fleshy little larva self in and out of my
transportation exoskeleton. Translation: exactly how do I get in, start, drive, and exit my
car? Perhaps Ellul and deChardin are right, and our future understanding (consciousness)
of the sacred relates to our machines and our technocracy, for it seems our relations with
them are the basis on which we are presuming our unknown future.
Education increasingly relies on machines. Examples include Phoenix
University, a completely online school and now the largest institution of higher education
in the United States; traditional ‘brick and mortar’ schools inaugurating online courses;
increasing electronic media art majors (e.g., computer graphics, video and other timebased media); children learning to use computers in elementary school.
Using x-rays, telescopes, microscopes, and various computing machines, we see
that which our unaided eyes and minds cannot. On these otherwise unseen levels we
manipulate plants and animals with gene splicing to add flounder genes to strawberry,
‘design’ babies, and make machines that operate on nano levels. Arguments for doing
these things are in terms of their benefits, such as longer shelf life for the strawberries to
survive the cold and ‘donor’ children, such as Adam, selected for and born in Boston in
2001 specifically to ‘donate’ bone marrow to his five year old sister, who could not
manufacture a sufficient quantity for herself.
The scientific creation myth measures light from stars long gone now, but whose
light still reaches us to infer our beginnings. Perhaps it is no surprise that the ‘original
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creation’ is called, in this era of ‘western dominance and mega bombs.’ the ‘big bang.’
Historically to say you ‘clicked’ with someone meant you got along well with them.
Today we speak of ‘clicking the keys’ on our computers to instantaneously communicate
with someone we may never see. These increasingly invisible machine aided
communications, begun a mere hundred and fifty or so years ago, are accelerating at such
a rate it has been described as ‘the numbing of the American mind’(DeZengotita).
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2.4.6. The Art of Contemporary Life
To exemplify contemporary art, this section includes work I have made and
publicly exhibited during my doctoral studies. The big picture (where we have been and
where we are going) are part of the context for World Art as my strategy for
sustainability, i.e., for continuation of my species. Much as already been said here about
the importance of context. In the contemporary context of my studies, my understanding
has been repeatedly re-contextualized, as the following example illustrates: I knew early
on that ‘inside-outside’ was intuitively important to me, but when I read Laura Carlson
inside-outside became part of a theoretical framework for establishing location and
related to my early interest in the preposition ‘up,’ which in turn was now connected to
the essential verticality of being human.
To give some sense of my contemporary art making life, this section presents
selected works created and exhibited during my doctoral studies. Shortly after beginning
my studies, I joined a local art association63 through which I could share art and feng
shui. This led to doing a half hour public radio interview,64 conducting three public
lectures, making and exhibiting art for each show and creating and hosting related art
making events. The art association has used my photography to advertise the shows.
Figures 53-63 show work from two of the now annual Chinese New Year Exhibitions:
2002-Year of the Yang Water Horse and 2004-Year of the Yang Wood Monkey.

63
64

Appendix 2 lists some of the other ways I attempted to share World Art during my studies.
Audio tape available at www.nhpr.org show “the front porch” on February 5, 2002.
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Figure 54 – Public Workshop & Lecture on Yang Water Horse Advert. I made these
ten different representations of the idea of yang water horse energy and used them to
advertise a public lecture and workshop where people came and both listened and
made their own collages from prepared bags of materials.
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Figure 55 – Public Art Participation Sculpture of Joos Paper Wishes - When people
attended the 2002 Yang Water Horse Exhibition they were given a piece of joos
paper. This paper is traditionally used at the New Year as symbolic money which is
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offered to ancestors. Attendees were invited to write a wish on the paper and attach it
to the board to make the horse head. This sculpture grew throughout the exhibit and
was then burned.
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Figure 56 Early Heaven Compass Installation of Tile and Granite

Figure 57 Later Heaven Compass Installation of Tile and Granite- These two
installations were adjacent to one another on the gallery floor and flanked by four
chairs, on which sat specific floral arrangements.
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Figure 58 Yang Water Horse Show - North Gallery Wall – Far left, Silver Spoon
Curtain, Later and Early Heaven Masks, Yang Water Horse Collage Compass,
Photographs of China as Chinese Lunar Astrology Animals.
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Figure 59 Detail of Silver Spoon. These fifty five silver spoons sat in the
west/northwest part of the gallery during the Yang Water Horse Exhibit to
represent my age at the time that I made it and the Hexagram of Abundance,
which is #55. Northwest is the power spot for the dog & associated with heavenly
metal. I was born in northwest in the year of the dog. Silver wire and stones
support and connect the spoons (tiger’s eye, turquoise and black glass.)
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Figure 60 Yang Water Horse Compass Collage – The space of four principle and
four subsidiary compass points are shown with the colors and shapes of their
elemental energies in time.
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Figure 61 - Monkey1- Each of the three monkey images shown here uses the colors and
shapes of the Yang Wood Monkey. These three images were created using a technique I
learned and customized at the Union Seminar, Painting, Jazz and Culture. And they were
made collaboratively as a way to teach the technique to another artist.
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Figure 62 - Monkey 2
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Figure 63 Monkey 3
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Contemporary western art has many more interested art history scholars than does
the rest of the world, pre-literate or otherwise, and the closer one gets to the present, the
more people gather around art studies. Perhaps the popularity of our contemporary arts
indicates our self focus, or perhaps it is just easier to study what is close at hand. If we
define all work done in ‘this’ time period as contemporary, then I cannot do anything but
contemporary work and even this dissertation, though it examines the past and considers
the future, is an example of contemporary art. This in turn led me to wonder about both
contemporary art and our vast and fragmented self absorption.
First, let us consider some aspects of the contemporary art world. Although there
are many ways people could learn about art in the contemporary world, such as public art
education and specific fields of study, most do not emphasize World Art as I have
defined it. Public art education is widely available, e.g., through regular academic
degree programs at institutions of higher learning, museum workshops, private studio and
art association instruction, public school extension courses and public art community
projects. Perhaps these are all potential venues for World Art. Specific fields that are
currently part of the contemporary art scene include art therapy, time-based or media arts,
environmental arts, visual culture, post modern aesthetics and criticism, and
interdisciplinary studies.
Among these interdisciplinary studies are many boundaries and ‘art and
________’ intersections (e.g., ‘art and science,’ ‘art and genetics,’ ‘art and ecology,’ ‘art
and technology,’ etc.). My own studies that combine art history and art making, as well
as the recent Union Institute October Symposium called: Margins, Boundaries and
Thresholds, supported my interest in boundaries within World Art as a field of study.
How fields of study define and defend their borders, which was dealt with in Section
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1.3.2., is an ongoing part of my interdisciplinary doctoral work. For example, in
researching the occurrence of red ochre human hand prints, I needed to draw on work in
fields in addition to art history, such as cymatics, archaeology, anthropology and
acoustical engineering. Too, some fields do not embrace their entire mission as I would
have it done, e.g., art history still largely emphasizes the art of the ‘west.’ While recently
there has been more inclusion of art by ‘others’ (women, minorities, ‘queer’ art, etc. ) the
bulk of human art making in time or space (e.g., South America, Oceania, or prehistory
other than French cave paintings and the odd European ‘Venus’ figure), is not, as has
been noted elsewhere, typically part of an art history survey curriculum. If that covers
the world of contemporary art, what about our self absorption?
Let us imagine for a moment that we have the view of an outsider to the study of
humans. What is presently involved in the study of Homo sapiens on planet earth? If we
want their most distant beginnings, we need at least to include physical anthropology,
astrophysics, geology, and archaeology, perhaps even some of the sub-specialties of these
areas. Several hundreds of thousands of years later the species began to write its story
with symbol systems in permanent materials, so now we add historians of many different
specialties, such as art historians, world historians, or any of the historians whose
emphasis could be any combination of places and times, such as 19th century British
literary historians, cartographic historians, etc. If this analysis is correct, then are
historians, who lay claim to text as their evidentiary treasure trove, properly considered
paper archaeologists? It seems that if one is looking backward, there are a great many
experts whose boundaries are created by their choice of time, space, and if relevant, a
specific object, event, or question, such as a specialist in Neolithic South African Rock
Art or the Holocaust.
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An even greater number of experts focus on aspects of humanity in the present.
As we move into the here and now of time and space, growing interest in the present
physical and cultural human being gives rise to correspondingly more specialists. These
include cultural anthropologists, biologists, medical and technical experts, economists,
industrial designers, psychologists, art historians, etc. Each area has many specialties and
sub-specialties. For example, within medicine there is a cardiologist, then a cardiac
surgeon, then a cardiac surgeon specializing in heart transplants. In addition to these
countless specialists with lengthy doctoral level training and experience there are even
more spheres of specialization with different kinds of knowledge, such as financial
planners, interior decorators, personal coaches, and so on.
In contrast to our thorough interest in the past and ever refining and changing
interest in the present, we have few prognosticators, or futurologists, i.e., people looking
toward the future and anticipating where present trends are taking us. The further out one
tries to look, the fewer people seem to be engaged in the activity. For example, stock
market analysts routinely try to anticipate what the stock of a given company will do in
the short term, say for the next quarter or year, but the idea of predicting stock values
fifty years out is not often discussed.
Those few that do consider the human future usually have an outlook which is not
equal to our past.65 We look back a hundred thousand years to a beginning for our
species, but we do not forecast our situation one hundred thousand years into the future.
Our ‘pre-historic’ period is ninety five thousand years. Our historic period is about five
thousand years. Typically our future might be contemplated fifty years hence, but
certainly not five thousand years into the future. When I participated in writing the
65

The recent Discovery Channel television program called The Future is Wild is a notable exception.
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‘master plan’ for my town, five years was considered a long view and like many ‘long
range’ plans, this involved considerations of population and using finite and natural
resources.
There are voices ‘of the future,’ such as Kurzweil, who suggests the next one
hundred years we be the equivalent of twenty thousand years of change for which we
cannot prepare. I prefer to try and prepare and thus, have experimented with and here
report, the use of World Art to facilitate the development of consciousness.
Considerations about our trajectories and possible futures are, as predictions, often
treated like fiction/fantasy. For all our academic history departments, there is not yet an
equal number of ‘future’ departments, though there is plenty of science fiction, with films
such as Star Trek (going somewhere in three hundred years) and AI (taking us a bit
further).
Among the many reasons why we emphasize the past and largely ignore the
future may be the very human desires to be right and to avoid looking foolish or
experiencing unpleasantness. When one predicts, there is always the chance that, since
events have not yet happened, they will turn out differently than one has forecast.
Pursuits of certainty and favorable opinion limit predictions. If the desire for pleasant
experience is strong enough to draw one to wishing to ‘be right and look smart’ the desire
to avoid pain and unpleasantness may be equally strong.
To ensure that unpleasant messages are not considered, the carrier of the message
may be discredited. This is done in myriad ways, such as transferring the halo of
negative credibility from the discredited messenger to the message itself (“I’d expect that
from a person like you.”) or/and discrediting the idea of negative futures by comparing
present ideas to past failed predictions (“Oh, you just have millennial fever.”)
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Establishing the new is difficult, and academic boundaries are no exception. Those with
a vested interest in the status quo defend their borders. One who is on the edge and
moving, creating, impacting boundaries may be perceived as a rebel, a deviant, a threat to
the ‘right’ way, a harbinger of a dangerous, unknown future. Such a person may be
ignored, marginalized or discredited. Too, there is so much rapid and intense information
in the present that potential allies in the establishing of new boundaries for the future may
be numbed. Thus anesthetized, they may shut down altogether in a kind of intellectual
and emotional paralysis.
This lack of attention to the future is a strange turn of events, as one of the
defining characteristics of our species is its ability to foresee, as in to know that we will
die, to make plans to rebuild a burned building and line up the lumber and masons to do
the job, to anticipate and sequence the steps in baking a cake for the forthcoming
wedding, etc. So what futures might we anticipate?
Given the uncertainties of the future, there is no way to guarantee endings; but
there are enough experts on the past and present to shed light on the directions in which
we may be heading. Perhaps we will continue the present trajectory of habitat
degradation via global warming, toxic air and water, soil depletion, etc. In this case we
may either become extinct or hope that science will ‘save us’ by one means or another,
such as designing humans to be part machine (Homo sapiens mechanicalis). Genetically
engineered accommodation to an increasingly degraded and crowded environment might
unfold and enfold bio- and nano- tech revolutions to generate the ‘latest and greatest’
version of the species.
Alternatively, people might inventory their lifestyles and make changes to avert
extinction. We are a recent life form (a few million years of Homo compared to billions
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of years of life on the planet). Our continued stay is threatened and we are each
responsible in some way for the state of the planet and of the species. Some may decide
to compost or grow sprouts, others to carpool. I am happy to do these, but need more,
and so turn to art. Art making is a powerful human heritage we each carry within
ourselves, so humans as artists may try specific art oriented strategies, such as: create
environmental installations of available materials; avoid using polluting art materials;
convert the waste stream into an art stream; use art to facilitate the transformation of
individual or collective consciousness and better cope with change.
World Art is my strategy for sustainability (i.e., ongoing existence of the species).
To this end I am working to advance World Art, a field in its infancy, into the
mainstream of art education, aesthetics, history and practice. Many share the goals of
empathy, tolerance, and sustained human existence as a global view but have different
methods. Their perspective is echoed in calls for sustainability in agriculture, cultural
and biological diversities, multiple intelligences as diverse learning styles, etc.
Organizations, e-lists, and community groups are raising alarms about the state of the
biosphere, including the number of species becoming extinct, the loss of open spaces,
dwindling fresh water and arable land, and our increasingly toxic and warming air supply
(Miller and Westra, Boulter, Kirkland, Garofoli).
Knowing that I lead a life of privilege, I create and exhibit work, consult with
clients across the country about changing their spaces and their attitudes via feng shui and
speak publicly about World Art. These efforts are processed through my individual
consciousness, which is gradually awakening into greater awareness.
World Art and imagination may be connected on the individual or collective
levels. On the individual level, my insider view of my psyche-scape works with the art I
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make as the outside object (ive) for a complete connection between me and the world
/art. On the collective level, if one subscribes to the idea of gaia, collective
consciousness, or consciousness as a field phenomenon, then my work is in micro-macro
relation to the whole. I am, as a drop of water is the ocean, a fractal holograph. This
makes sense to me as I have seen that I am able to get from any point in the human art
history story from any other point. For example, I can start with materials, such as stone
or clay, and move through times and across cultures with them. Or I could take an idea,
such as points of the compass, and see how each culture has dealt with them.
Moving myself from unconscious, pre- and sub- conscious to consciousness is
helped by making and studying World Art and feng shui. Once the art exists outside me,
whether it is a painting for the year of the monkey or a re-design of a sub-division, it can
be shared with others. By connecting with other individual consciousnesses, we become
a collective consciousness. This is a great hope, for as David Christian observed, our
entire present is built from our shared collective past (2004).
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Given that I am an artist-historian and a feng shui geomancer, it is perhaps
predictable that I would research human relationships with the earth through art.
“Chinese geomancy, in all its conceptual and operational broadness, more than anything
else denotes an archetypical mode of thought and explanation, arising spontaneously out
of the human intellect as a response to the inescapable pondering of the innate human
condition” (Bruun 257).
Chart 12 correlates compass points with geography and four of the five elements
in Chinese feng shui, i.e., south/fire/Africa, north/water/Oceania, east/wood/Eurasia, and
west/metal/Americas. But what of the fifth element, i.e., earth? In Figure 63, The
Creative Element Cycle, earth (yellow square) is centrally located to bring forth, support,
and interact with the other four elemental energies.66 The earth is honored in my
selection of art making material and in my motivations. Materials include clay and stone;
motivations, which have been described in previous sections, may be summarized as:
Earth is home to my species; the continued existence of my species here on our home
planet is, to some extent, in our own hands; I use those hands to make art and
acknowledge our relationship to and presence upon, the earth.

66

There are both creative and destructive cycles for the elements. In the creative cycle (top of picture is
water) the sequence is water creates wood, wood creates fire, fire creates earth, earth creates metal, metal
creates water. Element Theory, not limited to feng shui, pervades Chinese cosmology and is found in other
aspects of the culture, such as acupuncture. Furthermore, ways that the earth (element) functions are
multidimensional. Examples of this include: the early idea of earth as central and ‘doho’ (that which
causes one thing to become another), pictured as in the center. Later the earth is seen associated with
specific locations (first the north in the early heaven and then the southwest in the later heaven). Too, in
the creative cycle of elements it becomes the mediating element between fire and metal and in the
destructive cycle it controls water and is in turn controlled by wood.
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Figure 64 The Creative Cycle of Elements
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2.4 Conclusions
The quest for a pan-human narrative is clear in the original research question,
“what does it mean to be human in the 21st century?” Throughout I have argued that we
urgently need such a pan human view because our shared habitat is suffering, our
numbers are growing, and art is an accessible and powerful tool for species
transformation. World Art is our individual and collective memory-heritage, the
birthright of every human being and a great hope for our future.
The theoretical framework of heuristic hermeneutics (subjective interpretation)
and art based research methods (combining art history and art making) united subjective
interpretive individual art making with the collective art making histories of my species.
Part One explored context as a field in which meaning is figured. Here time-space
intersections established points of view, including through interspecies and machine
communications and Chinese feng shui. Meaningful contexts included: the world at
large, the field of world art and its allies anthropology, world history, consciousness
studies and education. By capitalizing on brain research about how humans learn,
leveraging multiple intelligences and addressing legislative mandates, World Art has the
capacity to become the K-16 axis mundi.
Part Two applied our human capacity for symbolization using art based research.
Here art was made and used to illustrate each of the four quarters of the earth: Africa,
Oceania, Eurasia, and the Americas as I understood them. Individual art making and
aesthetic consciousness thus figured in a ground of intentional collective resonance. In
the process of engaging in art based research, ideas thickened around becoming and
preserving. As Martin Prectel observed, “We are human be-ings, not human think-ings,
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or human talk-ings.” For me World Art is the historical record and contemporary
practice of human effort at becoming and preserving. One preserves histories and futures
through awareness and action in the present. This present is a ‘becoming life’ on the
edge. The now balances inside/yin/space and outside/yang/time to experience
correspondence. To develop consciousness in the present is to locate oneself in a variety
of times and spaces. For living fully in the present incorporates past understandings and
future hopes.
My humanity, known through my consciousness, expresses itself via art. Here I
am the happy beneficiary of the human condition, residing in a fluid locus where design
philosophy informs making and studying objects as acts of insight into myself and World
Art. To be human in the 21st century is to be a work in process. My own timelines are
neither simple nor exact traces of evolution of the consciousness of humans, but show
aspects of human consciousness that work together, often turning back on themselves
with increasing technology and differential valuing of space and time.
Among the many things I experienced about being human in the 21st century was
that I cannot actually communicate all that I know inside. Even though I recognize the
difficulty of the task, I make ongoing efforts and the four quarters analysis became a way
to continue trying. For example, the four quarters became an analytic tool/cycle of:
emerge, spread, flower, and disappear. I could see the coming (Africa as waking up) and
going (Americas as going to sleep) flanking the spreading-flowering of Oceania-Eurasia
(am/dreaming and pm/waking) every day.
There are countless other levels. For example, there are individual personal plans
(e.g. visit and study south African rock art symbols, teach and research Oceanic Lapita
pottery, photograph Eurasian mosaics, return to America for the Senior Games). At the
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other end there are collective shared plans. We cannot leave earth and colonize
elsewhere, anymore than those on Easter Island could have sailed away after they killed
off all the trees. So we may ALL deal from where we are with an idea of where WE
would like to be. As Benjamin Franklin said, ‘if we do not hang together, we will surely
hang alone.’

Yesterday I was raised an American Irish Catholic. Today I am an artist-

scholar, a figure intentionally resonating aesthetic empathy fields to increase awareness.
Who knows where I will be in the future? Where do WE want to be? All intentionally
resonating empathy? If so, World Art may be a vehicle in which we can share the work
of sustaining our species.
.
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Figure 65 World Art as Feng Shui Compass
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Chart 11 - World Art and Consciousness

World (pre-human earth history)
Global

4.6 billion years ago

3.5 billions years ago

Geology:
plate movements
pole shifts
ice ages
time lines
Life appears.
Wave and particle
communication systems are
biochemical, tactile, visual,
auditory, olfactory

Art (human species past and present)
African Emergence

100,000 bce

Oceanic Spread

50,000 bce

Eurasian Flowering

25,000 bce – 3500 bce

American Extinction

Present

Erect posture
Language=Time Binder
‘Create-Destroy’ Cycles
Small hunting & gathering
bands
Journals in petroglyphs
Star maps
Glaciers recede
Domesticate fauna & flora
Writing
Stratified urban society
Abstraction to Invisibility
(radio-tv-video, phone-fax,
email, x-ray, Hubble,
genome, nano.)

Consciousness

Global
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Future

Art history & practice to
evolve consciousness
toward more sustainable
lifestyles with timelines.
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Chart 12 – World Art and Feng Shui

LOCATION
ERA

AFRICA

OCEANIA

EURASIA

AMERICAS

AFRICAN
EMERGENCE
SOUTH

OCEANIC
SPREAD
NORTH

EURASIAN
FLOWERING
EAST

AMERICAN
EXTINCTION
WEST

FIRE

WATER

WOOD

METAL

RED

BLACK

GREEN

WHITE

ANGLES,
POINTS
SEE

CRESCENT,
IRREGULAR
HEAR

VERTICAL
CYLINDER
GROW

DISK
SPHERE
SMELL

100,000 BCE

50,000BCE

25,000BCE

12,500 –NOW

12 NOON
SUMMER
SOLSTICE
AWAKE;
SPECIES
EMERGES;
AWARENESS
SYMBOLIC
CAPACITY;
TIME- SPACE
LOOK UP

12 MIDNIGHT
WINTER
SOLSTICE
DREAM
FUGITIVE
CONSCIOUS
MEMORY
SYMBOLIZED;
CALL AND RECALL

SUNRISE
VERNAL
EQUINOX
LINEAR
RATIONALIST
PERMANENT
WRITING
CAVE &
MONUMENT
ARCHITECTURE

EXTANT
SAMPLES

EGYPTIAN
STATUARY

VITRUVIUS’
BOOKS OF
ARCHITECTURE

MY ART

CLAY
PORTRAIT
MASKS

AUSTRALIAN
DOT PAINTING,
DIDJERIDOO
MUSIC
VESSELS
JOURNEY MAPS
SWIM

SUNSET
AUTUMN
EQUINOX
ASLEEP,
UNCONSCIOUS
MORPHING
INVISIBILITY
RADIO, PHONE,
TV, FAX,
EMAIL, X-RAY,
HUBBLE,
GENOME
‘REALITY’ TV,
NANOTECHNO
LOGY

WORLD
ART ED
PROCESS

(RE-) VIEW
LITERATURE,
IMAGES

LISTEN/SING
MUSIC/
LANGUAGES

ANALYTIC
LAYERS

UNIVERSALS
PAN HUMAN
HERITAGE

SPACES
OF SPECIFIC
CULTURES

COMPASS
ELEMENT
COLOR
SHAPE
BODY67
TIME
TIME OF
DAY/YEAR
CONSCIOUS
NESS
PIVOTS

67

FENG SHUI
CALENDARCOMPASS
TRADITION
WRITE
JOURNAL,
TRACK BIBLIO,
FOOTNOTES,
AND PROGRAM
TIMES
CHANGE

PERFORMANCE
RITUALS OF
DAILY LIFE
MAKE
/RE-MAKE,
INTERPRET
ART
INDIVIDUAL
EXPRESSION

These are oversimplifications. For example, in feng shui a sense is associated with each compass point,
such as sound in the north; however, each sense also manifests at every compass point, e.g., while sound is
associated with the north, there are simultaneously specific sounds associated with each compass point.
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Appendix 1 TOTEM OF SYMBOLIC THEORY – Artist Statement
Theories and translations
Some translations are familiar, such as when a piece of literature inspires musical
composition, or a someone uses oil and canvas to make images of the seasons of the year.
Until I demonstrated my new learning for the course ‘theories of symbolization’ I had
never translated the work of abstraction theorists into clay. These three theorists of
human symbolization processes relate in a large totem that both preserves the
individuality of each theorist and unites them as an 8’monument. Reading from the from
the bottom: 1. Claude Levi Strauss’ theory of binaries; 2. in the middle Rupert
Sheldrake’s theory of morphic resonance; 3. on the top, Teilhard de Chardin’s theory of
noospheric consciousness evolution. Together they say:
1. “humans perceive via difference”
2. “continual resonance gives rise to form and its constantly changing conditions”
3. “humans are evolving individual and collective
intra- and inter- species consciousness.”
Clay as a material
Native worlds from prehistory through the present still use clay for function and ritual.
Given that world cultures describe how the creator deity uses clay to form people and the
world itself, why is it that right now, in the ‘western world of fine art,’ clay is a low
status ‘craft’ material? Perhaps the more we abuse our natural home, the earth, the more
we despise the material of the earth, i.e., clay. Or perhaps colonial empires bequeath
their legacies, i.e., if we still glorify and justify conquest and destruction of native worlds,
we continue to devalue objects that function! As absurd as it is, ‘art’ became defined as
that which, by definition, has no function!
Object function
This object functions to concretize my understanding of these theorists, visually express,
relate and unit their ideas in a demonstration of art based research.
kik
Autumn 2003
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Appendix 2

Educational Efforts in Human Symbolization:
Art Practices as Consciousness in Time and Space
Conducted during the course of doctoral studies
1. Reading and Writing
• Bibliographies/Webliographies
• Journal (created 3 volumes, one per year, totally over 500 pages)
• Residency Events & Evaluations
• Learning Agreement, Dissertation and Program Summary
• Daily Emails w/ peers and scholars (+ scholarly e-lists, such as
world history, art history, ASAO/Oceania, Nilas);
2. Create/Co-create/Re-create: Art Events, Processes, Methods, Objects
• Attend theatre productions, gallery exhibits, museums, rituals
• Co-create and present October Symposium.
• Engage in Art Making, e.g., experiential clay workshop,
encaustics, book arts, seminars; create daily image and text to
cancer infested friend in California.
• Combine (art) history and (art) making in diverse venues & to
diverse audiences (e.g., Elementary and High Schools,
Government, Universities, General Public).
1. K-12 Teachers and Student Teachers
a. Humanities Council Silk Road Project / Summer
Integrated Arts Institute/ Guest Artist-Scholar:
Papermaking
b. Book arts and papermaking as guest artist/scholar at
Plymouth state University Art Education Classes
c. Special ed high school students w/ their high school
faculties and administrators.
2. Governmental regulators
Visual Arts Standards Committee, State Board of
Education, established state visual arts standards
(students and teacher certification).
3. College Level
a. Art Foundation Teachers:
a. presented at College Art Assn 2002 –
“Globalizing the Foundation Course”
b. presented at College Art Assn 2003 – “Red
Ochre Handprints
b. Doctoral Student Work in Art Based Research
§ Create Seven Art Based Seminars
1. Cultural barns
2. Aboriginal Art and Consciousness
3. Art of the Americas
4. Silence Applied
5. Environment as Consciousness
6. Self Hypnosis for Artists
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7. Artistic Process and Mandala Creation
§ Attend Additional Art Based Seminars
1. Cross Cultural Medicine
2. Flower Essence
3. Essence Quilting
4. Handwriting Analysis
§ Internship: October Symposium
planning, exhibiting, and 4 days of
community art based research! Publication
committee
§ Myself - see also heuristic, hermeneutic
1. Translating Ideas into Clay and Paper.
see learning modules Theories of
Symbolization and Clay Sculpture
Demonstration and other illustrations of
dissertation;
2. Self Hypnosis (Certification as
Hypnotherapist; art making in trance,)
3. Daily Amniotic Swim as Personal
Development
§ Attend Union Seminars
1. Science and Consciousness
2. Painting, Jazz and Culture
3. Art Based Research
4. Poetic Prescription
5. Silence and Spirituality
§
Attend Conferences
4. General Public – Social Action
• Initiated, Created and Conducted Annual
Chinese New Year Lecture and Exhibition
for Kittery Art Association.
• Produced and presented workshops at
libraries, Boards of Real Estate, etc.
• Exhibit my work (see vita in Learning
Agreement)
• Radio Interview
• Ongoing feng shui client work for homes,
offices, remodeling, etc. (?include
testimonials?)
• Waste stream to art stream
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Appendix 3 – Sample Audio-Visual Materials
Here are samples of the sources I used in my experimental art based research.
The technique is multi-media immersion and art making: I read, listened to sounds
and looked at images which seemed to me to relate to the art I was researching and
traces of these journeys of discovery remain in the art object. Moment by moment
understanding is revealed through looking, reading, making, but relations between
forming and the form itself are quite beyond words and must be experienced. Some
of the sounds and images I used were:
1. For Africa I listened to Les Bellets Africains & Koffii Olomide and looked at
Mma from the Ashanti.
2. For Oceania I listened to Didgeridoos and looked at Australian paintings of
dreamings, such as “Five Dreamings” by Jakamarra, reproduced in Dreamings,
p103.
3. For Eurasia, I listened to “Dragon” by the Shanghai Traditional Chinese Orchestra
and looked at images of stupas.
4. For the Americas, I listened to Andean flute music and looked at images of
Moche vessels.
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Glossary
Area studies – within history this refers to specific geographic areas of study, such as
‘Atlantic studies’ or ‘Meso-American’ studies.
Arts based research – a particular type of qualitative research that uses art making as a
method. Originally related to Art Therapy, it has now grown to include many other
applications, such as understanding a work of art by translating it into another medium,
e.g., convey your understanding of a painting by dancing your response. My use of art
based research combines with a more traditional study of art history to investigate human
art making around the world and over time.
Big history – history which goes from the ‘big bang’ to the present, thus contextualizing
human life within a larger framework.
Binaries – generally meaning the number two, specifically Claude Levi-Strauss’ theory
of binaries at the foundation for human categorization and thought. Binary coding is also
the basis for computer programming.
Chakras – in Hindu and Yogic traditions these are seven energy vortices (which begin at
the base of the spine and end at the top of the head), each of which has many
associations, including a gland in the body, color, sound and mandala form.
Consciousness – for my purposes this is a synonym for awareness.
Cymatics – scientific study of the effects of sound vibrations on matter.
Early heaven – within Chinese cosmology this refers to a specific arrangement of latent
energy and to space itself. This is depicted using trigrams. See also Later heaven.
Empathy – seeing the world through someone else’s point of view.
Entoptic – visual experience of shapes which are effects from the central nervous system
and held by some, such as David Lewis-Williams, to be the basis of prehistoric art
images.
Feng shui –(pronounced fung-shway) literally means ‘wind over water.’ This ancient
Chinese art and practice uses energy and considerations of time and space to locate
objects, such as buildings, or events, such as burials.
Gaia Hypnothesis – named for Gaea, the Greek goddess of the earth, this hypothesis
suggests that the entire earth is a living system.
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Garbha griha – (pronounced gar-ba-gree-ha) literally means ‘womb=tomb.’ It is a
Sanskrit word that describes the center of a temple where relics are buried.
Hermeneutics =interpretation. Originally related to Biblical interpretations, then to
literature and religious texts more generally. Hermeneutic research traditionally was a
text based western (read Christian) practice for understanding and legitimizing
interpretations of the Bible. My own locus, which is not limited to the west or a text
base, is both larger and smaller than this: smaller in that it is for myself and for others
doing art based research; larger in that my cosmology covers a larger span of time and
space than Christianity normally engages outside its first Biblical chapter, Genesis.
Heuristic = personal discovery. Often legitimized by phenomenology this approach to
research validates the subjective experiences of the researcher.
Hexagram – literally translated this means six (hex) written (gram). The six lines may
be either solid (yang) or broken (yin). Technically a hexagram is made up of two
trigrams. Hexagrams are a way to visually describe the distribution of energy. There are
sixty four hexagrams in the I Ching.
Ho Lo Maps – Ancient Chinese numerical configurations indicating specific numbers
associated with compass points.
I Ching – one of the historically sacred books of China, this book was studied by all
educated persons, formed the basis of civil service examinations, and today remains a
widely used divination tool. From the hundreds of available translations I prefer that by
Wilhelm/Baynes, published by Princeton University Press. Here in the forward, Carl
Jung suggests that the book is a way to access the collective unconscious. Further on
Wilhelm tells us that the one regret Confucius had was that he could not devote his entire
life to the study of this book.
Jomon – Japanese culture phase famous for pottery and dating 9000BCE – 300BCE.
Kami - Japanese/Shinto word meaning the spirit in all matter. For example, there is kami
of photocopiers, kami of computer disks, kami of paper, etc.
Metonymic – part standing for the whole. For example, a scepter standing for
sovereignty or a rain drop standing for water.
Mimesis – Greek word for imitation.
Mirror neurons – the duplicating of neural firing patterns between two subjects based
on one subject seeing another subject engage in an activity.
Morphic Resonance – Rupert Sheldrake’s theory that vibrations give rise to forms,
similar forms vibrate to similar frequencies, and consciousness is a form of invisible
resonating energy.
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Nanotechnology – nano literally means dwarf. Presently nano size specifically refers to
one billionth. Nanotechnology is engineering and design on a molecular level.
Noosphere – related to the Gaia Hypnothesis, this earlier idea by Teilhard de Chardin
suggests an envelope of thought surrounds the earth and offers transformative
opportunity for the human species.
Olmec – Central American culture phase famous for pottery and dating 1500BCE – 1CE.
Paideia – Greek word meaning life long education and suggesting that our lives and
ourselves are the greatest work of art.
Parietal – parietal arts are stationary, such as a cave wall. They are in contrast to
transportable arts, such as figurines.
Qualitative research – this research is part of a methodological revolution which resists
single definitions but may involve four directions: interpretive theory; politics of
representation; ethnography of everyday life; new pedagogy. (See Denzin and Lincoln,
pxv). In some ways I have used each of these: my focus has been on interpretive theory,
my critique of the status quo invokes political representations, my consciousness
practices are daily activities and my efforts include new pedagogical efforts.
Quipu – ancient Incan communication system of colored threads.
Sangha – Sanskrit word for community of like minded persons.
Spam – electronic junk mail.
Stupa – architectural form which originates in India and morphs as it moves across Asia.
Trigram – literally translated this means three (tri) written (gram). Trigrams are three
lines written horizontally and stacked vertically. For example, the trigram kun, which
means the mother, and maximum receptivity, is three broken lines:
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
Every trigram line is either solid (yang) or broken (yin) and visually represents energy.
The top line is heavenly energy, the bottom line is earthly energy, and the middle line is
human energy, navigating between heaven and earth. There are eight trigrams because
you have two possibilities (of solid or broken) for each of the three lines: 2 x 2 x 2 = 8.
Vastu Mandala – cosmic diagram for Indian architecture grids space into nine squares
(3x3) or eighty one (9x9) squares and associates each square with certain properties,
deities, etc.
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Western Tradition – this may refer to recent or historical ideas in the west, e.g., the
traditional story of western civilization typically begins with the Egyptians, moves to the
Greco-Romans and through medieval Europe to the modern period.
World Art – art made by humans around the world from pre-history (pre-literacy) to the
present.
Zendo – place where one sits in zen meditation.
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